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$299 
CircuitMaker 6: 

Schematic design 

and simulation 

software 

The features 

of high-end 

schematic design 

and simulation 

software at a 

fraction of 

the cost. 

o 

racixeras roa 

Maker 

The teatures 
of high -end 
printed circuit 
board layout 
software at a 
fraction of 
the cost. 

Maker 
TraxMaker 3 : 

Printed circuit 
board layout 
software 

CircuitMaker Version 6 and TraxMaker Version 3 give you the features of professional, high -end software at a 

fraction of the cost. Plus, with exceptional ease-of-use, you'll spend less time learning Louse the software tware and more time 

designing. Both applications are compatible with your existing design software, and feature outstanding technical 

support. Call now for your free functional demo. 

CircuitMaker 6 is a powerful schematic 
design and simulation program featuring: 

Professional schematic features including printout 
borders, title block and barred pin names 

Symbol editor and Macro feature for custom devices 

Fast, accurate SPICE3f 5/XSPICE -based simulation 

Complete array of analysis types, including Fourier, AC, DC 

Parameter Sweep, Transient and more 

Virtual instruments including a digital oscilloscope, 

multimeter, Bode plotter, curve tracer and more 

Extensive library of over 4,000 devices 

Tight integration with TraxMaker® for quick PCB layout 

Output PCB netlists in Protel® Tango®, and TraxMaker®, 

formats for use in a variety of PCB layout programs 

Windows 31, 95, 98 and NT 

TraxMaker 3 is a powerful printed circuit 
board layout program featuring: 

Over 2,000 component footprints in a fully- documented, indexed 

library Documentation shows footprints actual size 

Built -in autorouter and Design Rules Check 

Supports up to 6 signal layers plus power and ground planes, 

silk screen overlays and solder and paste masks 

Board sizes up to 3211x 32", with no pin limitations 

Intelligent manual routing with unroute capabilities 

Import any PCB netlist in CircuitMaker®, Protel® or Tango® format 

Output RS274X Gerber files, Excellon N/C drill files and Bill of 

materials 

Print to any Windows compatible printer or plotter 

Windows 3.1, 95, 98 and PIT 

CircuitMaker For free demo software, or to order, call 1-800- 419 -4242 
CUSTOMER SERVICE CENTER 5252 N. Edgewood Dr #175 Provo, UT 84604 Tel 801.224.0433 Fax 801.224.0545 www.microcode.com 

.ntel International Ply Ltd. All rights reserved. CircuitMaker, hazMaker and SimCode are registered trademarks of Protel International Pty Ltd. All other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. 
CIRCLE 176 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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The millennium It upon us. The year 2000 is right around thor r. ha\ 
l it bring? 

- the magazine for the hands-on electronics activist! 

etitive of comp 

challenging 
tho professionals who design, 

Today's 
electronics marketplace 

f electeonics activist stroom 
for a variety 

experimenters who 

maintain, 
aimed n 

repair 
the 

a l of the electronics gear that fills our lives, the 

build, maintain, and mputer 
enthusiasts who want to know what's in the latest gear, the activists 

build projects, the comp 
robots, audiophiles 

communicate want ate 
test 

hew 
circuits and designs, 

who want to and are blond 
what's out there 

ham -radio operators looking 
publications - Popular Electronics and 

our two p eons - Poptronics -thon you will 

That's why Ger 
Now, the 

Publications 
new, exciting 

is 

and itimely monthly magazine - Po issue. What a way to 

Electronics Now, into the new, exciting 
1, 2001.) 

soon be holding in your hands. Coincidentally it will be the January 

enter the new millennium! (Yes I know the millennium actually starts January 

Poptronics, the 

i with the January 2000 issue Popular Electronics will become Pop 

It's evolution. Starting 21st We've been here 

for the hands -on electronics activíst!oactivists 
Iwrl the ey2lur Centuiryele 

Electrícs.tWe re 
magazine fo 

magazine for all electronics 
Poptronics eg be the hen we began in April 1908 with the first 

issue with Poptronics Elec ri its future 

since ing beginning, 
still going to be here for the start of the next millennium, the year 

descendant. magazines into Poptronics. 
best elements of our existing mag 

we can assemble. We 

We brought Lover 
to 

all 
you, 

the eary best editorial variety assemble. 
W Robotics 

lt is d parka to Gizm you, our sea ndrs the very 

e, Hands -on Reports, Service ClictP rr° áro° nd at'mpin editori- 

Workhop, 
Amazing 

Gizmo, Prototype, 
and columns; and wrapped 

Workshop, Amazing Science and other key 

al package of construction projects, product lab reviews, how it works and how to do it articles, 

to create a wonderful new world of electronics! 

"under co. The 
forums, 

signs , se 
searchable 

in other areas. , and 
site at www.gernsback.com will still be there too. The forums, searchable index, an 

Our web are, but you may find a lot of u 

links will stay as they happening. I believe that you will find it even more useful 
than 

before. 
in to keep up with what is happ 

thousands of readers to exchange 
i great glean s 

We will 
and 

fin the forums that datesgon 
contents in the magazine. 

search 
answered, and and the latest up 

search th e index for old articles and to download current articles and artwork from the current 

issue, you will automatically receive upcoming 

with January 2000) until your current subscription is fulfilled. If you also 

If you are a current subscriber to Popular Electronics, y 

issues 
subscribe to 

(starting 
Now- ipr example (if 

you 
- you will receive the next 

to Electronics Now we will combine your subscriptions (if you have 10 more issues of 

subsuribe o, and 5 issues of Electronics 
Popular Electronics to g 

15 issues of Poptronics). 

of both 
o copies of Poptronics next month, just cut off or copy the labels on the 

If we goof and g et two 
and send them to me. I'll see that your subscription is merged 

front cover of both magazines 

without you losing a single copy. 

An exciting new world of electronics publishing begins with the January 2000 issue of Poptronics. 

with us and see just how great our electronics industry can be. We g 

will 
our partner progress. 

all 
ress. Stay ens. 

will be bringing you a of the latest electronics news as it app 
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The Waves Around Us 

You can't feel them. You can't see them. But it doesn't mean that electromagnetic 

waves aren't permeating the room you're in right now. It's something we have to 

accept -as technology and electronic devices proliferate, we'll come into contact 

with more and more EM fields each day. 

While the possible harmful effects of EMF can't be proven in a quantified manner, 

just like no one can tell you exactly how many minutes per day you can safely 

expose your skin to the sun's rays, there may be cause for worry. People living 

dose to power -line transformers, for instance, seem to develop certain types of 

cancer in "greater than normal" numbers. And as it turns out, some of the appli- 

ances and gadgets we use and take for granted every day are emitting smaller 

doses of the same invisible EMF. 

Fortunately, these smaller doses can be avoided. By measuring the field areas 

around electronic devices we can take precautions. Moving a microwave perhaps 

a foot back on the counter, sitting a few inches farther away from a computer mon- 

itor ... these and other adjustments could drastically reduce the amount of EMF we 

come into contact with. 

To help you take such precautions and find those older devices that are a bit too 

radiation -leaky, we're presenting our EMF Meter, a powerful "sniffer" circuit that will 

find any trouble spots in your home, office, or any other place you frequent. 

Complicated as field theories may be (for more on these, check out 

"Electromagnetic Pollution" on page 38), the EMF Meter is only a modestly chal- 

lenging project to build. Use a PC board and a coil -winding trick we'll show you, and 

you could be scanning rooms in a couple of nights. Turn to page 29 to get started. 

In addition to EMF, something else is "around us' here at Gernsback Publications. 

Change. 

As mentioned in our publisher's letter on page 1, this is the last issue of Popular 

Electronics in its current form. Starting next month with the January 2000 

issue we'll have merged with our sister title, Electronics Now. to form a new, larg- 

er magazine: Poptronics. 

I'm excited to be taking the helm of this new project, and I know I speak for the entire 

staff in saying that we're determined to make Poptronics the ultimate magazine 

for hands -on electronics enthusiasts. If it's part of the future of electronics, it will be 

in this cutting-edge new title. 

In about a month, in plenty of time for the 21st century, the first issue will be out. So 

do find a quiet spot amidst all the millennium madness, and join us for a sane look 

at the future. We'd love to hear what you think of the expanded coverage and new 

features of Poptronics. 

Konstantinos Karagiannis 
Editor 
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editor -in -chief and publisher 
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GUITAR DISTORTION 
CORRECTIONS 

I noticed that a few errors crept into 
my article: "Guitar Distortion Pedal" 
(Popular Electronics, September 
1999). On page 42, the text states 
switch S2 is a "double -pole, single - 
throw switch." It should be stated as a 
double -pole, double -throw switch, as 
correctly described in the parts list. 

The parts -placement diagram (Fig. 
4) and the printed -circuit foil (Fig. 3) do 
not include the marking of the pads "A," 
"B," and "S" as stated in the text and 
shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 4, potentiometer 
R4 is shown as connected to three 
unmarked pads. They should be desig- 
nated (from left to right) as A, B, and S. 

Pad "A" goes to components C2, 
D1, D2, R4, R8, and pin 1 of IC1. Pad 
"B" goes to R2, and Pad "S" goes to 
the common connection of jacks J1 
and J2. 

Hope this clears up any confusion 
that may have resulted. 
Juan Carlos Morales 

HALLOWEEN CONTEST 
SAVIOR 

My son is a big Star Wars fan, and 
wanted my help in creating a Jedi cos- 
tume for Halloween this year. He's 
excited about the costume contest his 
school will have. 

Your October issue came just in 
time for us to begin our plans. Neither 
Billy nor I particularly liked the plastic, 
dim toy "lightsabers" on the market, 
and decided to equip him with your 
Plasma Saber instead. 

Though Halloween hasn't come at 
the time of my writing this letter, we're 
delighted by the way the Saber looks. 
The kit made it a cinch! 

Thanks a million. 
K. Cannone 
via e-mail 

We're glad we could help. I realize 
that we didn't mention any of the 
Saber's Halloween possibilities in the 
October issue. 

Just a bit of advice: Your letter did- 
n't say how old Billy is, but be sure that 

4 he doesn't use the Saber for any play 

sword fighting. Remember, there's a 
neon tube in there. 
-Editor 

POCKET METRONOME 
IMPROVEMENTS 

I had a great time building "The 
Pocket Metronome" (Popular Electronics, 
October 1999). After some modifica- 
tions to the published schematic, I was 
able to get it to perform flawlessly. 

For other readers who may be 
experiencing problems with this pro- 
ject, these are the changes I suggest: 

Remove R7 from IC1 pin 10 (reset) 
and place it on IC1 pin 9 (output). This 
attaches the LED to the tone -generat- 

KEEP IN TOUCH 
We appreciate letters from our 

readers. Comments, suggestions, 
questions, bouquets, or brickbats ... 
we want to hear from you and find 
out what you like and what you dis- 
like. If there are projects you want to 
see or articles you want to submit - 
we want to know about them. And 
now there are more ways than ever 
to contact us at Popular Electronics. 

You can write via snail mail to: 

Letters 
Popular Electronics 
500 Bi- County Blvd. 
Farmingdale, NY 11735 

Please note the above address is 
the snail -mail way to get the quickest 
response. Some readers send letters 
to our subscription address, and 
although the mail is forwarded to our 
editorial offices, it does increase the 
time it takes to answer or publish 
your letters. 

Send e -mail to: 

peeditor@gernsback.com 

Of course, e -mail is fast. 
Check the end of your favorite 

columns, too. Many of them list indi- 
vidual e-mail addresses for their 
respective authors. 

And don't forget to visit our Web 
site: www.gernsback.com. 

ing time output, where it belongs, and 
frees up the reset pin, which is not 
used. 

Remove R1 and Cl from IC1 pin 4 
(reset) and place them on pin 14 (V +). 
This change supplies power to the 
pulse -generating timer, and it frees up 
its reset pin, which isn't used either. 

Run a jumper from IC1 pin 5 (pulse - 
side output) to ICI pin 10 (tone -side 
reset). Doing so provides the control 
link from the pulse generator to the 
tone generator. 
D. V. Raymond 
via e-mail 

HAVES & NEEDS 
I have been a subscriber to your 

magazine from way back in the 
1950's. I am seeking a tube tester 
that will test old tubes, such as the 
7c7, etc. I have a Heathkit Digital 
Meter, Model IM -1202 that I would 
like to give to anyone who can help 
me with the tube tester. 

I will be happy to pay for the tester 
and give the meter as a gift. 

Thanks in advance for any help. 
Tony Gaik 
325 West Highway 89A #13 
Cottonwood, AZ 86326 
e-mail: vitamins @sedona.net 

I recently saw a miniature wireless 
video transmitter. It seemed to have no 
visible parts, except an antenna wire, 
one positive and negative connection 
for a 9 -volt battery, and a wire connec- 
tion for video out. 

All the components were hidden 
inside a black box, a bit smaller than a 
wooden matchbox, with all of the above 
wires soldered on one side of the box. 

I would like to ask your readers if 
they could tell me what I was looking at 
and the theory of its operation. 

My other question is, I realize, a bit 
general, but here goes: Does anyone 
have any tips for making strong FM 
transmissions or a powerful antenna to 
pick up weak FM signals? 
Rommel Golianeh 
10223 -121 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 
T5N 1K6 Canada 
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KONSTANTINOS KARAGIANNIS 

NET Ago 
ONE-STOp Holiday SkoppiNq 

Longtime readers of this column 
have probably noticed that 

around the holidays we tend to cover 

the best new online shopping sites. 

This is to spare some of you the agony 

of going to a mall in December. No one 

likes to put up with long lines, parking 

nightmares, and more miles of walking 

than a typical track athlete does in a 

season. This year, give up the hassle 

and shop from your computer desk. 

Now, more than a few of you have 

probably already bought something 

online. Perhaps a book from Amazon. 

corn? Maybe a CD from CDNow.com? 

If so, great -these and similar sites 

can help you out with some of your 

shopping this time of year. However, 

it's not always easy to shop for a music 

gift for the teens on your list, for 

instance, or to know what music 
they're into now. That's why we're 

going to look at more diverse shopping 

sites, catering to all sorts of gift types, 

as well as budgets. Because there's a 

lot out there, we'll start with an in- 

depth look at an innovative site, and 

then move on to a roundup of spots 

you won't want to miss. 

So whip out the plastic and get 

ready to finish most of your shopping 
in (dare we say ?) under an hour. 

ELECTRICWISH 
Since this is an electronics maga- 

zine, we'll begin with a site that pro- 

vides shoppers with a great choice of 

items that either have to be plugged in 

or have batteries added. Designed for 

easy accessibility to those new to Web 

shopping or consumer electronics or 

both, ElectricWish.com is one of the 

best ways for even Grandma to shop 

for hip gifts. 
First of all, we should point out that 

online shops usually lure customers 

ElectricWish.corn - Microsoft Internet Explorer 

fie Edit e F ;veltes lods dele 

ea© 

Free shipping and b 
no hassle returns. 

"(Shopping 0r11 ,,wish List 'Your Account I Custonver Service 

Sound System TV & Video Portables Phones 

Sou"td System 

AN Receivers, Surround 

Soured Processors, CD 

Changers/Players, and more... 

TV and Video 

OVD Players, Camcorders, 

VCRs, and more... 

Portable Electronics 
Personal CD and Cassette 

Players, CD Boomboxes, and 
more... 

Phones 
Coadless Phones, Basic 

Telsphones, and more... 

Customer 
Service 

Help Desk 
Register for free stuff 
Already Registered? 

"Sign in. 

Yotr Privacy 

YoLr Account 

Gift Certificates, 

Welcome to ElectricWish.com 
We are the world's 
beet comfy, pleasant 
and fun place 
to shop for home 
electronics. 
So sit back... 
and click! 

Get portable! 
Special Price 

CtM>4, t $49.95 
Take yourtunes 
ere you. *eh a 

Pt1111pá 

aneas cii=ko Magnavox 
portable CD 

Weyer. 

BIG Screen 
Sale 1399.95 

$600 off 
S0' of Pura Tv 

fun on sale 
novel 

morass 

zenIth.J- 
more* 

TOSHIBA 
TV I Take 
$50 Off 

Special 
$349.95 

Toshiba 21' 

more» 

DVD Deal! 
Sale $239 

t t eo of Toshiba 
CND piare. 

011311111 
TOSHIBA 

more» 

miss Ally! 

J 
Special $139.95, $40 

.NC makes VCRs simple will Secure 
inendlytechnologr 

tit he 

!t this is your 
:first time hers... 

!. 

;1St usit[àpw whp 
YA 1A 

Electronics 
Shopping 
Exert 

Hit My 
name 
Is any 
Anders. 
and 

an here to help 
you with any 
questions you 
might have about 
home electronics 
products. 

TOM., Shopping 
`Use our secure 

You're a Director! server to place 
...with this orders safely. we 

fully loaded use the very best 
camcorder. server software to 

encrypt all of your 
Doluxe Sale$399.95, ,personal 
Sale 5399.95, $150 off 'information. we 

more» issue our _ 

sr, 

._i 

For a user-friendly experience and terrific deals, consider doing some of your holiday shopping at 

ElectricWish.com. 

with Ilow prices and the fact that there's 

no sales tax if the buyer's from anoth- 

er state than the store's real -world 

headquarters (in ElectricWish.com's 
case, Texas residents add applicable 
tax). These savings usually make up 

for the shipping you have to pay. Well, 

guess what ... ElectricWish.com gives 

you the money- saving benefits just 

described plus free shipping! All fig- 

ures totaled, it's clear that you'd have 

a tough time finding the goodies sold 

here for less elsewhere. 

But you get so much more than just 

great savings. The designers of this 

site took a lot of care to create an 

experience that makes shopping easy 

and even educational. At the time of 

this writing, the staff at Electric 

Wish.com was kind enough to show us 

a sneak preview of the site's new fea- 

tures, which should be available by the 

time you read this. They're basically 

taking a good site and making it great. 

For starters, they're expanding the 

selection. By the holidays, you'll be 
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JCPenney - Microsoft Internet F xplorer 

JCPenr?r, y 
Welcome to the JCPenney Internet Stores hnF; itL IC1 I567 

sAt ¿} ;SE?, 
SEARCH the 
store! 

!store 
departments 

men's 

women's 

children's 

toys 

home & leisure 

jewelry 

specialty 
shops 

what's news 

zoom room 

back -to- school 

anona jean co. 

wend wear 

gift shop 

star wars 

services 

flesh flowers 

take a survey! 

gift cards 

catalog, 

GIFT SHOP e FOR HIM 

gift 

1 -9 OF 91 ITEMS PAGE:12 3 4 ¢ ¢ Z $ _9 isait NExr - ) 

I 

RGpolr 
Toc,I i <It 

Todays Feature $24.99 Today's Feature 439.99 t 

T, ;tNÇiF+,i 

_11:-t 

4 -pc. 52 -piece 
Martini Tool Kit 
Set 

Price $40.00 Price $14.99 Prke $29.99 

8-piece 
Fisherman's 
Tool Set 

Price $59.99 

Arachnide) MI Arizona 
Dart Jean 
Blaster Co.® 

Keychains 

Price $12.00 Price varies 

Arizona 
Jean 
Co.® 
Lanyard 

The JCPenney Web site has dozens of pages of popular gifts ideas for him, her and the little ones. 
You're sure to find something perfect for just about anyone, and in your price range to boot. 

able to order cordless phones, TVs 
(even projection models), VCRs, DVD 
players, camcorders, portable and 
deck CD players, stereos, electric 
knives, breadmakers, blenders, espresso 
machines, vacuums, and electric 
shavers, to name a few. As you can 
see, some of these products will make 
perfect gifts, depending on whom 
you're shopping for and how much you 
want to spend. An electric shaver, for 
example, is a much more realistic gift 
for most of us to offer than, say, a 50- 
inch television! 

But a good selection doesn't neces- 
sarily make for a good shopping expe- 
rience. The real strength of the site is 
that it lets you select just how you want 
the information on your screen to 
appear. Techno -savvy individuals will 
want their product specifications pre- 
sented as bulleted lists, but those 
uncomfortable with technical details 
will want warm, friendly paragraphs 
describing a unit's pros and cons. A 
mouse click lets you choose between 
the two. 

There's even a virtual expert in 
each category (TVs, cooking appli- 
ances, etc.) of whom you can ask a 

6 question. If the program on the Electric 

Wish.com server recognizes the query 
you type in as being in its database, 
you'll get an immediate response. 
Otherwise, a real customer service 
representative will get in touch with 
you. 

According to the staff at Electric 
Wish.com, the site was originally 
launched to be a shopping site friend- 
ly to women. However, we think they 
did one better and made the site 
"everyone- friendly." One day, we'll all 
shop this way. 

A SHOPPING 
HODGEPODGE 

As great as ElectricWish.com is, 
you'll undoubtedly need to hit a few 
other spots to get your shopping done 
this year. Let's examine, in rapid -fire 
fashion, your best bets. 

For the kiddies, you'll do well to visit 
eToys. Right from the opening page, 
you're offered several browsing 
options that can speed up your shop- 
ping time. Pick an age and get the rec- 
ommended items of the week, just in 
case you're not quite sure what little 
Timmy or Tammy might be interested 
in. The site's even great for adults 
(your columnist bought his Phantom 

Menace memorabilia here to avoid the 
long lines last May). Before you buy, 
though, you may want to check the 
prices at ToysRUs.com, too. This Web 
presence of the famous Toys `R Us 
chain may have a better (or worse) 
deal per item -it always pays to shop 
around -and is equally pleasing to 
explore. Just think, no more waiting in 
a three -hour line only to be told there 
are no more of this year's hot seller 
(remember the Tickle Me Elmo 
craze ?). 

For that special lady on your list, be 
she a romantic interest or family mem- 
ber, you'll be delighted to peruse the 
virtual aisles of the Fragrance Counter. 
After toy stores, the hardest places to 
get service around the holidays are 
definitely department -store beauty 
counters. At Fragrance Counter, you 
can pick everyone's favorites and have 
them gift wrapped and shipped free! 
Your feet and nerves will thank you. 

If you're looking for a really wide 
variety of options and don't want to 
spend a lot, consider visiting the online 
version of a popular American bargain 
chain: Kmart.com. No, the site doesn't 
have as many items for sale as a typi- 
cal Big K, but Kmart.com still has plen- 
ty of items for the home and the indi- 

HOT SITES 

Coolsavings.com 
www.coolsavings.com 

ElectricWish.com 
www. electricwish. corn 

eToys 
www.etoys.com 

Fragrance Counter 
www. fragrancecounter. corn 

JCPenney 
www.jcpenney.cotn 

Kmart.com 
www.kmart.com 

ToysRUs.com 
www.toysrus.com 

vidual that make perfect gifts. The site 
even has a Gifts Under $20 section, 
which links you to products, in the var- 
ious categories, that fall in this magic 
price range (magic for the majority of 
holiday shoppers, that is). 

(Continued on page 89) 
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MULTIMEDIA 

CD -ROM 

About a year before I started 

writing this column, I bought 

the fastest computer I could at the 

time -a 486 DX2 /50 that didn't even 

have a VESA local bus (VLB). It was 

late '92 or early '93, and my machine 

didn't come with a CD -ROM drive that 

was at the time just an expensive 1X 

unit with little purpose. I paid around 

$3000 for that computer, which came 

with a 15 -inch color monitor and a 

14.4 -Kbps modem. 
By '94, multimedia software on CD- 

ROM started to bloom, with the advent 

of 2X CD -ROM drives (I guess 1X, 

150 -KB /sec drives were much too slow 

to make anything interesting happen 

from a CD). At some point, I contacted 
Media Vision and asked for a review 

unit of the most deluxe 2X multimedia 

upgrade kit available at the time. I 

believe it was a $1200 package, which 

included a $600 2X NEC CD -ROM 

drive, a Pro Audio Spectrum sound 

card, and speakers. It also included 

discs such as Compton's Multimedia 

Encyclopedia, Where in the World is 

Carmen San Diego ?, and a few oth- 

ers. Soon after, Multimedia Watch was 

born. 
A lot has changed since then. But 

since I started this column because of 

CD -ROM, it makes sense that I've got 

a lot of CD -ROM drives covered this 

month. Today, we can pull data off a 

CD at 52X, record at 8X on $1 blank 

discs, re- record on discs that cost a bit 

more, and watch full- screen, high -res- 

olution movies on DVD. 

KENWOOD 52X TRUEX 
A while back I mentioned how CD- 

ROM drives never really got much 

faster after 20X came along. Sure 

many drives are labeled as being 

much faster, and they are sometimes 

YO0 

MARC SPIWAK 
TECHNICAL EDITOR 
COMPUTER RESELLER NEWS 

ThEN ANd NOW 

Kenwood's 52X TrueX CD -ROM drive reads 

multiple tracks simultaneously, which leads to 

phenomenal performance gains. 

at the outermost tracks; but for the 

inner tracks there's really no way to 

spin the discs much faster than 20X 

without them wobbling and vibrating 

too much to be read. This is why so 

many drives were variable- speed. But 

now there's a new CD -ROM drive 

technology that gets around the RPM 

limit not by spinning faster but by read- 

ing more data at once. 
Kenwood Technologies' new 52X 

TrueX CD -ROM drive uses Zen 

TrueX technology to achieve actual 

performance levels up to 52X. How 

Zen's TrueX works is that it lets the 

Kenwood 52X TrueX read multiple 

tracks simultaneously, increasing the 

data transfer rate without increasing 
rotational speed. A quick and dirty 

benchmark test I did indicated a 

speed of 46X, the fastest CD -ROM 

read I've ever seen. The Kenwood 

52X TrueX CD -ROM drive has a 

transfer rate ranging from 6.75 to 

7.8MB per second across the entire 

disc. Performance generally ranges 

from 45X to 52X. 
The 52X TrueX CD -ROM drive has 

a suggested retail price of $129. 

TEAC 8X24 CD -R 
CD Recorders are also getting 

faster, as evidenced by Teac's new 

8X24 SCSI drive that can burn CDs at 

speeds up to 8X and read discs at 24X 

with a 150 -ms average access time. I 

tested the 8X24, and sure enough it 

can record at 8X. But I ran into a funny 

problem where I could copy a disc at 

6X but not 8X. My system ran a check 

on the reader and determined that a 

limitation in my reader drive kept direct 

copying to the modest 6X. 

Now I'm not even sure what sort of 

CD -ROM drive is in my test system, 

but I do know that it's a SCSI unit, 

probably rated at 24X or 32X. I'll have 

to redo the test in the same system -a 
PII 450 -but with the Kenwood TrueX 

52X CD -ROM drive installed. I'll bet 

that I can then copy discs with the 

Teac 8X24 at 8X. This 8X24 CD -R 

drive comes bundled with Adaptec's 

Direct CD, Easy CD Creator, and CD 

Copier Deluxe software. 
The Teac 8X24 CD -R drive costs 

$449 for the internal version and $549 

for the external model. 

HP 8200i CD -RW 
With CD -R blanks costing so little 

these days, the more expensive re- 

recordable, CD -RW blanks are best 

used for more specialized recording 

needs. CD -R is perfect for copying 

discs, making music compilations, 
archiving data, and so on, where you 

want to keep the data forever. But CD- 

RW makes more sense for short-term 

archiving and backups where you 

don't necessarily want to hang onto 

the data for very long. And regardless 

of how long you must save the data, 

you can still share it with anyone that 

has a CD -ROM drive (well, almost - 
some drives can't read CD -RW discs). 
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Accredited B.S. Degree in 
Computers or Electronics 

by studying at Home 
Grantham College of Engineering 
offers 3 distance education programs: 

B.S.E.T. emphasis in Electronics 
B.S.E.T. emphasis in Computers 
B.S. in Computer Science 

-Electronics Workbench Professional 5.0 
included in our B.S.E.T curriculums 
-Approved by more than 200 Companies, 
VA and Dantes, (tuition assistance avail.) 

For your free catalog of our programs dial 

1- 888 -919 -8181 Ext. 15 
http://www.grantham.edu 

GCE 
Your first step 
to help yourself 
better your future! 

Grantham College ofEngineering 
34641 Grantham College Road 

Slidell, LA 70460 -6815 

tut 
Some Say Watching Tropical 
Fish Lowers Blood Pressure 

& Relieves Stress... 

They Could Be On To 
Something. 

L/ 
IItn.R: .' 

Discover the Caribbean aboard a Tall Ship. 
6 & 13 day adventures from $650. 

For more information call your travel agent 

J:: v 
or 1$(x)-327-260I 

Windjammer' 
S a rtb o t' Cr a i s e s 

t'.o. &,. 190120, Dept _55N3,Alianllß,a36. FL 33119 
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A new CD -RW drive from Hewlett- 
Packard offers speed and conve- 
nience in an internal form factor. HP's 
new 8200i CD -RW drive can write or 
rewrite at 4X and read at speeds up to 
24X. This IDE drive lets you back up 
100MB of data in about three minutes 
(like CD -ROM, CD -RW has a maxi- 
mum capacity of 650MB). Included 
with the 8200i is all the software you 
need to get the most from the drive. 
Adaptec's DirectCD and Easy CD 
Creator let you drag- and -drop files for 
easy storage and access. HP's Simple 
Trax automatically backs up, indexes, 
and finds files, while HP's Disaster 
Recovery quickly restores hard drives 
and operating systems from a CD 
backup that you make. 

The drive and impressive software 
bundle costs $349. 

HP M820e PORTABLE 
CD -RW 

If you're looking for CD re- record- 
ability in a more portable package, 
consider Hewlett- Packard's much 
smaller M820e Portable CD -RW drive. 
This little SCSI drive has a PC Card 
interface, and it writes and rewrites at 
4X and reads at 20X. 

Hewlett -Packards M820e portable CD -RW 
drive writes and rewrites at 4X and reads at 
20X. 

Measuring 5 by 6.5 inches and less 
than 1 inch thick, the M820e weighs 
less than one pound. It's perfect for 
packing in a briefcase or notebook 
computer bag. Like HP's internal 8200i 
CD -RW drive, this portable unit comes 
with the same great package of CD -R 
software. 

The ultra -portable M820e costs 
$599. 

POWERCARD UPS 
Everyone knows how important it 

can be to have a computer protected 

by a UPS, or uninterruptible power 
supply. A UPS is basically a battery 
backup power supply that sits between 
your computer and the AC outlet, 
which is constantly charging the UPS 
battery array. Under normal power 
conditions, a UPS will simply monitor 
the line and pass the AC power 
through to the connected appliances. 
But when a power outage is detected, 
power is switched over to battery and 
an alarm on the UPS sounds. 
Depending on how large or powerful a 
UPS you have, you then have a cer- 
tain amount of time to save your work 
and shut down the computer before 
anything is lost or the computer gets 
damaged. Servers are set up so that 
they shut down automatically when the 
UPS is triggered. 

A UPS for a home computer is gen- 
erally about as large as a shoebox and 
weighs a surprising amount for its size. 
It's heavy because of the batteries. After 
a while this dunky device starts to get in 
the way -it's amazing how much floor 
space they really take up. That's all 
changed now, thanks to a new style of 
UPS from Guardian On Board. 

The PowerCard UPS adds protec- 
tion to your PC without taking up any 
additional space. The "Card" is avail- 
able as just that, in either PCI or ISA 
versions. PowerCard ISA is a full - 
length ISA expansion card with a NiCd 
battery pack mounted right on the 
card. PowerCard PCI is a half -length 
PCI card that connects to a separate 
battery pack, which mounts in the bot- 
tom of the computer chassis. Either 
one outputs 420 volt- amperes (VA) to 
keep a computer and its monitor run- 
ning for several minutes before shut 
down. PowerCard not only provides 
battery backup, it also offers surge 
suppression and EMI /RFI line noise fil- 
tering; and the card includes automat- 
ic shutdown software. 

Either version of the PowerCard is 
available for $199. 

COMPAQ AEROS 
Windows CE is a powerful operat- 

ing system for handheld computers, 
and Compaq has just come out with 
some interesting handheld units that 
run the OS. Compaq's Aero 2100, sim- 
ilar to a Palm Pilot, lets you access 
your calendar, contacts, and e-mail, or 
even browse the Internet offline in full 
color. The high -resolution color TFT 
screen, easy PC synchronization, 10- 
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hour rechargeable battery, touch -sen- 

sitive display, and one -handed opera- 

tion make for a most useful instrument 

that fits in a shirt pocket. This gadget 

costs $449 with 8MB of memory and 

$549 for 16MB. 
If you want something that's more 

like a full -sized notebook computer but 

less like one at the same time, then con- 

sider Compaq's new Aero 8000 hand- 

held PC. Like the Aero 2100, the Aero 

8000 runs Windows CE. But unlike the 

Aero 2100, this model sports a full -size 

keyboard and can drive a projector or 

monitor. Unlike a notebook computer, 

this Windows CE machine offers instant 

turn -on- meaning that you push a but- 

ton, the screen lights up, and it's ready 

to use. The pocket Microsoft Office 

applications are pretty much the equiva- 

lent of the bigger cousins, especially if 

you -like me -don't use 99% of the 

features they offer. This handheld unit 

costs $949. 

TDK CYBEREXPRESS 
5614 

If you travel a lot, it pays to have a 

reliable modem so that you get the best 

possible connection speeds on the 

road. TDK Systems' new CyberExpress 

5614 is a full- featured 56 -Kbps 

fax /modem PC Card. The 
CyberExpress 5614 supports both 

K56flex and V.90 standards, and it 

works with Windows 95/98/NT/2000, 

Windows CE, and Apple PowerBook 

notebook computers. The modem auto - 

senses between K56flex and V.90 stan- 

dards. The 5614 includes standard 

14.4 -Kbps send /receive fax, data com- 

pression, and error correction features. 

The CyberExpress 5614 has a sug- 

gested retail price of $119. 

CAMERA MEMORY 
There is more and more competi- 

tion in removable media for handheld 

devices, and New Media Technology 

Corporation is one player in the mar- 

ket. New Media offers memory in both 

CompactFlash and Smart Media for- 

mats for use in digital cameras and 

other equipment. 
For those not familiar with the for- 

mats, CompactFlash is a matchbox - 

size module (though only as thick as a 

matchbook) while Smart Media cards 

consist of a flash memory chip embed- 

ded in a thin plastic card little larger 

than a postage stamp. New Media 

Technology Corporation offers these 

memory modules in higher capacities 

than what normally comes with a digi- 

tal camera, which means that you can 

store a lot more images. 

Check out New Media's Web site 

for information on the complete line. 

The products they sent me were a 

sample 48MB CompactFlash module 

that costs $152 and a 32MB 

SmartMedia card that costs $84. 

NEW SOFTWARE 
If you collect comic books, you'll 

want to get your hands on a copy of 

ComicBase 4.0 from Human 

Computing. ComicBase is a database 

of over 100,000 issues and almost 

5000 titles, loaded with information in 

an interactive encyclopedia format. 

Offerings from over 300 publishers, 

from humor to super- heroes, are cov- 

ered -with up -to -date pricing informa- 

tion. Price histories and value graphs 

for the past four years are included. Of 

course, ComicBase features thousands 

of full -color illustrations, and even video 

clips from related movies. The software 

will even calculate statistics on your col- 

NCORE "LI TE" 
High Quality Test Equipment At Affordable Prices 

OSCILLOSCOPE 
150 MHz CRT readout 

CRT readout of 

frequency, time, voltage 

10 on- screen memory 
settings 
Dual channel 

Built -in component 
analyzer 

DM500 METER 
AC /DC voltage and current 

Resistance to 30 MQ 

Beep Guard" Input Protection 

Continuity /Diode Test 

Shockproof 

1 -year limited warranty 

BEM 

3 -year limited warranty 

DM501 METER 
True RMS 

AC/DC voltage and current 

Resistance to 30 Mc2 

Data hold 
Water resistant 
Beep GuardTM' 

Current to 20A (limited) 
1 -year limited warranty 

... __ 
PS402 

POWER SUPPLIES 
Low ripple 
Constant current and voltage 

Master slave operation 

1 -year limited warranty 

3200 Sencore Drive Sioux Falls. SD 57107 

1- 800 -SENCORE www.sencore.com 
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WHERE TO GET IT 
Compaq Computer Corporation 
P.O. Box 692000 
Houston, TX 77269 -2000 
281- 370 -0670 
www. Compaq. corn 

CIRCLE 60 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Electronic Arts 
209 Redwood Shores Parkway 
Redwood City, CA 94065 
650- 628 -1500 
www.ea.com 

CIRCLE 61 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Guardian On Board 
9020 -1 North Capital Of Texas Highway 
Suite 300 
Austin, TX 78759 
512- 794 -1004 
www guardia n -ups. corn 
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Hewlett- Packard Company 
3000 Hanover Street 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 
800 -752 -0900 
www. hp. com 

CIRCLE 63 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Human Computing 
4509 Thistle Drive 
San Jose, CA 95136 
408 -266 -6883 
www.humancomputing.com 

CIRCLE 64 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Humongous Entertainment 
1500 Woodinville- Redmond Road 
Woodinville, WA 98072 
300-499-8386 
www.humongous.corn 
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Kenwood Technologies, Inc. 
1701 Junction Court Suite 100 
San Jose, CA 95112 
408 -467 -7900 
www. kenwoodtech. corn. 
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LucasArts Entertainment Company 
PO Box 10307 
San Rafael, CA 94912 
415 -472 -3400 
www.lucasarts. com 
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Manga Entertainment/Palm Pictures 
727 North Hudson Street Suite 100 
Chicago, IL 60610 
312- 751 -0020 
www. manga. com 
www pa lmpictures. corn 
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New Media Technology Corporation 
6 Cromwell Suite 102 
Irvine, CA 92618 
949 -597 -0888 
www. newmediatechcorp. com 
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TDK Systems, Inc. 
136 New Mohawk Road 
Nevada City, CA 95959 
530 -478 -8421 
www. tdk. com 

CIRCLE 70 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Teac America, Inc. 
7733 Telegraph Road 
Montebello, CA 90640 
213 - 726 -0303 
www, teac. com 

CIRCLE 71 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

lection's value and let you print lists and 
reports. If you sell comic books, 
ComicBase can help with printing price 
labels. The disc, which is compatible 
with PCs and Macs, costs $129. 

New on DVD from Manga 
Entertainment/Palm Pictures comes 
Tokyo Fist, which is one fighting festival 
of a movie. An insurance salesman runs 
into his old high -school classmate, now 
a boxing pro with problems. But the 
trouble is just beginning. Tetsuo II: Body 
Hammer, is a follow -up movie to the 

10 popular Tetsuo: The Iron Man. Featuring 

a mix of sci -fi nightmares and relentless 
action, this techno -thriller involves a 
Tokyo businessman whose son is kid- 
napped. He then undergoes a transfor- 
mation into a half- man /half- machine 
walking arsenal and begins to cause 
some serious trouble. Both of these 
titles are intended for mature audiences, 
and they cost $29.95 each. 

The Fabulous Story of the Cuban 
Cigar, also on DVD from Manga 
Entertainment/Palm Pictures, covers 
the rich Cuban soil, special seed, and 
famous tobacco -growing regions that 

contribute to producing the mysterious 
cigars. Learn the Cuban cigar's history 
from the experts, including the owner of 
one of the most prestigious cigar tem- 
ples in Europe. This title costs $24.95. 

Like all kids with access to cable 
television, my kids love Blues Clues on 
Nickelodeon, the animated show fea- 
turing a blue spotted dog named Blue 
and a live actor character named Steve. 
In the show, Blue and young viewers 
help Steve find clues to solve basic rid- 
dles. Humongous Entertainment's lat- 
est title, Blue's 123 Time Activities, is 
now available. This one helps 
preschoolers practice early math and 
problem -solving skills with Blue and her 
friends at the Backyard Fair. Kids 
strengthen math skills while helping 
Blue win prizes. This title costs $19.99. 

If you'd like to know more about the 
Star Wars universe than most people 
do, then you'll definitely want to check 
out the Star Wars Episode I Insider's 
Guide from LucasArts. It's loaded with 
character profiles, cinematic secrets, 
interviews with George Lucas and the 
production team, and a lot more. It also 
features over 2000 images, including 
concept art, theatrical trailers, film 
footage, audio clips, and so on. A glos- 
sary contains over 500 entries. This 
neat disc costs about $30. 

I've always been a big fan of 
Electronic Arts' series of Need For 
Speed driving games. Driving games 
are my personal favorite, and the lat- 
est, Need For Speed: High Stakes, is 
awesome. The graphics are unbeliev- 
able and the action first -rate. You 
choose from 18 of the world's hottest 
cars and 19 realistic courses. Stakes 
are high because damage actually 
slows you down, and you might lose 
you favorite car if you lose the race. 
Sound on the game is done quite well. 
Another game in the series, Need For 
Speed Ill: Hot Pursuit, lets you play on 
both sides of the law. You can try to 
outrun the cops in a number of differ- 
ent super -fast cars or play the good 
guys in hopped -up cruisers out to nail 
the speeders. These games have a 
suggested retail price of $49.95. 

Don't lose sight 
of Glaucoma. 

iE NATIONAL 
EYE 
HEALTH 
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Irving M. 4atfHab 

TEST 
PROCEDURES 
for Bask Electronics 

PROMPT 

Test Procedures for Basic 

Electronics. #61063. -- $19.95 

Many useful tests and measurements 

are covered. They are reinforced by the 

appropriate basic principles. Examples 

of test and measurement setups are 

given to make concepts more practical. 

73/8x9/1/4", 356 pp, paperback. 

Build Your Own Home Lab. 

#61108 -- $29.95 

Shows you how to assemble an efficient 

working home lab, and how to make it 

pay its own way. Includes projects for 

creating your own test instruments too. 

7 3/8 x 9 1/4", 249 pp, paperback. 

iiawoa viL Saaa 8 Cn..iaqt 
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Complete VCR Troubleshooting 

and Repair. #61102. -- $34.95 

Though VCRs are complex, you don't 

need complex tools or test equipment to 

repair them. This book contains sound 

troubleshooting procedures that guide 

you through every task. 8 1/2 x 11", 

184 pp, paperback. 

Complete Camcorder 

Troubleshooting and Repair. 

#61105. -- $34.95 

Learn everything you need to know 

about the upkeep and repair of video 

camcorders. Start by examining cam- 

corder troubleshooting procedures, then 

move into more advanced repair 

techniques. 8 1/2 x 11", 208 pp, 

paperback 

Complete Camcorder 
Trauhlesttooting and Repair 

<_..:'<.... 

Oscillator Circuits and Projects. 

#61111. -- $24.95 

A Textbook and project book for those 

who want to know more about oscillator 

circuits. You can build and enjoy the 

informative and entertaining projects 

detailed in this book. Complete informa- 

tion is presented in an easy -to- follow 

manner. 73/8 x 9 1/4 ", 249 pp, 

paperback. 

Troubleshooting and Repair 

Guide to TV. #62246. -- $34.95 

Repairing and troubleshooting a TV is 

very simple and economical with help 

from the information in this book. It is 

the most complete and up -to -date TV 

repair book available, with tips on how 

to handle the newest circuits. 

8 1/2 x 11", 263 pp, paperback. 

Computer Monitor 
Troubfesh io fin ¡and Repair 

roubleshootinq 
Repair Guide to 

Computer Monitor Troubleshooting 

and Repair. #61100. -- $34.95 

This book can save you the money and 

hassle of computer monitor repair by 

showing you how to fix it yourself. 

Tools, test instruments, how to find and 

solve problems are all detailed. 

8 1/2 x 11", 308 pp, paperback. 

Joe Carr's Circuit Toolkit. 

#61000. -- $29.95 

Easy -to- build, useful circuits from Carr's 

workbench to you. They will spark new 

ideas in your day -to -day use of circuits 

and help solve frustrating problems. 

256 pp, paperback. 

Joe Carr' 
Circuit Toolkit 
Easy-Toeiöd. Useful t7tadts 
r,roin CnrsTOaibeiicn w Yolks! 

Please circle the products you would like to buy on the page above, calculate the total cost, include shipping charges, Claggk Inc. 

using in the form below and send it to us. Please allow 4 - 6 weeks for standard delivery. 
PO Box 4099 

Farmingdale, NY 11735 -0792 

Tel: 516 -293 -3751 

Fax: 516 -293 -3115 

Zip: Telephone: email: daggk@gemsback.com 

I have enclosed my check for $: 

Signature: 

Name: 

Address: 

Please charge my credit card for $: 

Card Type: 

Mastercard, Visa or Discover only 

Note: The delivery address and the address at which 

Number:1 

Expiration Date: _ f_ 1 

the credit card is registered must be the same. 

SHIPPING CHARGES IN USA. 

CANADA ADD $5.00 

1 Book $ 5.00 

2 Books 8.00 

each add'I book 3.00 

2 Day UPS $10.00 extra 

Next Day UPS $20.00 extra 

SORRY No orders accepted El of USA &Cakx1 ala Na NadiBools d 

Total price of books $ 

Shipping (see chart) $ 

Subtotal $ 

Sales Tax (NYS only $ 

Amount Enclosed $ 

All payments must be in U.S. funds! CLO4 
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SCANNER SOFTWARE BASICS 

Last time, we started talking 
about scanners, how they oper- 

ate, and what many of the terms asso- 
ciated with them mean, all in hopes of 
helping you choose the right machine 
to start out with. This time around, we'll 
concentrate on some of the things 
you'll need to know to actually get 
some use out of your purchase, and 
we'll start looking at some basic soft- 
ware applications. Our coverage of the 
topic will wind up next month with a 
look at some more advanced stuff you 
can do with your scanner. 

Most scanners come with a bun- 
dled collection of software. In truth, 
many of these bundled applications 
are so -so, fine for learning with, but 
often quickly run out of steam when 
you need to put them to actual use. 
That's usually not a problem, as 
there's lots of great scanner -oriented 
software available, and much of it at 
very affordable prices. The exception 
is the TWAIN driver that your scanner 
vendor provides. 

TWAIN CONTROL 
As we mentioned last column, 

TWAIN is an acronym for Technology 
Without An Interesting Name. Tongue - 
in -cheek as this piece of software's 
name may be, it is far from being unim- 
portant. The scanner's TWAIN driver 
provides two very significant functions. 

The first role TWAIN plays is that of 
the software interface between the scan- 
ner hardware and the Windows (or Mac 
OS) application that's receiving the 
scanned image. The TWAIN driver has 
controls that allow you to pre -scan a doc- 
ument; set the size, resolution, and type 
of scan to be performed; and then actu- 
ally perform the scan and send the data 
to the desired application. 

To illustrate how this works, we'll fol- 

:3: - 5r AM 

Here's a simple TWAIN- driver control panel that has some advanced controls like the ThreshohLslicl- 
er, but lacks some of the others discussed in this column. 

low a simple scan of a photograph into an 
image -editing application. Some of these 
programs, such as Adobe PhotoDeluxe, 
which is often bundled in with scanners, 
have a button that you click on to perform 
a scan. Others, such as Photoimpact 4.0, 
a package from Ulead Software that I fre- 
quently use, have both a scanner icon 
that can be clicked, and separate com- 
mands available from drop -down menus. 
Windows applications that are TWAIN - 
compatible have an Acquire command, 
usually listed under the File heading on 
the top horizontal menu bar. 

Before you can acquire an image 
from a scanner, you must first select the 
scanner as the TWAIN source. This is 
necessary because you may have sever- 
al TWAIN devices on your computer, and 
the application needs to know which 

device to look at for the image you are 
trying to acquire. For example, the 
Compaq Presario 5600s that I frequently 
use to test hardware and software, cur- 
rently has a Vision -eer scanner and an 
Intel PC Camera connected to it. Both 
are TWAIN devices, so when I go to 
scan, I need to specify the scanner as the 
TWAIN source. Fortunately, the applica- 
tion "remembers" the last setting, so I 

usually don't need to keep setting the 
source. 

With a photo placed on the scanner 
platen, hitting the scanner icon in the 
application (or the button on the scanner, 
if you've programmed it to launch a scan) 
brings up the TWAIN driver window. 
When you click on the pre -scan button, 
the scanner actually performs a quick 
scan and shows you the image of the 
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Pagis Pro 3.0 Scanner Suite ha.s a "desktop" onto which thumbnails of scanned documents are 

placed. You can then just drag then these thumbnails to the appropriate application 

document located on the platen. The 

TWAIN driver allows you to specify the 

area to be scanned by dragging the 

edges of the total platen image over to 

where the edge of the document starts. 

You can also set the resolution and the 

type of scan to be performed. Most 

TWAIN drivers give you the option of 

scanning line -art (1 -bit black and white), 

grayscale (generally 8 bits for 256 

shades), and color in various bit depths. 

Which one you choose depends on the 

original document, and what you will use 

the scan for. For example, scanning a 

signature so that it can be included on the 

bottom of letters you send is usually per- 

formed in line -art mode. This mode is 

also used for scanning a document that 

will be subject to OCR (optical character 

recognition). An image for use on an 

artist's Web site, however, would benefit 

from 24 -bit color (that's more than 16 mil- 
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Once your scanner is set up in Pagis Pro 3.0, the software lets V011 "fine- tune" your scans. 

lion colors). 
We mentioned earlier that the 

TWAIN driver has two important func- 

tions. In addition to providing the basic 

scanner -control functions we've just 

discussed, most TWAIN drivers also 

provide more complex controls. These 

may not be obvious and are frequently 

accessed by clicking on a button 

labeled "Advanced" or something sim- 

ilar. There is no universal or standard 

set of advanced controls -it really 

depends both on the particular vendor 

and at what market the scanner is tar- 

geted. Most casual users never see 

these advanced controls, which can 

include: the ability to adjust the 

response histogram to bring out or 

subdue shadows; individual controls 

for brightness and contrast; and, often, 

sliders for red, blue, and green 

response. These advanced controls let 

you tweak the image before it ever 

gets to the application. 

d 

0.06 44 

WHERE TO FIND IT 

Adobe Systems, Inc. 
345 Park Avenue 
San Jose, CA 95110 
800 -833 -6687 
www.adobe.com 

ScanSoft, Inc. 
9 Centennial Drive 
Peabody, MA 01960 
978 -977 -2000 
www. scansoft. com 

Ulead Systems, Inc. 
970 West 190th Street 

Suite 520 
Torrance, CA 90502 
310 -523 -9393 
www.ulead.com 

One advanced control that you will 

find important, especially if you perform 

OCR is labeled Threshold. The setting of 

the Threshold control determines when 

the TWAIN driver will recognize the exis- 

tence of a pixel scanned in line -art mode. 

If you find that you're getting poor accu- 

racy on OCR, and that the original docu- 

ments you are trying to read don't look 

noticeably faint, chances are that the 

Threshold setting needs to be tweaked. 

Think of it as a kind of sensitivity control. 

GET YOURSELF 
ORGANIZED 

Once you start using a scanner, you 

(Continued on page 89) 13 
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PEAKU 
ANDREW T. ANGELOPOULOS 

Iis doubtful that Guttenberg fore 
saw the effect his printing press 

would have on mankind and the 
changes it would wreak- sometimes 
softly with a caress and sometimes 
violently through revolution. Without it, 
America would never have been born; 
the Declaration of Independence, the 
Constitution, and Thomas Paine's 
Common Sense would not have been 
published or distributed. It wouldn't be 
an exaggeration to say Guttenberg did 
as much for us as our ancestors did 
when switching from four legs to two. 

Now, with the dawn of the Internet, 
and the technologies it has spawned, 
the reach of the power of publishing 
has been greatly extended, allowing 
most anyone to "print" most anything. 

And that's the problem. Both tech- 
nologies have, from their inception, 
been attacked. Their ability to easily 
transmit information (for good or evil) 
has always been somewhat under 
scrutiny. We have nearly solved the 
ongoing problem with print, by taking 
responsibility for the information that 
we and our children read and control- 
ling the sale of certain books and mag- 
azines. However, in order to retain 
control of what we are allowed to see 
and what we wish our children to see, 
we must also take responsibility for the 
data streams that enter our homes as 
well. 

That's why we're devoting this 
installment of Peak Computing to an 
upgrade that can make a computer a 
little safer for the little ones and more 
immune to data that some grownups 
find offensive. We're talking about 
Internet filtering -a technology that's 
still developing and becoming more 
and more effective. 

After looking at several products, 
14 we came across a few that seemed to 

w 
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With Cyber Patrol installed on your computer, you can vigilantly block inappropriate sites and even control which times and days each user can access the Net. 

be the best choices for consumers. 
While there isn't a single one among 
them that we can call perfect, they 
work well enough to satisfy their posi- 
tions in the market. 

Installation of each is accomplished 
easily. This is truly a light upgrade task 
and is no more difficult than running a 
setup program and answering a few 
questions. As you'll find, a couple offer 
more individual user "tailoring" and 
settings that could take up as much 
time as you're willing to devote to 
them, but even minimal customization 
will yield satisfactory results and good 
degree of parental control. 

Incidentally, because kids can be 
quite clever in getting around things on 
computers, the programs we look at 
this month are impossible to uninstall 
without a password. 

Now, on to our roundup. We looked 
at three programs -Cyber Patrol, Net 
Nanny, and WinGuardlan -and one 
service, called Dotsafe. 

CYBER PATROL 
One of the most robust and cus- 

tomizable filtering products is The 
Learning Company's Cyber Patrol. It 
lets parents block access to Web 
pages, newsgroups, Internet Relay 
Chat (IRC), and file downloads, based 
on a broad variety of criteria, such as 
sex, violence, drugs, gambling, and 
most morally ambiguous behavior. 

Cyber Patrol works primarily through 
the use of regularly updated lists main- 
tained by The Learning Company. The 
"No" list sets up a use paradigm where 
all sites except the ones in the list can 
be accessed. The "Yes" list is safer, but 
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more restrictive, allowing only the use of 

the sites in the list. 

What makes this product so lovely 

is the amount of control parents have 

over surfing habits. Parents can modi- 

fy the lists and add blocked or 

approved sites of their own. 

Additionally, they can provide different 

levels of access to different children. 

Another interesting customization 

available is the ability to set the total 

number of surfing hours allowed each 

user each week or each day, as well 

as when they are allowed to surf. You 

can even set different schedules for 

each day of the week, if desired. 

Cyber Patrol has an initial cost of 

$29.95 for the program and for the 

three -month list subscription. List sub- 

scriptions are $19.95 for six months or 

$29.95 annually after that. 

to work with older children. As effective 

as it is, WinGuardian blocks nothing. It 

works on a different principle. 
WinGuardian ought to be called 

WinSpy. It very quietly records key- 

strokes, program and window open- 

ings, and can even take timed screen - 

shots. Webroot calls this a child- and 

employee- monitoring program. Users 

have the option of warning those sit- 

ting at the PC of the program's exis- 

tence, or not. 
After installing the program we had a 

hard time finding it. It didn't show up in 

the Close Program window (invoked by 

pressing Ctrl -Alt -Del), create any 

Desktop or Start menu icons or show up 

in the Control Panel's Install /Uninstall 

utility. WinGuardian also buries itself 

quite nicely in the file structure, lest 

someone be casually searching for it. To 

access the program's password- protect- 

ed control console, you need to use a 

four -key keystroke, which you can set. 

Why are we including this program? 

Consider the effect that you'd achieve 

if you let your child know that you can 

see everything that he or she does. It's 

probably enough to put any kid on his 

or her best behavior. 

NETNANNY 
Net Nanny, from Net Nanny 

Software International, is a solid product 

that blocks the sites that parents want 

blocked, all with minimal configuration. 

There are no individual users to config- 

ure -the program is either on or off, as 

determined by password access. 

Like Cyber Patrol, Net Nanny is a 

list -based program. However, unlike its 

competitor, Net Nanny offers users 

free updates to lists. Parents can also 

make additions to the list to block 

access to specific Web and chat sites 

that might not be blocked. Another 

option users have is that they can 

block all sites, and only allow children 

to visit parent- designated sites. Again, 

this is similar to Cyber Patrol. 

Net Nanny also has the interesting 

ability to block outgoing information. 

For instance, you can set it up to not 

allow the little ones to offer an address, 

telephone, or credit card number over 

the Net. 
Finally, should you want to know 

just what the PC's users have been up 

to, the program lets you generate an 

activity log of visited sites. 

The best part of this program is the 

cost: $26.95, with the aforementioned 
free list updates. The one greatest 

drawback of Net Nanny, at press time, 

was that the program did not support 

the broadly used AOL 4.0. 

WINGUARDIAN 
WinGuardian from Webroot 

Software is possibly the scariest prod- 

uct listed here, and the one most likely 

gel ready! 
gei Sei! 
fin! 

Design a board with the EAGLE 
free ware version, and see how 
fast you will be productive. 
Boards designed under EAGLE are found in patient 

monitoring equipment, chip cards, electric razors, 

hearing aids, automobiles and industrial controllers. 
They are as small as a thumbnail or as large as a PC 

motherboard. They are developed in one -man 

businesses or in large 
industrial companies. 
EAGLE is being used in 
many of the top companies. 
The crucial reason for 
selecting EAGLE is not 
usually the very favorable 
price but rather the ease of 
use. On top of that comes 
the outstanding level of 
support, which at CadSoft is 

always free of charge, and 
is available without 
restriction to every customer. 

hest are the real cost killers! 

EAGLE 3.5 
Schematic Capture Board Layout 
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Y EAGLE Light for testing and for 

non-c 3mmercial applications without charge. The Freeware 

Versicn is restricted to boards up to half Eurocard format. 

with a maximum of two signal layers and one schematic 

sheet All other features correspond to those of the 

Professional Version. Download it from our Internet Site 

or orcer our free CD. 

If you decide in favor of the Commercial Light Version. you 

also cet the reference manual and a license for commercial 

applications. The Standard Version is suitable for boards in 

Eurocard format with up to 4 signal layers (max. 99 schematic 

sheets). The Professional Version has no such limitations. 

http://www.CadSoftUSA.com 

Prices 

Layout 

La o + 

Schematic 

Layout + 

Autorouter 

Layout r 
Schematic + 

Autorouter 
49$ 

Standard 

199$ 

398$ 

398$ 

597$ 

Professional 

399$ 

798$ 

798$ 

1197$ 

Pa the difference or Upgradë 

S. Federal Highway, Delray Beach, FL 33483 

Hotl ne (561) 274 -8355, Fax (561) 274 -8218, E -Mail : info @cadsoffusa.com 
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WinGuardian costs just $39.95. 

DOTSAFE 
Now here is an interesting solution to 

the filtering problem. How would you like 
to stop offensive content before it even 
has a chance to get to your computer? 
There's an Internet service provider 
(ISP) that makes this possible. 

Dotsafe is a full- service ISP dedi- 
cated to pro -viding safe con -tent by 
using server -based filtering. It provides 
an e-mail box for each member of a 
household (up to 10 mailboxes total), 
local access numbers nationwide, and 
a monthly log of all Internet activity 
(free for the first two mo -nths, then $5 
a month afterwards). 
According to Dotsafe, subscribers are 

pro-tected from most content that would 
not be found in a "PG movie." Dotsafe's 
list of banned sites is constantly up- 
dated, and parents can also suggest 
sites to block. When a site does get 

ATTENTION. 

ELECTR9ÁI ` 

EATEN 
B.S.E.E. 
DEGREE 

THROUGH HOME STUDY 
Our Highly Effective Advanced -Placement 
Program for experienced Electronic 
Technicians grants credit for previous 
Schooling and Professional Experience, and 
can greatly reduce the time required to com- 
plete the program and reach graduation. No residence schooling required for qualified 
Electronic Technicians. Through our Special 
Program you can pull all of the loose ends of 
your electronics background together and 
earn your B.S.E.E. Degree. Upgrade your 
status and pay to the engineering level. 
Advance rapidly! Many finish in 12 months or less! Students and graduates in all 50 states 
and throughout the world! Established Over 
50 Years! Write or call for free Descriptive 
Literature. (601) 371 -1351 

COOK'S INSTITUTE 
OF ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING 

CIE 4251 CYPRESS DRIVE E JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 39212 
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Perhaps the simplest filter program to use is Net Nanny, which has easy On/Off functionality, and even offers free monthly updates of its banned -site lists. 

through its filtering programs, Dotsafe's 
Internet activity report can alert parents to 
unsafe surfing and sites that took place, 
so it won't happen again. 

The great- 
est drawback 
with Dot -safe is 
that there are 
some sites that 
may not be 
objectionable to 
adults in the 
house, but which 
will be blocked 
by the ISP. In 
this instance, a 
second ISP would 
be required for 
older members 
of the house- 
hold (and the 
password for 
that account kept 
secret). 

A benefit to 
the se Vice, though, 

is that it requires 
the least effort 
on the part of 
parents. Furth- 
er, if Dotsafe is 
your only ISP, 
you won't be 
spending any- 
thing extra (un- 
less if you want 
the monthly re- 

ports). Priced at $19.95 per month, 
Dotsafe is competitive with most other 
providers (note that Dotsafe does have a 
one -time $20 setup fee). 

Wthro s WinGuardian 
Child & Fnnployee Monitoring Utility 

® Track Window Activity 11111111 
[i Track User Visited Websites 

Enable Screen Shot Capturing am 
Secure Windows 

0 Auto Start WinGuardian When Windows Boots 
E mail out logs 111111 

Max. Activity Entries (before rollover) 

Max. Keystroke Files (before rollover) 

Mirror Log Files 

Not a filter, WinGuardian lets parents see everything that kids or other users 
are up to on a machine, no doubt keeping all on their best behavior. 
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ive a Friend 
ä Year of 
I-1ectronics 
Tun this Christmas: 

Does fighting the crowds at Christmas short -cir- 

cuit your holiday fun? Don't blow a fuse this 

year...for the friend who shares your love of 

project- oriented electronics - or a youngster 

who may need only a spark to ignite a life -long 

interest - give a gift subscription to Popular 

Electronics. 

SAVE MONEY...A great gift to receive, Popu- 

lar Electronics is also a great gift for you to 

give! The Special Holiday Rate saves you 

$41.89* off the newsstand price on each gift. 

You can save another $41.89*when you start or 

extend your own subscription at the same time. 

It's our "thank -you" for sharing Popular Elec- 

tronics with a friend at Christmas. 

Popular Electronics readers get the know how 

they need to build exciting, educational, and 

useful projects like these...a professional -qual- 

ity home -security system...an autoranging fre- 

quency counter...a nine -band shortwave re- 

ceiver...a radio -controlled car...a telephone 

scrambler...an aviation receiver...and even a 

robot! 

PLUS...Gizmo, our honest and straight- shoot- 

ing review of the latest consumer -electronics 

gear...Market Center, featuring mail -order 

merchants that are ready to help you in all your 

hobby activities...articles and columns cover - 

ng every aspect of the electronics hobby - 
including antique radio, shortwave listening, 

ham radio, computers, scanners, circuit de- 

sign, and more! 

Send no money, unless you prefer. We'll be glad 

to bill you in January, 2000. Just take a brief 

moment to go over your gift list and make sure 

you haven't forgotten anyone who might ap- 

preciate the many benefits of Popular Elec- 

tronics. Then write the names on the attached 

Gift Certificate and mail it back in the postage - 

paid reply envelope ... we'll take it from there! 

Your friends will receive a handsome gift an- 

nouncement card signed with your name just 

before Christmas. And all through the new year 

they'll remember and appreciate your thought- 

ful gift! So don't blow a fuse...take it easy and 

enjoy the holidays. Give Christmas gifts of Pop- 

ular Electronics! 

Popular 
'Basic sub rate - 1 yr/$24.99 
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GIZIWO® 
HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE 

As the last holiday season of the 20th century quickly approaches, 
here are some forward -looking gift suggestions 

to see you into the new millennium. 

ON THE HOME - 
THEATER FRONT 

Prices for entertainment venues are 
soaring sky -high, and trend forecasters 
are predicting that Americans will turn 
more and more to home entertainment 
in the coming years. Here are some gift 
ideas to help you get your family hap- 
pily ensconced around a state- of -the- 
art home theater. 

HDTV Projector 
For the ultimate in home -theater 

entertainment, experience the startling 
clarity of high -definition TV (HDTV) 
on a large -screen projection system 
such as Runco's DTV -863 Super HDTV 
projector ($16,995). The detailed 
image created by three powerfully 
accurate 7 -inch CRT tubes is preserved 
and projected by a color -corrected, 
multi- layered -coating, hybrid lens sys- 
tem. An auto -assisted convergence fea- 
ture saves installation time and makes 
it easy for the consumer to properly 
maintain the projector's convergence. 

The DTV -863 uses an outboard digi- 

tal video processor that performs 
"video -scaling" picture enhancement. 
The high- speed, pixel -based process 
results in a progressive -scan image that 
contains 1260 lines per NTSC frame for 
excellent image detail and accurate 
color. There are dedicated jacks on the 
projector and the external processor for 
connecting the two pieces, and the sys- 
tem provides inputs for composite, S- 
video, and component video formats. 

With eight aspect -ratio options avail- 
able, the projector is ready to display cur- 
rent and future formats, including 
NBC- standand 1.33:1, widescreen 1.85:1, 
DVD anamorphic, and HDTV 16:9. The 
system's 32 memory settings can be used 
for one -touch access to any aspect ratio 
setting and to store preferences for any 
combination of inputs, convergence, and 
processor adjustments. 

Digital With A 
Difference 

The Lifestyle 30 Series II digital sur- 
round -sound system ($3000) from 
Bose combines conventional digital 
surround -sound decoding with a pro- 
prietary technology called Videostage 
5. Dolby Digital decoding delivers 5.1 
discrete audio channels from any 
Dolby Digital- encoded source materi- 
al, whether it's from a DVD player, 
satellite system, or HDTV. Bose 
Videostage 5 decoding technology 
ensures that you will hear five inde- 
pendent channels of audio from five 
speakers even if the source material is 
mono or two- channel stereo, giving 

VHS tapes, stereo CDs, and mono TV 
broadcasts the impact of full five - 
speaker "surround" sound. 

Consisting of a silver music center, 
an RF remote control, five small cube 
speaker arrays, and an Acoustimass 
bass module that can be hidden out of 
sight, the Lifestyle 30 fits easily into 
any decor. The tiny Jewel Cube speak- 
ers, which measure just 4 X 2 X 3 
inches each, unobtrusively deliver 
mid- and high frequency sound. The 
patented Acoustimass design, which 
launches sound into the room on an 
air mass rather than from a vibrating 
speaker cone, delivers pure, deep bass 
without audible distortion. 

The music center includes a six-disc 
magazine -style CD changer, an AM/FM 
tuner, and inputs for additional sources 
(of which two are video sources). 
Multi- source, multi-room capability 
means that, with the addition of an 
extra set of powered speakers, two dif- 
ferent sources can be played in different 
rooms at the same time. The radio -fre- 
quency remote provides control of the 
entire system, through walls or floors, 
without pointing or aiming. 
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A/V Receiver 
Onkyo's TX -DS575 A/V receiver 

($529.95) provides built -in Dolby 
Digital DTS (Digital Theater Sound) 

and digital- domain Pro Logic sur- 
round -sound decoding. 

The TX -DS575 delivers 70 watts to 

each of its five speaker outputs. All 

five channels are rated for an honest 
70 watts: 20 Hz -20 kHz at <0.08% 
THD. This full- bandwidth power to 
all five main channels is particularly 
important in a digital A/V receiver 
because discrete 5.1- channel digital 
surround recordings often make rig- 
orous dynamic demands on all chan- 
nels simultaneously. 

PP..® -= 
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A powerful 24 -bit DPS processor 
implements both Dolby Digital and 
DTS discrete 5.1- channel surround 
sound, as well as digital- domain Pro 
Logic combined with refined music - 
and video- surround DSP modes. The 
receiver's 96- kHz /24 -bit D/A con- 
version technology is fully compatible 
with current and forthcoming 
"96/24" DVD titles. Three digital 
inputs accept Dolby Digital, DTS, or 
PCM bitstreams, while three audio 
and four A/V input choices include a 
full input /output tape -loop for a 

recording component. There's even a 

phonograph input served by a quali- 
ty phono- preamp. A discrete 5.1- 
channel input, offered via a 

six - RCA -jack grouping, will accept 
an outboard surround decoder of any 
current or future format up to six 
channels, allowing for upgrades 
down the road. 

Gizmo is published by Gernsback 
Publications, Inc., 500 Bi -County Blvd., 

Farmingdale, NY 11735. Senior Writers: 

Christopher Scott and Teri Scaduto. 

Copyright 1999 by Gernsback Publica- 

tions, Inc. Gizmo is a registered trade- 
mark. All rights reserved. 

DVD /CD Changer 
With HDCD 
Processing 

According to Toshiba, its SD4- 
109X six -disc carousel DVD changer 
($699.99) is the world's first to 

include High- Definition Compatible 
Digital (HDCD) processing for high - 
resolution CD audio playback. The 

HDCD process extends the resolution 
of HDCD- encoded CDs to a 20 -bit 
level, and it is said to exceed the stan- 
dard 16 -bit CD format and result in a 

warmer, more natural sounding 
musical presentation, greater dynam- 
ic range, and a wider and deeper 
soundstage. On -board digital filtering 
is said to also improve the sound of 

standard CDs by reducing harmonic 
distortion and increasing dynamic 
range. 

The changer uses advanced digital 
technologies- including 10 -bit video 
processing, Dolby Digital and DTS 

compatibility, ColorStream compo- 
nent -video outputs, and 96- kHz /24- 
bit audio capability -for improved 
picture and sound quality. The 
SD4109X's 10 -bit video D/A con- 
verter and 27 -MHz high- resolution 
digital filter produce a resolution 
greater than 500 lines. The built -in 
Dolby Digital decoder features on- 
screen control of key surround - 
sound performance parameters, 
including speaker management, bass, 
and system gain. If you don't have 
surround -sound speakers, Spatializer 
N -2 -2 Virtual Surround Sound cre- 
ates a multi -channel environment, 
with well -proportioned stereo, dia- 
log, and sound effects, from just two 
speakers. 

DTV Nowl 
Sony's DTR -HDÍ ($1599) is a set - 

top digital television (DTV) receiver/ 
decoder that allows today's high -per- 

formance analog televisions to display 

down -converted digital programming, 
enhancing both video and audio quali- 
ty. The DTR -HD 1 allows you to take 

advantage of the increasing amount of 

free, over - the -air digital programming 
now available, without buying a digital 

TV or projector. 

When used with an analog televi- 

sion, the DTR -HD I will down -convert 
digital broadcast signals to analog sig- 

nals and pass them through to the TV's 

analog tuner. Dolby Digital 5.1 sur- 
round sound can also be heard by con - 

necting a Dolby Digital decoder to the 

unit's optical digital output. 
When the decoder is hooked up to 

a front -projection display that's 
equipped with the necessary inputs 
(R/G /B /HV sync) to receive high - 
definition images, the DTR -HD 1 

allows a high- definition signal to be 
passed through to the display or 
upgrades a standard definition signal 
to "virtual HD quality." 

Color(ful) Television 
Of course, not all at -home televi- 

sion viewing is done on large- screen 
or projection sets integrated into a 

home -theater system. Sometimes we 
just want to watch TV, perhaps in a 

bedroom or the kitchen. 
Philips' new "color" televisions 

look good even when they're not 
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IZMO® 
turned on. The 13 -inch 13PT30L 
($249), shown here, sports an innov- 
ative ultra -modern cabinet design in 
metallic ice blue. The set's glowing 
translucent feet serve as nightlights in 
a kitchen or bedroom. On the face of 
the set is a built -in, round, analog 
clock display that's backlit to match 
the set's feet. The set itself can be 
used as a wake -up alarm, or you can 
choose to be awakened by the sounds 
of a harp, a xylophone, or even a 
crowing rooster. The I3PT30L pro- 
vides MTS stereo sound, auto volume 
leveling, a headphone jack, and A/V 
input jacks for convenient connection 
of a video game console, VCR, DVD, 
or Internet television device. 

YOU CAN TAKE IT 
WITH YOU 

No matter how appealing your 
home and home theater -might be, 
you still can't stay there all the time. 
Whether you're going on vacation, 
heading for the mall, or just driving 
to work, here are some electronic giz- 
mos designed for travel. 

Car Theater 
The drive -in theater might be a 

thing of the past, but the drive- 

around theater is just beginning to 
rn catch on. The latest car -theater gear 

is the in -dash DVD player, such as 

É Panasonic's Model CX- DV1500 

a 
($1400). Sized at 7 X 2 X 6'/8 inch - 

p es to fit in any DIN -size car -stereo 
o slot, it delivers the video and audio 

benefits of the DVD format and does 
double duty as a CD player. 

cu 
LT, For the ultimate in "car theater," 
á you might want to add the CY- 
á VM1500 Car Monitor ($1000) and 
- the CY -AC300 Dolby Digital /DTS 

Processor ($800). The three Panasonic 
22 components can emulate the sensa- 

fions of a multi- channel home -the- 
ater system, with sound moving from 
the front to the rear or the left to right 
with the on- screen action. With a 
subwoofer output, you'll even feel the 
bass in explosions and other low -fre- 
quency sound effects (which might 
not be too pleasant for the driver). 

IND 

The processor can be mounted in 
the trunk or any hidden spot, along 
with three amps to drive front- and 
rear -speaker pairs, a center speaker, 
and a subwoofer. The flat, 7 -inch 
diagonal LCD monitor can be 
installed between the front seats, in 
an overhead panel, or elsewhere for 
back -seat viewing. 

The family will be entertained on 
long or short trips by DVD movies 
with nearly 500 lines of horizontal 
resolution and clean digital audio. A 
wireless remote control allows view- 
ers to navigate disc menus and make 
playback choices. 

Portable DVD Storage 
So where do you keep your library 

of on- the -road DVDs? Case Logic 

offers portable solutions in the form 
of three -ring storage albums. The 
DVA -10 ($24.99) has a 10 -disc 
capacity, while the DVA -20 ($29.99) 
holds 20 DVDs. Both albums allow 
you to insert the DVD title /chapter 
notes into the front and the DVD disc 
into the back of each sleeve. 

The sleeves are made of patented 
ProSleeve material, which protects 
both sides of the DVD surface. 
Removable sleeves allow you to 
rearrange the DVDs in the album 
without removing them from the 
sleeves. 

Digital AM /FM 
Car Tuners 

The in -dash "digital tuners" that 
have been sold in recent years merely 
have digital displays and use ICs to 
generate analog reference signals. 
Blaupunkt's DigiCeiver, on the other 
hand, is the first consumer radio to 
actually digitize incoming AM and 
FM radio signals so that they can be 
manipulated by a powerful digital 
signal processor. 

Available in the Alaska ($369.95) 
model shown here, as well as Nevada 
($329.95) and Florida ($289.95) 
models, the DigiCeiver is said to ren- 
der obsolete most of the circuitry 
used in a conventional radio. 
Everything after the antenna and 
"front end" circuits has been 
replaced by a very -high -speed A/D 
converter and a sophisticated DSP. 
The DSP suppresses radio interfer- 
ence and extracts high- quality audio 
from the airwaves. It also accommo- 
dates a wide array of audio and radio 
features, including RDS (Radio Data 
System), reception management, tone 
controls, volume, and turn -on levels. 
On the Alaska, it also manages the 
SHARX automatic IF bandwidth 
switching, which holds weak stations 
when there is strong interference 
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from adjacent stations, and a two - 
band digital equalizer. 

All three models debut a CD trans- 
port with a "hologram" CD pickup, 
which, along with proprietary Double 
V Spring suspension, is said to offer 

superior disc tracking, better vibration 
resistance, and greater reliability than 
conventional pickups. The players can 
be mounted at almost any angle, 
including face up in a console. The 

three units also have 4 X 40 -watt 
power amplifiers, high - voltage (3V) 

four -channel preamplifier outputs, 
and RDS. They also have detachable 
anti-theft faceplates. 

Personal Navigator 
For the directionally challenged 

person on your gift list, the PN- 100 
Personal Navigator ($1250) from 
Audiovox can simplify travel. Based 

on Global Positioning System (GPS) 

satellites, the PN -100 also features 
detailed digital maps to generate 
turn -by -turn directions to any loca- 
tion in its database. The Personal 
Navigator uses advanced text -to- 
speech technology to provide voice 

directions to the driver at each 
approaching turn. The instructions 
also include the distance to and direc- 
tion of the next turn as well as the 
name of the street. A backlit 4.1 -inch 
LCD screen offers a choice of moving 
map, route information, or a graphic 
display of the next two turns. 

The handheld device also includes a 

points -of- interest database, a personal 
address book, a calculator, and a calen- 
dar. There are more than 30 points -of- 
interest categories, including restaurants, 
hotels, gas stations, tourist attractions, 
banks, and ATMs. The user can find a 

site by searching either within a five - 

mile radius of the vehicle's current 
position or an entire city. 

Talking Radar Detector 
Cobra's ESD -6700 ($239.95) adds 

a human touch with its Voice Alert 

feature, which speaks up to alert dri- 
vers of road hazards detected by the 
unit's built -in Safety Alert Traffic 
Warning System. The Safety Alert 
band warns of nearby emergency 
vehicles, stationary road hazards, 

construction sites, and railroad inter- 
sections that are equipped with Safety 

Alert transmitters. If a fire truck is 

approaching, for instance, the ESD- 

6700's text display will read 
"Emergency Vehicle," and its Voice 

Alert will say "Emergency vehicle 
approaching." 

The six -band detector is designed to 
pick up all four speed - monitoring sys- 

tems in use by law enforcement agen- 
cies-X, K, Superwide Ka, and laser -as 
well as Safety Alert signals and VG -2 
Alert warnings. The VG -2 band is invis- 

ible to other radar- detector detectors. 
Another feature is LaserEye laser detec- 

tion that provides multi- directional pro- 
tection from laser guns. In addition, the 

Memo -Set function remembers the set- 

tings of dim, muting, and city/highway 
modes. 

Digital Video Camera 
Record your holiday memories and 

special events the digital way, with 
JVC's GR- DVL9500 Mini DV camera 
($1999), which offers progressive- 

scan imaging and high -band process- 
ing technologies. A high - performance 
progressive -scan CCD image sensor 
creates the equivalent of a 760,000 - 
pixel conventional interlace -scan 
CCD. Proprietary progressive color 
filter and high -band processor imag- 
ing components help the image sen- 
sor deliver a high resolution of 480 
lines (vertical) and 500 lines (hori- 
zontal). 

The progressive mode setting 
allows the progressive -scan CCD to 
record an entire frame in one scan at 

a rate of 30 frames per second, 
resulting in excellent slow- motion 
playback and the ability to freeze and 
grab any frame in a full- motion 
sequence. Because individual frames 
freeze sharp and clear, a single Mini 
DV cassette can yield more than 
100,000 high- quality still pictures. 

A high -speed recording mode cap- 
tures action at 120 images per sec- 

ond -twice the speed of traditional 
camcorders, and twice the number of 
images on the same amount of tape as 

traditional recordings. The high 
recording density allows the use of Pro 

Slow mode, which provides broadcast - 
level smoothness during slow -motion 
(1/10 normal speed) playback. 

Pro snapshot mode allows photogra- 
phers to take full-frame, high- resolution 
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still shots at the touch of a button. More 
than 600 stills, with the option of six 
seconds of audio, can be recorded on a 
single cassette. A range of photographic 
effects, including 4- and 9 -frame snap- 
shots, frame pin -ups, and color - reversal 
photos, are available. Auto flash pro- 
vides four flash modes. 

An i.Link in /out (IEEE 1394- based) 
terminal and direct PC connection via 
a JLIP terminal make it easy to create 
multimedia video productions. JLIP 
Video Capture uses a single cable con- 
nection to grab selected still frames for 
direct downloading to a PC for conver- 
sion to .BMP or JPEG files. Once files 
have been downloaded, image process- 
ing is simplified with the Presto! soft- 
ware suite. For professional -quality 
video editing, the GR- DVL9500's JLIP 
Video Producer links the CyberCam 
with a PC and VCR to create an 
advanced editing suite with exact time 
code settings for linear video -to -video 
editing. 

Notebook Camera 
Sony's VAIO C 1 X PictureBook 

($2299) combines a micro -notebook 
computer with a digital camera, 
making it easy to capture, manipu- 
late, and share both still and motion 
images. About the size of a personal 
planner and weighing just 2.2 
pounds, the PictureBook is a full 
Windows 98, 266 -MHz Pentium 

MMX system that's designed to meet 
the demands of traveling executives 
who need to add images to their elec- 
tronic communications. 

A built -in CCD camera housed in the 
top bezel of the display swivels to cap- 
ture a still shot or record up to 60 sec- 
onds of video. Click on a button to 

24 launch a program that automatically 

attaches the image or video to an e-mail. 
The PictureBook eliminates the need for 
separate devices, cables, or other data - 
exchange steps for transmitting images. 

THE GIFT OF SOUND 
Today's audio products come in all 

shapes and sizes, and several differ- 
ent formats. There's sure to be an 
item below to please the music -lover 
on your list. 

CD /MD Car Stereo 
According to JVC, its KD- MX3000 

($749.95) is the world's first single - 
DIN receiver capable of playing both 
CDs and MiniDiscs. The single -pick- 

up feature of the receiver is shared by 
both formats, and a "swing traverse 
mechanism" with double spindles is 
said to hold MDs and CDs securely in 
place. Hybrid elastomer dampers 
float the entire mechanism whenever 
a disc is played, protecting them 
against shocks while in a moving car. 
When in tuner or changer mode, the 
mechanism reverts to fixed status for 
increased stability and safety. A 10- 
second MD shockproof memory lets 
the disc keep playing even if the unit 
is jostled. 

The receiver also boasts a CD- 
changer control with direct disc 
select, a tuner with 18 FM and 6 AM 
presets, an amplifier with sound -con- 
trol memory, and 40 watts X 4 power 
output terminals (two pair). 

HDCD Player 
Rotel's RCD 971 single -disc CD 

player ($699.99) with High- Definition 
Compatible Digital (HDCD) capabili- 
ty features vibration- resistant trans- 
ports, sophisticated anti jitter circuits, 
20 -bit D/A converters, and carefully 
crafted analog stages to provide out- 
standing performance from today's 
premium CDs. 

Pacific Microsystem's PMD -100 
HDCD decoder /digital filter not only 
ensures accurate playback of the 
many HDCD -encoded discs that are 
now available, but it also provides 
advanced digital filtering for conven- 
tional discs. HDCD's "double- ended" 
technique starts by analyzing the psy- 
chodynamics of the music, encodes it 
to preserve all the relevant character- 
istics, embeds a continuous set of 
playback instructions, and then plays 
back the disc through a decoder /fil- 
ter that dynamically changes opera- 
tional modes for optimum music 
reproduction. 

The RCD 971's linear motor trans- 
port has sufficient overscan capabili- 
ty to retrieve data from any disc, even 
those discs that exceed the "maxi- 
mum" 74 minutes of music. The 
heavily damped, center -mounted disc 
drawer provides excellent mechani- 
cal isolation. 

Colorful Speakers 
The B &W LM 1 Leisure Monitor 

($350 /pair) is an ultra- compact two - 
way speaker that's available in five 
high -tech color schemes, including 
two -tone treatments in black, pearl 
white, silver, burgundy, and 
turquoise. Ready to take its place in 
the multichannel, multimedia era, 
the LM 1's contemporary, industrial 
design is highly visible, yet subtle. 

Standing less than a foot tall, with 
a 5.5- X 7.5 -inch footprint, the LM 1 

can serve as a desktop speaker in 
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Audiovox Corporation 
150 Marcus Boulevard 
Hauppauge, NY 11788 

516- 231 -7750 
wwwaudiovox.com 

CIRCLE 100 01 FREE 
INFORMATION CARE 

Blaunpunkt 
Robert Bosch Corp. 
2800 South 25th Avenue 
Broadview, IL 60153 
800- 950 -BLAU 
www.blaupunkt.com 

CIRCLE 101 05 FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Bose Corporation 
The Mountain 
Framingham, MA 01 701 -31 68 

800- 444 -BOSE 
www.bose.com 

CIRCLE 102 O\ FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

B &W Loudspeakers of tarnerica 

54 Concord Street 
North Reading, MA 01864 -2699 
800 -370 -3740 
www.bwspeakers.com 

CIRCLE 103 ON FREE 

INFORMATION CARD 

Case Logic, Inc. 
6303 Dry Creek Parkway 
Longmont, CO 80503 
800 -925 -8111 
www.caselogic.com 

CIRCLE 104 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Cobra Electronics Corp[ ratios 
6500 W. Cortland Street 
Chicago, IL 60707 
773- 889 -8870 
www.cobraelec.com 

CIRCLE 105 O+4 FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

HarmoniKardon 
250 Crossways Park Drie_ 
Woodbury, NY 11797 

800 -422 -8027 
www. harmonkardon, com 

CIRCLE 106 OV FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

MANUFACTURERS 

JVC Company Of America 
1700 Valley Road 
Wayne, NJ 07470 
973 -3- 5 -5000 
www, vc. corn 

CIRCLE 107 ON FREE 

INFORMATION CARD 

Lego Mindstorms 
555 Taylor Road 
Enfieli, CT 06082 
800 -510 -5773 
www : egomin ds torms. corn 

CIRCLE 108 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Lucasarts Entertainment Company 
P.O. Eox 10307 
San Rafael, CA 94912 
www..ucasarts.corn 

CIRCLE 109 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Onkyp USA Corporation 
200 Williams Drive 
Ramsey, NJ 07446 
201 -825 -7950 

CIRCLE 110 ON FREE 

INFORMATION CARD 

Panasonic Consumer 
Electronics Company 
One Panasonic Way 
Secaucus, NJ 07094 
800 -21 1 -PANA 
wwwpanasonic. corn 

CIRCLE 111 ON FREE 

INFORMATION CARD 

Philips Consumer Electronics 
Company 
64 Perimeter Center East 

Atlanta, GA 30346 -6401 

800 -531 -0039 
www.philips.com 

CIRCLE 112 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Rotel Of America 
P.O. Box 8 

54 Ccncord Street 
North Reading, MA 01864 -000 
800 -370 -3741 
www.;'otel.corn 

CIRCLE 113 ON FREE 

INFORMATION CARD 

Runco International 
2463 Tripaldi Way 
Hayward, CA 94545 
510- 293 -9154 
www. runco. corn 

CIRCLE 114 ON FREE 

INFORMATION CARD 

Sony Electronics Inc. 
1 Sony Drive 
Park Ridge, NJ 07656 -8002 

800- 222 -SONY 
www.sony.corn 

CIRCLE 115 ON FREE 

INFORMATION CARD 

Thomson Consumer Electronics 
10330 North Meridian Street 

Indianapolis, IN 46290 -1024 

317 -587 -3000 
www. rca- electronics. corn 

CIRCLE 116 ON FREE 

INFORMATION CARD 

Toshiba America Consumer 
Products, Inc. 
82 Totowa Road 
Wayne, NJ 07470 
800- 631 -3811 

www. toshiba. corn 
CIRCLE 117 ON FREE 

INFORMATION CARD 

Uniden America Corporation 
4700 Amon Carter Boulevard 
Ft. Worth, TX 76155 
817 -858 -3300 
www. uniden. corn 

CIRCLE 118 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

Yamaha Corporation Of America 
3445 East Paris Avenue, S.E. 

PO Box 899 
Grand Rapids, MI 49518 -0899 

714 -522 -9011 
www. yamaha. corn 

CIRCLE 119 ON 
INFORMATION CARD 

multimedia computer setups, and is 

as well -suited for five -channel duty 
in matched surround - sound systems 
as in discrete stereo installations. The 

LM I is fully magnetically shielded. 
The drivers, enclosure, and electrical 
components are weather -resistant for 
use in a bath, pool, or Jacuzzi area. Its 

versatile integral mounting system 
consists of a smoothly contoured 
floor or tabletop stand that swivels to 
convert to a wall- or ceiling- mount - 25 
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ing bracket. 

The two -way LM 1 uses a long - 
throw, high- output, five -inch bass/ 
midrange driver that exploits its vent- 
ed enclosure to achieve bass extension 
to 65 Hz. The driver simultaneously 
promotes detailed, musical midrange 
reproduction and a cohesive transi- 
tion to the LM l's one -inch dome 
tweeter, permitting airy, detailed 
sound to 20 kHz. B&W's signature 
discrete- mount -tweeter "pod" design 
is said to promote smooth off -axis 
treble for more natural and spacious 
ambiance and to eliminate diffraction 
effects. Despite its specified sensitivity 
of 91 -dB SPL (measured at 1 meter 
with 1 watt input), the LM 1 is rated 
to handle a full 100 watts of power. 

Personal Digital 
Audio Player 

With the ability to decode digital 
music files in various music -com- 
pression formats, the RCA Lyra per- 
sonal digital audio player ($199) 
from Thomson offers the best of MP3 
Internet audio and the RealNetworks 
RealJukebox music -management sys- 
tem. The Lyra delivers digital -quality 
music from a palm -sized device that 
reads data from a CompactFlash card 
and plays compressed music files 

organized by a home computer. The 
player features a digital signal 
processor that allows upgradable 
software to support future compres- 
sion formats. 

Out of the box, the device comes 
with enough memory on a removable 
card to play about an hour of music. 
Lyra can be upgraded easily with 
additional plug -in Type I or Type II 
CompactFlash and microdrive mem- 
ory, expanding its music playback 
time to several hours. 

Lyra will be shipped with RCA 
Personal Music Manager software, 
which incorporates the RealJukebox 
core from Real Networks. It also 
comes with all the necessary comput- 
er connections to allow you to man- 
age your own music collection. 

About the same size as a deck of 
cards, Lyra weighs just 5.2 ounces 
with two AA batteries installed. 
Unlike a CD player, the device has no 
moving parts, which means the music 
won't skip if users are participating 
in sports, hiking, or rollerblading. 
The backlit six -line alphanumeric 
display includes a table of contents 
for all of the songs stored on the 
memory card and also shows song 
title, artist, and elapsed time when in 
playback mode. Songs can be orga- 
nized into root directories and sub - 
folders to easily locate favorite tracks. 
The basic model comes with head- 
phones, software, a CompactFlash 
reader /writer attachment for the PC, 
a 32MB removable memory card, 
and two batteries. 

In -House Music 
Festival 

Harmon Kardon's Festival 60 
intelligent music system ($799) is 
compact and distinctively elegant, 
provides excellent sound quality, and 
offers a logical user interface. The 
system includes a seven -disc CD 
changer, an AM /FM tuner, a stereo 
amplifier, and two speakers. With its 
gracefully curved control console, 
angular front panels, and contoured 
speaker grilles, the Festival 60 is as 
pleasing to the eye as to the ear. 

The unit's intelligent software- 

based operating system centralizes all 
controls in a single window in which 
information is displayed as needed. 
"Smart Key" technology automatical- 
ly reconfigures control keys accord- 
ing to the function or source. The 
buttons for each source illuminate 
when that source is selected, and all 
controls are arranged in a logical 
fashion. 

Setup has also been simplified. The 
control console, CD changer, and 35 
watts -per- channel stereo amplifier 
link together via a single cable with 
connectors designed for fool -proof 
hookup. The speakers connect using 
the supplied color -coded speaker 
wire. 

The Festival 60 comes with a pair 
of two -way loudspeakers featuring 
an innovative one -inch flared -dome 
tweeter and a six -inch woofer. The 
speakers operate in conjunction with 
an active equalization circuit to pro- 
vide a frequency response of 50 Hz to 
20 kHz. 

THIS `N' THAT 
Got someone on your list who's 

impossible to please? Here are some 
unique ideas that just might strike the 
right note. 

The Sounds Of Silence 
Equally pleasing to the budding 

musician and his parents and neigh- 
bors, Yamaha's Silent Series of musi- 
cal instruments will permit completely 
private practice sessions and perfor- 
mances, using headphones. The series 
includes the Silent Electric Cello, the 
Silent Electric Violin, the Silent Brass 
Personal Studio, and the DTX Silent 
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Session Drum (starts at $1995) 
shown here. 

The DTX electronic percussion 
system can play articulate buzz rolls, 
rim shots, double -bass, percussion, 
and cymbal chokes, all previously 
possible only on acoustic drums. 
Percussionists can layer up to five 

notes on one surface to play stacks of 
notes or alternating patterns, trigger 
keyboard sounds from the pads, or 
practice with the on -board training 
functions. 

The DTX module provides a total 
of 1056 on -board voices. That total 
includes 880 drum and percussion 
voices and effects as well as 48 brass, 
brass and strings, and mallet voices, 
and 129 General MIDI- compatible 
keyboard sounds, all produced using 
Yamaha's Advanced Wave Memory 
technology. A built -in five -track 
sequencer lets MIDI data from the 
DTX system and from external MIDI 
keyboards be recorded. 

Harley Phone 
Looking for a gift for a biker? 

Uniden's cordless Harley Phone 
($79.95) is modeled after the Harley 
Davidson "teardrop" gas tank. The 
base comes with chrome knobs that 
resemble gas caps, and there's an 
authentic -looking speedometer on 
the handset. 

The 900 -MHz phone provides 
extended range and superior voice 
quality. Its 40- channel autoscan 

automatically selects the clearest 
channel, and noise - reduction tech- 
nology eliminates background noise. 
Up to ten phone numbers can be 
stored in memory for quick dialing, 
and three one -touch speed -dial keys 

are provided. 

Droid Maker 
Anakin Skywalker built C3 -PO 

out of spare parts, and your young 
Jedi - wannabe can fashion his own 
R2 -D2 astromech, Battle Droid, or 
other Star Wars -type robot using 
the LEGO Mindstorms Droid 
Developer Kit ($99). Aimed at kids 
nine years and older, the set offers 
three distinct levels of building dif- 
ficulty: Apprentice, Jedi Knight, and 
Jedi Master. The easiest project takes 
about an hour to complete. The set's 

GIZMO' 
modular building system allows kids 
to mix and match subassemblies to 
create dozens of different droids 
that can move, chirp, and respond 
to their environment. 

The Droid Developer Kit is pow- 
ered by LEGO's smallest microcom- 
puter. Dubbed the Micro- Scout, it has 
a built -in light sensor, a built -in 
motor, and seven behaviors from 
which to choose. The set contains 
more than 600 LEGO pieces, includ- 
ing the unique shapes required to 
create R2 -D2's distinctive look. 
Although the kit does not require the 
use of a PC, it does come with a CD- 

ROM that provides additional build- 
ing tips. 

Podracing Fever 
Did you manage to withstand your 

kids' whining, begging, and pleading 

when LucasArts' Star Wars: Episode I: 
Racer for Nintendo 64 ($69.95) was 
released around the time of the 
movie opening? They'll be happy to 
find it under the tree this Christmas. 

Podracer drivers compete by flying 
across various Star Wars landscapes 
at speeds of up to 600 miles per hour. 
The vehicles each consist of a small 
cockpit tethered to dual jet engines 
held together by a glowing magnetic 
beam. The competing racers include 
young Anakin Skywalker and a host 
of alien creatures from all parts of 
the galaxy. The reigning champion - 
the cheating Sebulba- appears along 
with more than 20 others, some not 
seen in the Phantom Menace film. 
Each character pilots its own person- 
alized podracer with variable accel- 
eration, technique, and top -speed 
attributes. 27 
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ELECTRON /CS LIbRARy 
`99/2000 CATALOG 
from C &S Sales 

This full -color 64 -page catalog is a one - 
stop source for electronic products. B &K 
Precision, Elenco, Fluke, Forefront, 
Hitachi, OWI Kits, Tekk, Tektronics, 
Xcelite, and Weller are some of the com- 
panies represented. Products covered 
include meters; function -, audio -, and sig- 
nal- generators; IC testers; radios; robotic 
and solar kits; logic probes; trainers; 
oscilloscopes; books and videos. 

CBsS SALES 
'99/2000 C A T A L O G 

Full specs, color photos, and price 
information accompany each product list- 
ing. Among the products featured in the 
catalog are Tekk family radios and the 
XK -700 deluxe digitaVanalog trainer from 
Elenco. In addition, there are 20 pages of 
kits, books, and videos. 

The `99/2000 Catalog is free upon 
request from C &S Sales, 150 W. 
Carpenter Ave., Wheeling, IL 60090; Tel. 
800 - 292 -7711; Web: www.cs- sales.com. 

POWER ELECTRONICS DESIGN 
HANDBOOK 
by Nihal Kularatna 

The basics of power electronics theory are 
covered in this handbook. Modem low -power 
components and applications are discussed 
in detail, including power semiconductors, 
converters, power supplies, batteries, power 

To order books in 
this magazine or, 

any book in print. Please call anytime day or 
night: (800) BOOKS -NOW (266 -5766) or (801) 
261 -1187 ask for ext. 1456 or visit on the web 
at http://www.BooksNow.com/popularelec- 
tronics.htm. 

Free catalogs are not available. 

POWER 
ELECTRONICS 

NIRAL KULARATNA 

conditioners and ICs, and UPS. 
The author, an expert in the field, inte- 

grates component and system theory 
with practical applications, particularly 
energy- saving low -power applications. 
Many chapters contain sections on future 
developments. There are also references 
for further research and more in -depth 
technical reading. 

Power Electronics Design Handbook 
costs $59.95 and is published by 
Newnes, Butterworth Heinemann, 225 
Wildwood Avenue, Wobum, MA 01801; 
Tel. 800 -366 -2665 or 781-904-2500; 
Web: www.bh.com/newnes. 

RADIO TUBES AND BOXES OF 
THE 1920's 
by George A. Fathauer 

On November 2, 1920 radio station 
KDKA of Pittsburgh began regular broad - 
casts-a new era of radio had begun. 
This book illustrates that exciting first 
decade of home radio. It features over 
360 color photos of early vacuum tubes, 

as well as 40 magazine ads and exam- 
ples of company literature. 

Collectors and historians alike will appre- 
date this entertaining way of visiting the early 
days of electronics. A helpful introduction to 
dating and identifying old tubes is provided. 

Radio Tubes and Boxes of The 1920's 
costs $26.95 and is published by Sonoran 
Publishing, 116 N. Roosevelt, Suite 121, 
Chandler, AZ 85226 Tel. 480 -961 -5176. 

INTELLIGENCE THROUGH 
SIMULATED EVOLUTION 
by Lawrence J. Fogel 

This book is a unique, one -stop refer- 
ence to the history, technology, and 
methods of machine learning -from 
1970 to the present. The author, who is 
one of the inventors of evolutionary 
programming, traces all the develop- 
ments in the field, providing compre- 
hensive coverage of this approach to 
simulated evolution. 

Intelligence Through 
Simulated Evolution 

FORTY YEARS AI 
EVOLUTIONARY PROGRAMMING 

Clear, up-to -date explanations are fea- 
tured that show how the simulation of evolu- 
tionary processes allows machines to learn 
to solve problems in new ways. The infor- 
mation discussed helps readers understand 
methods of generating intelligent systems. 
Engineers and computer scientists in all 
areas of machine learning will gain insight 
from this useful resource and learn more 
about neural networks, fuzzy logic, and 
genetic algorithm development. 

Intelligence Through Simulated 
Evolution costs $79.95 and is published by 
Wiley- Interscience, John Wiley & Sons, 605 
Third Avenue, New York, NY 10158, Tel: 
212-850-6366; Web: www. wileycom. 
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THE EMF METER 

If you are concerned about the possible side effects of long -term exposure to 

electric and /or magnetic field radiation, and you would like to seek out, identify, 

and perhaps eliminate the sources of that possible health hazard, why not put 

this "radiated -field bloodhound" to work for you. 

RUDOLF F. GRAF, KA2CWL and WILLIAM SHEETS, K2MQJ 

S ince the latter half of 
this century, there have 
been several published 

reports concerning the possible 
health and environmental hazards 
resulting from long -term exposure 
to electric and magnetic fields (as 

discussed in "Electromagnetic 
Pollution" appearing elsewhere in 

this issue). Such fields are generat- 
ed largely by man -made devices, 
such as power and telephone lines, 

radio- frequency transmitters, mili- 

tary and commercial aircraft power 
systems, TV sets, fluorescent lighting, 
computers, microwave ovens, elec- 
tric blankets, and many other gad- 
gets that we've come to depend on. 

While data supporting the possi- 

bility of the negative side effects of 
electric and magnetic fields is 

inconclusive, it's always wise to err 

on the side of caution. Although it is 

impossible to eliminate all the possi- 

ble sources of electric- and mag- 
netic -field radiation, there are a 
number of precautions that can be 
taken at little or no cost, among 
them simply shutting down unused 
equipment or a change in lighting 
fixtures. 

In this article, we'll show you how 
to build and use a simple electric - 
(E) and magnetic -field (H) detec- 
tor -the EMF Meter -that allows 
you to measure the relative field 

strengths present around all oper- 
ating electrical devices, and, 
where practical, reduce or elimi- 

nate the possible health risks. 

About the Circuit. A complete 
schematic diagram of the EMF 

Meter is shown in Fig. 1. The circuit - 
comprised of three integrated cir- 

cuits, a pair of 10- segment bar - 
graph displays, a few diodes, three 
hand -wound coils, and a batch of 
support components -has three 
functions, "H relative (Ha)," "H," and 
"E," selectable via S4 (a 3- position 
slide switch). The circuit also allows 
you to select from three sensitivity 
(gain) settings: x 10, x 1, and x .1 

29 
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Fig. 1. As shown by this schematic diagram, the EMF Meter is comprised of three integrated cir- 
cuits, a pair of 10- segment har -graph displays, a few diodes, three hand -wound coils, and a batch 
of support components. 
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In the author's prototype, the three pickup coils were mounted as shown here to the inside of the 

enclosure so as to provide complete coverage of all three axis -X, Y, and Z- regardless of the 

meter's orientation. As shown, one coil is affixed flush to the upper portion of the case (up /down 

axis); another is secured flush to the right side wall of the enclosure (left/right axis); and the final 

unit is mounted flush to the inside front wall of the housing (forward/backward axis). 

When S4 is placed in the HR posi- 
tion, the meter measures magnetic 
fields by sensing the voltage 
induced in one of its pickup coils. 
The induced voltage in any coil is 

equal to N 4 /dt, where N is the 
number of turns and 4)/dt is the rate 
of change of flux per unit time pass- 
ing through the coil (axial compo- 
nent), Since flux is equal to B x A 
(magnetic field strength multiplied 
by the area of the coil), knowing 
the number of turns in the sensing 
coil, its area, and the frequency of 
the magnetic field (60 or 120 Hz), 

the induced voltage can be mea- 
sured. That allows you to determine 
the strength of B or H, since B = µH, 
where p, is the permeability of free 
space (47r x 10 -7 henries /meter). 
The induced voltage is amplified 
and rectified, and then used to 
drive a 20- segment LED bar -graph 
display. 

The H position performs the same 
function, except the amplifier is 

configured for a 1/f frequency 
response ( -6 dB /octave). The 
amplifier produces an output volt- 
age that's proportional to flux den- 
sity and independent of frequency, 
since doubling the frequency 
would double the induced volt- 

age, but be amplified half as much. 
That function can be calibrated to 
give a reading of magnetic field 
strength. Fields as low as 1 milligauss 
can be detected using the built -in 

coils; using an external pickup coil, 
the meter is able to detect fields as 

small as 0.01 milligauss. 
We are concerned with weak 

AC magnetic fields around 1 gauss 
or less. The earth's magnetic field is 

around 0.5 gauss and is a steady 
(DC) field. That type of field won't 
induce any voltage in a coil that Is 

stationary, but can in a coil that is 

moved so that lines of force (flux) 
are cut. For that reason, the ampli- 
fier used to boost the voltage 
induced in the pickup coil should 
not have a response down to DC. 
It's best to use an amplifier that cuts 
out at a frequency that is 25-30 % 

of the lowest frequency to be mea- 
sured. The lowest power frequency 
currently in use, as far as the 
authors know, is 162/3 Hz, which Is 

used by European electric railways 
for powering traction motors used 
in locomotives. This would suggest 
using a low frequency cutoff of 
around 4 -5 Hz. This has proven satis- 

factory in practice, as moving the 
meter does not result in a large 

"blip" in the reading due to the 
earth's magnetic field. Reducing 
the cutoff frequency to 1 Hz defi- 
nitely causes this effect to be 
noticeable. 

Electric fields are sensed with a 
short probe connected to a FET op- 
amp, and the induced pickup is 

again rectified and displayed on a 
bar -graph display in the same 
manner. Calibration could be done 
but is so subject to error it would be 
meaningless. The circuit will easily 
detect the presence of 120 volts 
AC in a wire (i.e., a lamp cord) sev- 

eral inches away, and it can be 
used to find "hot" wires without a 
direct connection. Due to using a 
short E field probe, sensitivity is pro- 
portional to frequency of the field. 
Frequency response in the HR and E 

positions is about 5 kHz, with usable 
sensitivity to well over 50 kHz for use 

in checking VDTs and TV sets. 

The meter uses one quad op- 
amp (TL084), a display driver 
(LM3914), and has three pickup 
coils orthogonally oriented (X, Y, 

and Z) that have 350 turns of wire 
each The coil to be used is select- 
ed via a 3- position slide switch. This 

avoids having to hold the meter at 
awkward angles. Battery supply 
can be either ±6 or ±9 volts sup- 
plied by AA cells or two nine volt 
batteries. 

If an external coil mounted on a 
probe separate from the meter is 

desired, one of the coils (the X -axis 
coil) is disconnected from the cir- 
cuit by a closed circuit jack (J1) 
when a 1/8 -inch plug is inserted. A 
length of shielded wire is used to 
connect the coil to the meter. That 
allows a larger coil with more area 
and /or turns to be used with a cor- 
responding increase in meter sensi- 

tivity. If the number of turns is dou- 
bled and the coil area is increased 
by a factor of five for example, the 
meter sensitivity will be doubled 
due to doubling the turns and 
increased by another five times 
due to the larger coil area for a 
total of ten times increase. (In this 

case we have double the number 
of turns enclosing five times as 

much flux, leading to ten times the 
induced voltage at a given field 
strength and frequency). The sug- 
gested external coil in this article 
has about one third the number of 31 
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turns but 150 times the area of an 
internal pickup coil, giving up to 
fifty times the sensitivity. That allows 
detection of very weak fields, as 
low as .02 milligauss. 

How It Works. The TL084 quad FET 
op -amp performs all the amplifica- 
tion functions needed in this circuit. 
Switch S1 is used to connect one of 
three identical 350 -turn pickup coils 
(Ll -L3, which correspond to the cir- 
cuit's X, Y, and Z axis) to the input of 
the amplifier system corresponding 
to three axes. The three coils allows 
the meter to perform without hav- 
ing to reorient it in a possibly awk- 
ward position. The three compo- 
nents (HR, H, and E) can be read; the 
total field vector is the square root 
of the sum of the squares of the 
three readings. 

Some designs sum the readings 
arithmetically using diodes, but 
that does not provide an accurate 
reading; the results can be mis- 
leading. In practice, the strongest 
reading is used as the significant 
one for further investigation. 

The output of the selected coil is 
fed to a voltage divider, comprised 
of R1 -R3, which is tapped at the 
junctions formed by those resistors. 
Those taps, corresponding to 100%, 
10%, or 1% of the pickup coil out- 
puts, are connected to GAIN switch 
S2. The selected signal is fed to the 
common inputs of two separate 
amplifier stages, IC 1 -a and IC 1 -b. 
IC 1 -a has a gain of 100 (40 dB) and 
has a 3 dB response of 4 Hz to 20 
kHz or better. The output of the IC 1- 
a amplifier is proportional both to 
flux in the pickup coil and also to 
the frequency of the magnetic flux 
in the pickup coil (HR position). 

Amplifier IC 1 -b has a gain start- 
ing at 60 dB at around 6 Hz and 
falling -6 dB per octave (or 20 dB 
per decade) with a nominal gain 
at 60 Hz equal to 40 dB, the same 
as IC1-a. Op-amp IC1 -b has a 1/f fre- 
quency response that compen- 
sates for the fact that the induced 
voltage in a coil is proportional to 
frequency. The output of IC 1 -b is, 
thus, theoretically proportional to 
flux in the pickup coil and constant 
with frequency. For example, a 
given flux density at 120 Hz will 
induce twice the voltage in the coil 

32 that 60 Hz will. However, it will be 

4 INCHES 

Fig. 2. The EMF Meter was assembled on a printed- circuit board, measuring 4 by 21/2 inches. A full - 
size template of the board's foil pattern is shown here. 

amplified only half as much. The 
output will then ideally be indepen- 
dent of frequency (H position). 

Using two separate amplifiers 
makes it possible to interpret flux 
readings in two ways. One theory 
claims that it is the induced voltage 
in the human body that causes 
problems. That is proportional to 
both flux and frequency. Another 
claims that it is flux alone, indepen- 
dent of frequency up to about 1 

kHz, that is harmful. So, we are cov- 
ered either way by having both 
measurements available. Both 
amplifiers have the same gain at 60 
Hz, the most common power fre- 
quency in the US and Canada. 
Error at 50 Hz used for power in 
Europe and Asia is less than 1 dB, 
and this error can be safely ignored 
as no exact limits or standards have 
been found as of yet. C3 can be 
increased to 0.0033 µF to make 
IC 1 -a and IC l -b equal in gain at 
50Hz rather than 60 Hz if desired. 

Components R5 and C2 set the 
low frequency response of IC 1 -a, 
together with C 1 and R4, while R8 
and C4 set the LF limit of IC 1 -b. 
Components R7 and C3 set the 
gain and frequency response of 
ICI-b and are chosen for +40 dB at 
60 Hz. R6 sets the gain of ICI -a to 40 
dB. HF response is limited by the 
gain bandwidth product of the op 
amp and this is typically 2 MHz or 
better, so the closed loop gain of 40 

dB (100x) is held out to 20 kHz or 
better with 40 kHz typical. This is 
more than adequate for detecting 
higher frequency fields from VDTs, 
TV sets, switching regulators, and 
electronic ballasts used in lighting 
(compact fluorescent) operating 
at 10 to 100 kHz. Op -amp IC1 -a is 
typically used for this function (HR 
position) as IC 1 -b is operating at 
less than unity gain above about 
6000 Hz. 

Op -amp ICl -c is used with an 
active E -field probe to sense E fields. 
ANTI is a short 2 -3 inch (or 5-9 cm) 
pickup wire mounted above the PC 
board. Strong E fields of 100V /meter 
or so will induce enough voltage on 
this wire to produce an indication on 
the meter. Components R12, D1, and 
D2 provide bias and input voltage 
protection for IC 1 -c. Resistor R9, 
along with R10 and R11, as selected 
by GAIN switch S4, set the voltage 
gain of IC 1 -c to 0, 10, or 20 dB. 
Capacitor C9 limits response to 7000 
Hz, which is the typical upper limit of 
the audio range. However, useable 
response is available to well over 100 
kHz, since the E -field pickup probe 
has a rising response directly propor- 
tional to frequency. The E field from a 
typical TV set can be sensed as far 
as two feet away from the circuit, 
and 60 Hz fields from 120V wiring are 
detected at a distance of six inches 
from the pickup antenna. 

A fluorescent lamp usually gives 
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an indication at two feet. The meter 
can also be used to tell if the case 
of an appliance is grounded or not. 
A properly grounded appliance will 
show little E -field indication, while 
one not grounded will show a 
strong indication even if turned off. 
The outputs of IC1 -a, ICl -b, and 
IC1 -c are fed to E -GAIN switch S3: 

Switch S3 is used to select one of 
the three amplifiers (HR, H, or E) and 
feeds its output into stage IC 1 -d, 
which has a gain of about 34 dB 
that is adjustable via R14 to cali- 
brate the meter circuit. Components 
C5 and R13 pass signal to IC1 -d 
whose gain depends on R16, R15, 

and the setting of R14. The output 
IC 1 -d is fed to a voltage doubler/ 
rectifier circuit, comprised of C6, 
D5, D6, and 07. Components R18, 

C8, and R19 are used to reduce AC 
signals on the rectified DC and set 
the LED meter ballistic characteris- 
tics to resemble an analog mech- 
anical meter. 

The meter has a full -scale deflec- 
tion of around 3 volts. Components 
D3, D4, and R17 are used as a non- 
linear feedback network so as to 

NOT USED 

J1 

L1' 

obtain a linear meter indication 
versus AC input to the input of ICl- 
d. Overall gain is such that 20 to 40 
microvolts of AC input signal from 
the pickup coils produces a full - 

scale deflection, which corresponds 
to a 10- to 20- milligauss full -scale on 
the highest gain scale. We recom- 
mend using a 20- milligauss full -scale 
calibration. 

If greater sensitivity is needed, 
use a Larger pickup coil mounted 
externally to avoid AC feedback 
and to allow lower amplifier gain. 
The total gain can exceed 80 dB, 

and this is pushing things as far as 

stability is concerned, due to the 
use of a single -sided board, an 
unshielded case, and high- imped- 
ance FET circuitry. 

The meter consists of IC2 and 
IC3, a pair of LM3914 LED dot /bar 
display drivers and two 10- segment 
LED bar -graph modules, which 
were cascaded to give a 20 -seg- 
ment meter. That's sufficient resolu- 
tion (5% full scale) for our purposes. 
Red LEDs were used, but any other 
color or combinations of colors 
could be used as long as it is 
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Fig. 3. Once you've etched your board (or purchased one) and obtained all of the components list- 

ed in the Parts List, assemble the printed -circuit board guided by this parts placement diagram. 

remembered that all LEDs are dri- 
ven with the same DC current lev- 
els. Individual LEDs can be substitut- 
ed for the bar -graph modules. 

Resistors R20 -R22 set up IC2 and 
IC3 for cascaded, dot -mode oper- 
ation. Bar -graph mode operation 
could be used, but battery drain 
when 20 LEDs are lit (full scale) 
would approach 200 milliamps. Dot 
mode prevents premature battery 
drain, since only one or two seg- 
ments are lit at a time. Resistor R23 

cuts off a segment of DISP1 when 
any of the segments of DISP2 are lit. 
Components C10 and R33 form a 
filter network that is used to sup- 
press a tendency for the display to 
be unstable due to possible RF 

oscillation. In addition, R23 limits 

maximum possible LED current in 

case of a short circuit avoiding 
damage to individual segments. S5 

serves as an on -off switch for the 
circuit. Batteries BTl and BT2 are six 

to nine volts each. 
Power is supplied for the circuit 

using two six- or nine -volt batteries. 
A voltage divider or active splitter 
using an op -amp could have been 
used so that there was only one 
battery, but it was not worth the 
extra parts as large decoupling 
capacitors would be needed. Only 
a few milliamps of negative supply 
are needed; thus battery life 
approaches its shelf life. The posi- 
tive supply must handle 10 to 20 mil - 

liamps. We used two sets of four AA 
batteries, cheap and simple, and 
they fit our case perfectly. Two nine - 
volt batteries could also have been 
used. With a larger pickup coil, 
fields of less than 1 milligauss can 
be detected and measured if 

desired, but the usefulness of doing 
this is dubious. Magnetic fields of 60 

and 120 Hz of this level exist any- 
where electrical devices are used. 
Currently there is no evidence to 
suggest levels that low are suspect. 
And there is no real evidence that 
stronger fields are harmful either, so 

a level of 3 milligauss is a practical 
lower limit. This level may be present 
several feet from an appliance that 
uses a transformer or coil. 

Jack J1 is used to connect an 
external coil to the meter. The coil is 

made from # 24 to #30 magnet wire 
and is six inches square. It is wound 
on a simple jig made from a scrap 33 
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#10 MACHINE 
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Fig. 4. The three pick -up coils for the EMF Meter were fabricated from a total of about 360 feet 
(110 feet for each coil) of magnet wire and homemade bobbins (coil forms) manufactured from PVC 
pipe and cardboard or fiber board. Details of the construction of those components are shown here. 

of wood and four nails. A length of 
audio shielded cable is used to 
connect this coil to the meter cir- 
cuitry. The coil can be wrapped 
with electrical tape and fitted with 
a wood handle. The meter sensitiv- 
ity is multiplied 50 times with the 
external coil, allowing fields of 0.2 
milligauss or less to be measured. 

Construction. The EMF Meter was 
assembled on a printed circuit 
board measuring 4 by 21/2 inches. A 
full -size template of the printed -cir- 
cuit board's foil pattern is shown in 
Fig. 2. That template can be liffed 
from the page and used to etch 
you own printed circuit board. The 
board is supplied with the kit from 
the supplier given in the Parts List. 

Once you've obtained all of the 
parts listed in the Parts List, con- 
struction can begin. Assemble the 
printed- circuit board guided by the 
parts -placement diagram shown in 
Fig. 3. Start by installing DIP sockets 
for the ICs and bar -graph displays. 
After that, follow the usual con- 
struction sequence, installing all the 
passive components (resistors, 

34 capacitors, switches, etc.) except 

R23 and L1 -L3, followed by the non - 
socketed semiconductors (diodes), 
saving the ICs and bar -graph dis- 
plays for later. The three coils are 
hand -wound units that have yet to 
be fabricated. 

After all the passive components 
have been installed on the top side 
of the board, mount R23 on the 
bottom of the board. When 
installing the polarized compo- 
nents (electrolytic capacitors, 
diodes, and other semiconductor 
devices), make absolutely certain 
they are properly oriented. Installing 
any polarized component incor- 
rectly can cause the circuit to func- 
tion erratically, or not at all, and can 
lead to total component failure. 

Before installing S5, solder bare, 
tinned leads to its lugs and then 
insert the leads into the board. 
That's done so that the mechanical 
mounting height of S5 matches S1 

through S4. 

In the author's prototype, the 
three pickup coils (L1 -L3; we'll get 
to their assembly in a moment) 
were mounted separately to three 
inner walls of the meter's enclosure 
so as to provide complete cover- 

age of all three axis -X, Y, and Z- 
regardless of the meter's orienta- 
tion. One coil is affixed flush to the 
upper portion of the case 
(up /down axis); another is secured 
flush to the right side wall of the 
enclosure(leff /right axis); and the 
final unit is mounted flush to the 
inside front wall of the housing (for- 
ward /backward axis). A dab of sili- 
con cement (or hot -melt glue) can 
be used to secure the pickup coils 
in place. After that, the pickup coils 
are connected to the printed -cir- 
cuit board at the points indicated 
in Fig. 3. 

Make sure the coils do not come 
in contact with the other board - 
mounted components. When fin- 
ished, carefully check your work for 
all of the most common construc- 
tion errors, which include cold sol- 
der joints, shorted components, 
incorrectly placed or misoriented 
components, etc. If you spot any 
construction errors, correct them 
immediately. Once the accuracy 
of construction has been verified, it 
is time to move on to the next 
phase of construction. 

Internal Pickup Coil Fabrication. 
The internal pickup coils were 
wound on home -brewed forms 
that were fabricated from a 3- to fl- 
inch length of /2 -inch (ID) diameter 
plastic pipe; the outside dimension 
(OD) of the pipe is close to 5/8 inch- 
es. Figure 4 outlines the fabrication 
of the internal pickup coils. 
Fabricate the three bobbin -like coil 
forms by placing six cardboard or 
fiber washers approximately 1 -inch 
in diameter on the 3 -inch length of 
pipe, spacing each pair of washers 
about '/8 -inch apart, as shown in 
Fig. 4, and glue them in place. 
Once the glue has cured, the coil 
form is ready to accept the coil 
wire. 

The easiest way to wind the coils 
is to mount the piece of pipe in 
some type of jig where the pipe 
can be rotated by crank or motor. 
The authors used a hand drill to 
rotate the forms during the coil - 
winding process. To that end, a hole 
was drilled into a '/2 -inch end cap, 
a #10 machine screw threaded 
through the hole, and the screw 
secured in place by a nut. The shaff 
of the machine screw was then 
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PARTS LIST FOR THE E -H FIELD METER 
SEMICONDUCTORS 
ICI- TL084N quad op -amp, integrated 

circuit 
IC2, IC3- LM3914N dot/bar -graph dis- 

play driver, integrated circuit Dl D6- 1N914B or 1N4148 general- 
purpose, small -signal, switching diode 

DISPI, DISP2- 10- segment, light -emit- 
ting diode, bar -graph display 

RESISTORS 
(All fixed resistors are' /4 -watt, 5% units.) 
R1- 91,000 -ohm 
R2- 9100 -ohm 
R3, R20, R21, R25 -1000 -ohm 
R4, R6, R12, R13- 1- megohm 
R5, R8, RIO, R17, R23- 10,000 -ohm 
R7 -10- megohm 
R9, R15- 100,000 -ohm 
R 14- 100,000 -ohm potentiometer 
R11, R18- 22,000 -ohm 
R 16- 2.2- megohm 
RI 9-330,000-ohm 
R22 -1200 -ohm 
R24-33 -ohm 

CAPACITORS 
C1- 0.1 -RF, 50 -WVDC, Mylar 
C2, C'I 4.7 p.F, 35 -WVDC, electrolytic 
C3- 0.0027 -p,F, 100 -WVDC, Mylar 
C5- 0.047 -µF, 50 -WVDC, Mylar 
C6 C8 -1 -1.LF 50 -WVDC, electrolytic 
C9- 220 -pF NPO, ceramic -disc 
C 10- 10 -µF, 16 -W VDC, electrolytic 

ADDITIONAL PARTS 
AND MATERIALS 
S1- S4 -2P3T slide switch 
S5 -DPST toggle switch 

clamped into the drill chuck. The 
drill was then activated as 350 turns 
of #36 AWG enameled magnet 
were fed onto each bobbin. The 
number of turns can be counted 
manually. As an alternative, provid- 
ed that a lathe is accessible, the 
pipe can be clamped into the 
lathe's chuck, and the lathe run at 
low speed as the coil wire is fed 
onto the forms. If available, a 
mechanical turns counter can be 
used to keep track of the windings. 
Be sure to leave a little extra mag- 
net wire at each end of the coils. 

Once all the coils have been 
wound, 26- or 28 -gauge stranded 
insulated wire should be connect- 
ed to each coil lead. Each joint 
should be insulated with a thin layer 
of Mylar or scotch tape, and then 
the entire coil wrapped in electri- 

36 cal tape. After winding the coils, 

L1 -L3- 350 -turn pickup coil (see 
text) 

J1-'/8 -inch, closed -circuit, phone 
jack 

Printed- circuit materials, IC sockets, 
wire, solder, hardware, etc. 

Note: A kit of parts -consisting of 
an etched and drilled printed -cir- 
cuit board; three pre -wound, 350 - 
turn pickup coils; all board - 

mounted components; J1; two 
bar -graph displays; a suitable 
plastic case; and complete docu- 
mentation for assembly and test- 
is available for $59.95 from North 
Country Radio, PO Box 53, 
Wykagyl Station, New Rochelle, 
NY 10804 -0053; e -mail: 
Ncradio200 @aol.com; Web: 
www. northcountryradio. corn. 
Please include $4.50 for shipping 
and handling within the US; $10 
for shipment outside the US. NY 
State residents, please add $4.50 
sales tax. For a catalog of many 
other kits, please send $2 and a 
stamped ($0.70) self -addressed 
envelope to North Country Radio 
at the address above. 

Note the materials for the remote 
sensing coil are not included and 
can be purchased locally. Batteries 
and battery holders are also not 
included as these are at the discre- 
tion of the builder and are also 
best purchased locally. Try elec- 
tric motor repair shops as a source 
of magnet wire. 

check each unit's DC resistance to 
make sure the coil is OK. The three 
coils should each have a resistance 
of approximately 27 ohms, ±3 
ohms; but more important, all read- 
ings should closely agree. 

External Sensing Coil Construction, 
The external sensing coil is little 
more than approximately 250 feet 
of enameled wire formed into a 6- 
by 6 -inch square and then mount- 
ed to an 18 -inch long piece of 3/4- 

by '/2 -inch wood. A temporary coil 
form was fabricated from a 7 -inch 
square, '/2 -inch thick piece of wood 
by first drawing a 6- x 6 -inch square 
on the surface of the wood and 
then driving a 6 or 8 penny finishing 
nail into each corner of the square 
drawn on the wood. Be sure to 
drive the nails deep enough so that 
they are secure, but easy to 

remove. 
Using the nails as a square form, 

wind 114 turns (approximately 
240 -250 feet ) of 24 to 30 gauge 
wire, plus or minus 5 percent, onto 
the form. Make sure to leave a 
length of wire at each end of the 
winding for making connections to 
the cable. Try to leave a little space 
between the wood and the coil 
windings so that a piece of tape 
can be slipped beneath the coil 
and wrapped around it to keep the 
windings from unraveling. Carefully 
remove the finished coil from the 
form. Removing one of the nails 
from the wooden coil -form base 
makes it easier to remove the coil. 

Solder the ends of the coil's 
magnet wire to a 3- to 5 -foot piece 
of good quality RF or audio shield- 
ed cable. Use a cable that is flexi- 
ble enough to bend easily, and still 
stand up to everyday use without 
breaking. Connect one lead to the 
shield, the other to the center con- 
ductor. The polarity of the winding 
does not matter. Solder and tape 
the connections to prevent shorts. 
With that done, wrap the whole 
assembly with several layers of PVC 
tape to protect it. Bring the cable 
out at right angles to one side of 
the coil, making sure it is secured so 
the connections won't be broken. 

Install a '/8 -inch phone plug on 
the other end of the cable. The 
plug mates with the 18 -inch closed 
circuit jack on the field meter. Test 
the coil for continuity and to make 
sure the cable and /or jack is not 
shorted. Take a resistance reading 
of the coil: it should read between 
4 and 25 ohms depending on the 
wire size used to wind the coil. The 
actual DC resistance of the coil is 
unimportant as long as the coil's 
impedance is less than 5000 ohms. 

An optional handle for the coil 
can be fashioned from an 18 -inch 
length of 3/4- by '/1 -inch wood or 
plastic. The coil can then be fas- 
tened to the handle using plastic 
cable clamps or tie wraps. Do not 
use metal for the handle, as it may 
short the windings or cause prob- 
lems. When all the coils have been 
wound and checked, it's time to 
test the unit. 

Test Procedure. Connect three 
wires to the circuit -board power 
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supply traces as shown in Fig. 3. It's 

a good idea to use three different 
colors (red, black, and white, for 
instance) to identify the plus, minus, 

and ground leads. Connect one of 
the pickup coils to the X input 
traces (see the parts -placement 
diagram in Fig. 3). If possible, hold 
the PC board in a small bench vise 

or other support to make testing 
easier. Set Si to the x position, S2 to 
the x 10 position, S3 to the +10 posi- 
tion, and S4 to the HR position. Set 

S5 to the off position. 
Connect the power source 

(plus, minus, and ground) to the 
three power leads. A dual -polarity 
bench supply or two six- to nine -volt 
batteries can be used for testing. If 

a bench supply is used, set it for ±6 
volts. Flip S5 to the on position; the 
bar -graph displays should come on 
and jump briefly to the right, then 
settle back toward the left- essen- 

tially acting like a pointer on a 
panel meter. It may settle at some 
mid -point in the display; or if there 
are no magnetic fields present, it 

may even go out. 
If a fluorescent lamp is near your 

work area, bring the pick -up coil 
toward it. Doing so should produce 
some indication on the display. If 

that checks out, set S4 to the H posi- 
tion and repeat step 4; you may or 
may not see a difference in the 
readout. If the circuit functions as 

expected, set S4 to the E position, 
and bring your hand near the pick- 
up coil; doing so should produce 
some indication. 

If that works out, set potentiome- 
ter R14 to its mid -position. If you 
have some test equipment, you 
can use R14 to calibrate the 
meter's sensitivity. If not, leave it at 
mid -position as no calibration is 

really necessary- you'll be looking 
for "hot spots," points where EMFs 

originate. Those with access to a 
calibrated audio generator can 
feed a 20 -1.V, 60 -Hz signal to the 
input of IC 1 (S2 /C 1 junction) with S4 

set to the H position and R14 set for 
a full -scale deflection on the EMF 

Meter's bar -graph display. As an 
alternative, a 6- or 12 -volt trans- 
former and resistor network (to 
attenuate a 60-Hz AC line signal) 
can be used as a signal source. Be 

aware, however, that the source 
(Continued on page 50) 
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and displays. The CD ROM also provides on introduction to microprocessor -based 

systems. lndudescircuit sand assignments for Electronics Workbench. 
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Get the facts on electric- and 
magnetic -field radiation and 

learn what you can do to combat 
this possible health hazard. 

WILLIAM SHEETS, K2MQJ and 
RUDOLF F. GRAF, KA2CWL 

Since the 1970s, a number of 
articles have been pub- 

lished concerning the possible 
health and environmental damage 
resulting from exposure to electric 
and magnetic fields. Those fields 
emanate largely from man -made 
sources, such as power and tele- 
phone lines, and radio -frequency 
transmitters, or from devices oper- 
ated by electrical power. 

Power frequencies range from a 
low of 162/3 Hz used for some railway 
systems to 400 Hz and higher used 
in military and aircraft power sys- 
tems. Those frequencies are offen 
accompanied by harmonics caused 
by either waveform distortions in 
the power as generated or else 
due to the effects of loads and sys- 
tem unbalances. 

However, there is a lot of misun- 
derstanding about EMFs and 
other fields, which can lead to 
erroneous assumptions and falla- 
cious ideas, tending towards pseu- 
do science. Because field theory is 
a very big and complex subject, 
there will be only a simplified 
explanation here to facilitate 
understanding the issues. Purists 
and perfectionists will have to 
excuse the simplifications. 

Basic Field Concepts. There are 
two types of fields that are of imme- 
diate concern. The first is the elec- 
tric field -a vector quantity (having 
both magnitude and direction) 
originating from a definite source 
and ending at a definite sink. An 
example would be a charged wire 
or body above a ground plane. 
Lines of force (actually a fictitious 
way of visualizing magnitude and 
direction) would originate on the 
charged body and end on the 
ground plane. The gradient of the 

38 field or the change in potential 

fectromagnetic 

Poitution 

(volts) along one of those lines for a 
specific unit of distance (usually 
meters) is called the field strength - 
a quantity usually expressed in volts 
per meter and given by: 

E = -V/OX 

where E represents the field 
strength in volts and -AV/AX sym- 
bolizes the derivative or slope of 
the electric intensity at a point 

along X or some other reference 
axis. The electric intensity is the 
potential (voltage) with respect to 
a point at infinity or in practice, a 
point far enough away so the field 
is close to zero or ground reference 
(see Fig. 1). 

A charged body having a 
charge of Q coulombs would pro- 
duce a field intensity of 

E = Q/(4Tre)r2 
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Fig. 1. Electric -field intensity is a measure of the strength of an electric field in volts per meter. 

where Tr (pi) is 3.14159, e is 8.85 x 
10- 12, and r represents the radius or 

distance from center. The charged 
body is an infinitely small point that 
can be a sphere or cylinder com- 
pared to the distance (r) from it. 

Potential is defined as the amount 
of work required to bring a 
charged body in from infinity to a 

specified distance from another 
charged body. That energy is 

referred to as potential energy. 

CLOSED 
SURFACE 

(SPHERE, ETC.) 

A 

Since two like charges repel each 
other, the effect can be compared 
to releasing a compressed spring. 

In addition, the electric field is 

conservative, which means that 
the work needed to move a 
charged body is the same regard- 
less of path. If one charged body is 

released, it tends to fly away from 
the others with some force. The 

effects of two charged bodies 
attracting or repelling each other 

ELECTRIC 
FLUX 
LINES 

CHARGES ARE 
INSIDE, SHOWN IN 
CUTAWAY VIEW 

THIS CONDUCTING 
SPHERE OR OTHER SURFACE 

HAS SAME CHARGE 
AS INSIDE (A) 

CLO SED 
SURFACE 

CHARGE 

DISTRIBUTED 
ON SURFACE 

B 

Fig. 2. Gauss's theorem, an expression for determining the intensity of a magnetic field depending 

on the charge, states that the total electric flux crossing a closed surface must equal the charge con- 

tained within in that surface. 

ELECTRIC 
FLUX 
LINES 

GAUSS' LAW 

THE TOTAL ELECTRIC FLUX 
EMANATING FROM A SURFACE 
EQUALS THE CHARGE WITHIN 

JDN ds = JQdv 
MEA VOLUME 

D = ELECTRIC FLUX = e,E VECTOR 

C, = PERMITTIVITY 

Q = CHARGE 

Qv = CHARGE DISTRIBUTION 

AT ANY DISTANCE OUTSIDE THE 
SURFACE, THEREFORE A & B 
PRODUCE THE SAME EFFECT 

was investigated by Coulomb (for 

whom the unit of charge is named) 
in 1785. What he discovered is that 
force is proportional to the magni- 
tude of the charges and inversely 

proportional to the distance 
between them. That effect is also 

linear -the field from a number of 
separate charges being the linear 
sum of the individual fields from 
each charge. 

A coulomb is the amount of 
charge crossing the surface of an 
object when one ampere flows for 

one second across the same sur- 

face. Actually, the ampere is 

defined as one coulomb of charge 
flowing across a surface for one 
second, the coulomb being the 
fundamental unit. 

All physical objects have capaci- 
tance associated with them. The 

human body has 50 to 100 pF. A 50- 

pF capacitor that is charged to 
one coulomb would have to have 
a potential of 20 billion volts. That's 

because the definition of capaci- 
tance is the ratio of charge to volt- 
age (C = Q /V). 

A law known as Gauss's Law 

states that the total electric flux 

crossing a closed surface must 
equal the charge contained within 
that surface. Therefore, we can 
replace the point charge with a 

charged spherical body of arbi- 
trary radius. At all points outside 
that sphere, the effect of the 
charged sphere will be the same as 

an equivalent point charge at the 
center of the sphere (see Fig. 2). 

A sphere 1 -meter in diameter 
charged to one coulomb would 
produce an electric field intensity 
of 900,000 volts per meter at 100 

meters from the sphere and 9000 

volts per meter at 1 km. Two large 
metal plates 1 -meter square that 
were spaced 10 cm apart would 
form a parallel -plate capacitor 
(see Fig. 3A). If 120 volts AC were 
applied between the plates, an AC 
field of 1200 volts per meter would 
exist between the plates. By the 
same reasoning, the field directly 
below a 230 -kV power line 40 -feet 
high (12.2 meters) would be 
approximately 18,850 volts /meter 
(see Fig. 3B). Of course, the actual 
field intensity would be a function 
of the surroundings and rather 
complex geometry, but a "straight- 39 
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10CM 

E FIELD 
120V/12CM = 1200V/METER 

A 

POWER LINE 
FIELD 

r 
MAGNETIC 

FIELD 
DUE TO 

CURRENT 
(500 AMPS) 

40 FT 

POWER LINE 
230 KV AC 500 AMPS 

18.5 KV/METER 
E FIELD 

DUE TO VOLTAGE 
DIFFERENCE 

B 

Fig. 3. If 120 volts AC were applied to a capacitor -comprised of two 1 -meter square metal plates 
spaced 10 cm apart (see A) -an AC field of 1200 volts per meter would exist between the plates. By 
the same reasoning, the field directly below a 230 -kV power line 40 feet high (12.2 meters) would 
be approximately 18,850 volts /meter (see B). 

line approximation" would give an 
idea of the magnitude of the field. 

It is also known that a natural 
electric field -which may be a few 
hundred volts per meter in fine 
weather to several thousand volts 
per meter during electrical storms 
-exists between the earth and its 
upper atmosphere. That's because 
at any given point in time, there are 
thunderstorms occurring some- 
where on earth, and the upper 
atmosphere and the surface of the 
earth form a charged capacitor 
with a large capacitance. The 
capacitance between two con- 
centric spheres of radius A and B 
respectively in air or a vacuum is 
given by: 

C = ((111.2 x 10-12)(Ax 
B))/(B - A) 

where A is the radius of the Inner 
sphere In meters, B Is the radius of 

ao the outer sphere in meters, and C Is 

capacitance in farads. 
For simplicity, assume the earth is 

one plate of a spherical capacitor 
and that the other plate is a con- 
ducting layer of air located about 10 
km above the earth's surface. If that 
were true, the capacitance 
between that layer and the earth 
(radius = 12800 km) would be about 
18 farads -imagine the size of such a 
capacitor (huge to say the least). Of 
course, that's an idealized case, and 
the actual capacitance is smaller, 
but still pretty large. 

Note that if B is extremely large 
compared to A, the A x B /(B -A) 
part of the expression approaches 
AB /B and becomes simply A. We 
mention that fact to show that a 
spherical capacitor with an infinite- 
ly large radius outer conductor (the 
entire universe; see Fig. 4) becomes: 

C = (111.2 x 10-12) (A) 

That shows that an isolated sphere 

or any other shape can act like a 
capacitor. Anyone who has been 
shocked by static electricity after 
walking across a carpet and 
touching a doorknob has experi- 
enced that phenomena. The shock 
is produced by the charge accu- 
mulated and stored on the body 
and then rapidly discharged onto 
another body or ground. The body 
is like a 50 or 100 pF capacitor 
charged to several kilovolts. 

A sphere with a 1 -meter radius, in 
theory, has a capacitance of 111.2 
pF. A sphere the size of the earth 
would have 142 microfarads 
capacitance with respect to the 
universe. It is also a fact that there 
exists a total current flow of about 
1500 amperes or more between 
the plates of the capacitor formed 
by the earth and the conducting 
layers of its atmosphere over the 
entire surface of the earth. 

That sounds like a lot of current, 
but when the area of the earth is 
calculated (197 million square 
miles), it's only around 7 microamps 
per square mile. We mention that to 
make the reader aware of natural- 
ly occurring fields that have been 
around a lot longer than the 
human race. If they were harmful, 
you wouldn't be reading this arti- 
cle. We could not, therefore, 
escape electric fields even if we 
returned to the days of antiquity, 
ages before electricity was known. 

However, electric fields termi- 
nate at a conducting surface, 
since for a perfectly conducting 
surface the magnitude of E tan- 
gential to that surface must be 
zero. In other words, the conductor 
"shorts out" the field, as zero volt- 
age exists at a short circuit. 
Therefore, electric fields are easily 
contained by enclosing the con- 
ductors inside a shield or a metal 
case as most electronic apparatus 
does. Electric fields also penetrate 
non- conducting surfaces. Partially 
conducting surfaces won't provide 
complete shielding, but can 
reduce field intensity to some 
degree. Almost all metals and con- 
ductive plastics do a pretty good 
job, however. 

Magnetic Fields. Things are some- 
what different for a magnetic field. 
The magnetic field is a solenoidal 
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r' 
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IS AT INFINITY) 

CAPACITANCE = CHARGE (COULOMBS% 
(FARADS) VOLTAGE (VOLTS) 

Fig. 4. Almost any isolated object can act like a capacitor, as demonstrated by the shock that occurs 
after walking across a carpet and touching a doorknob. 

field, having no lines that originate 
or terminate at a source or sink. The 
magnetic field is inherently present 
around any current -carrying con- 
ductor (see Fig. 5). For a long 
straight wire, magnetomotive force 
(MMF), denoted by the symbol H, is 
a function of the current in that 
conductor: 

H = I/(27rA) 

where H is magnetomotive force, A 
is the distance from wire, and I is the 
current in wire 

Ampere's Circuital Law states 
that the magnetomotive force (H) 
around any closed path is equal to 
the current crossing the surface of 
which this path is a boundary. The 
magnetic induction, denoted as B, 
is related to H by the following 
equation: 

B=µH 

where H represents magnetomo- 
tive force, and indicates perme- 
ability. 

The permeability of a substance 
or medium is a measure of how 
easily magnetic lines "flow" through 
it-in essence, the magnetic ana- 
log of conductance in an electri- 
cal circuit. Iron, steel, and certain 
other ferrite materials exhibit high 
permeability, while air, water, and 
nonferrous metals have a much 
lower permeability. The permeabil- 
ity of free space is 12.56 x 10 -7 
henries per meter and is generally 
designated as "go." The permeabil- 
ity of ferrites and ferrous materials is 
generally 10 to several thousand 
times that of free space and is 

sometimes referred to as p,. For this 
42 discussion, we're assuming free 

space, so the value of p, is 12.56 x 
10 -7. 

The magnetic induction (B) is 

generally given in webers. However 
that's much too large, so the unit of 
magnetic induction used is the 
gauss, which is 1/10,000 of a weber. 
Therefore 10,000 gauss = 1 weber. 
In this article, we're concerned with 
fields of 100 gauss or less. The 
earth's magnetic field is about 0.5 
gauss. As an example, the magnet- 
ic field strength around a wire car- 
rying one ampere of current 10 
centimeters (about 4 inches) from 
the wire is: 

H = I /27rA = 1/6.28(0.1) = 1.59 
amps /meter 

B =µH= 12.56x 10 -7x 1.59 
amp- henries /m2 

B = 19.97 x 10 -7 webers 

B = 19.97 x 10 -3 

or about 20 milligauss. 
One ampere is a little more cur- 

120V 
AC 

60 Hz 

rent than is drawn by a 100 -waf, 
120 -volt light bulb. An AC field of 20 
milligauss is present around a wire 
carrying that current. However, 
since most AC wiring is of the two - 
conductor type and the current in 
each wire flows in opposite direc- 
tions with respect to each other, 
the fields nearly cancel each other. 
The magnetic field surrounding a 
wire is a set of concentric circles on 
a plane normal to the axis of the 
wire (see Fig. 6). The direction of the 
field is taken as that which a right - 
hand screw would rotate as the 
screw is turned, so it advances 
along the wire in the direction of 
current flow. That's known as the 
"right -hand rule." Therefore, two 
wires in parallel and in close prox- 
imity carrying equal currents in 
opposite directions produce mag- 
netic fields that cancel each other. 
Wires that carry AC currents are 
offen twisted or bonded together 
to produce the field -cancellation 
effect. However, the wires used for 
overhead AC distribution may be 
separated by several feet, so com- 
plete field cancellation may not 
occur, as one wire is closer to the 
ground than the other. 

Also, while currents at 60 Hz may 
be opposite in phase and tend to 
cancel, their harmonics may not 
be. A 3 -phase AC line consists of 
three lines with currents and volt- 
ages 120 degrees apart. But when 
two frequencies are multiplied by 
N, their phase difference is also mul- 
tiplied by N. In that case, ideally the 
third harmonic currents are 360 
degrees apart, which is the same 
as 0 degrees, and are therefore in 

SWITCH 

ELECTRIC 
FIELD 

(ALWAYS 
EXISTS) 

ELECTRIC 
FIELD 
WHEN 

SWITCH 
IS ON 

MAGNETIC 
FIELD 

(EXISTS WHEN CURRENT FLOWS) 

Fig. 5. A magnetic field is inherently present around any current carrying conductor. The magneto - 
motive force around any closed path is equal to the current crossing the surface of which the path is 
a boundary. 
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Fig. 6. The magnetic field surrounding a wire is a set of concentric circles on a plane normal to the 

axis of the wire. 

phase. Under those conditions, they 
can reinforce and produce a 
strong 180 -Hz field. 

Harmonics originate from non - 
linearities in any system, such as 

core and magnetic saturation in 

transformers, motors, and rectifiers. 
AC generators often produce 
imperfect sinewaves containing 
harmonics. Non -linear effects and 
non -linear loads (such as the half - 
wave rectifiers used in inexpensive 
radio receivers and TV sets and 
thyristor devices used in light dim- 
mer switches) are other sources of 
unwanted harmonics. 

The magnitude of B drops off 
inversely with distance and is pro- 
portional to the current in the wire. 
(We'll refer to magnetic fields 
henceforth as H fields even though 
the magnetic intensity is given by 
B). In free space, B and H are relat- 
ed by a constant. When ferrous 
materials are in the field, things 
become more complex, but most 
non -ferrous materials offer little 
shielding against H fields at power - 
line frequencies. Since AC magnet- 
ic fields are produced by AC cur- 
rents, turning off a circuit reduces 
the time varying field to zero (unless 
moving magnets are present). 
Magnetic -field lines have no 

sources or sinks. If a bar magnet 
with a North and South poles were 
broken in half, the two new mag- 
nets will still have N and S poles. You 

cannot have two magnets with 
stand alone North (N) or South (S) 

poles no matter how many times 
they are broken in half. 

Magnetic lines of force exist only 
as closed loops. When a wire is 

coiled on itself, the magnetic inten- 
sity (H) generated is multiplied by 
the number of turns in the coil: for 
example, a 100 -turn coil of wire car- 
rying 1 amp is the same as a 1 -turn 
coil carrying 100 amp. The number 
of "ampere- turns" determines the 
magnetic intensity. Placing a mag- 
netic material, such as iron or fer- 
rite, inside the coil greatly increases 
the coil's magnetic induction (B), 

since B equals µH; permeability (p'), 

in this case, may be several hun- 
dred times that of air or free space. 

Magnetic flux through a coil is 

the amount of magnetic induction 
(B) passing along the axis of the coil 
multiplied by the area (A) of the 
coil. Flux is designated by the Greek 
letter phi (6). Note that 6 = B x A. 

The voltage induced in a loop of 
wire is equal to the rate of change 
of the flux enclosed by that loop 
per unit time. For a multi -turn coil, 

the induced voltage is multiplied 
by the number of turns. Therefore, if 

we have a coil of known size (area) 
and number of turns, measuring the 
AC voltage induced in the coil 
allows us to calculate the magnet- 
ic induction (B) that is present 
along the axis of the coil. 

Field frequency must also be 
known, since the induced voltage is 

proportional to frequency. Usually 

the frequency is taken as 60 Hz, the 
power -line frequency in the US or 

Canada. However, bear in mind 
that other frequencies and har- 

monics may be present as well. If 

that's the case, a separate mea- 
surement and calculation must be 
performed for each frequency 
involved, or else they can be 
summed and a peak worst -case 
reading determined. Therefore, E 

(electric) fields are generally easily 
controlled through shielding, but H 

(magnetic) fields are more difficult, 
with iron or other magnetic materi- 
al needed to do the job. 

Components made from ferrous 
materials are heavier, more expen- 
sive, and generally not as "pleas- 
ing" to the eye as plastics -which 
are available in wide range of col- 
ors and can be molded into 
shapes impossible to duplicate in 

metals at reasonable cost. In addi- 
tion, plastics reduce or eliminate 
electrical shock hazards. Unfortunately, 
such plastics do not shield against 
magnetic fields and are not usually 
very effective against electric fields 
either. Thus, many everyday electri- 
cal household appliances can be 
sources of sometimes strong and 
possibly harmful magnetic and elec- 
tric fields. Computer monitors, TVs, 

radio receivers, hair dryers, coffee 
makers, shavers, electric blankets, 
clocks, even the common "wall 
wart" transformers are strong pro- 

ducers of electromagnetic fields (EMFs), 

The Presumed Dangers of Field 
Exposure. Years ago (during the 
1970s), concern about the effects 
of power frequency EMFs arose. For 

years, it had been observed that 
electrical workers who were in 

close proximity to very strong mag- 
netic or electric fields sometimes 
"saw" flashing lights or patterns 
believed to be due the effect of 
those fields on the nervous system. 43 
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That was obvious evidence tha 
EMFs affect human beings directly 
However, little attention was paid 
other than curiosity. 

A blow on the head, an electric 
shock, or even a momentarily 
painful sensation such as stubbing 
a toe would similarly cause a per- 
son to "see stars." So this effect was 
probably dismissed. After all, the 
nervous system is known to operate 
with electrical currents, and it was 
logical to expect that strong EMFs 
could induce currents there. In turn, 
these currents could act as stimuli 
of some kind, producing such visu- 
al effects. 

Life evolved in an environment 
wherein some magnetic and elec- 
tric fields have always been pre- 
sent. The earth's magnetic field 
might be used by birds for naviga- 
tion over oceans, out of sight of 
land, or during nights when star 
patterns are not visible. Electric eels 
use electric fields for sensing their 
surroundings as well as for self - 
defense. The point is that some ani- 
mals may have evolved organs to 
use naturally occurring EMFs for 
sensing. No one thought that weak 
EMFs had any effect on the human 
body. Then, it was noticed that 
some electrical workers and other 
persons exposed to EMFs appar- 
ently were experiencing certain of 
health problems. The problems, 
whether real or imagined, were 
occurring at a greater frequency 
when compared with statistics from 
the general population. The prob- 
lems ranged from fatigue and 
minor headaches to cases of can- 
cer and heart attacks. 

However, the correlation was 
found to be weak or non -existent 
when studies were made. Some 
studies claimed a definite link; oth- 
ers revealed none. There were con- 
tradictory results, and the studies 
were largely discredited. However, 
a nagging doubt remained. In the 
1970s, electric power had been 
used for barely four generations, 
but in the years before World War ll, 
it was not uncommon to find 
homes without electricity, especial- 
ly in rural areas. The postwar years 
brought explosive use of electrical 
power with the appearance of 
new appliances -TV sets, fluores- 

44 cent lighting, computers, microwave 
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ovens, electric blankets, etc. -that 
generated all manner of EMF that 
had never been encountered 
before. 

Few were aware of or even 
thought that the 60- and 120 -Hz AC 
fields from electric clocks, hair dry- 
ers, and fluorescent lighting ballasts 
would be a problem. Higher fre- 
quency fields of 15-50 kHz generat- 
ed by video displays, compact flu- 
orescence, or switching supplies 
were generally not thought about. 
Today, the average home or office 
is literally full of field -producing 
devices. While the jury is still out on 
the biological effects of these 
fields, there's still sufficient evi- 
dence, both observed and anec- 
dotal, that there may be significant 
problems. It might be wise to take 
some precautions to minimize EMFs 
in new designs, and to check exist- 
ing equipment for EMFs. However, 

one should not become an 
alarmist or scare -monger. 

Actually, many of the EMFs gen- 
erated by appliances and com- 
puters thought to be hazardous are 
magnetic in nature and disappear 
when the equipment is switched 
off. The practice of simply turning 
off appliances when not in use 
would be sufficient. For example, do 
not leave computers turned on 
when not in use, since there is no 
evidence turning them off shortens 
there lives. Yes, the semiconductors 
have to go through a warm up and 
cool down cycle, but there is less 
wear on the fans and drive motors. 

Anyway, many computers today 
have a "green" feature, which 
removes power from certain com- 
ponents (hard drives, etc.) after so 
many minutes of keyboard or 
mouse inactivity. For every reason 
you should leave the computer on, 
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you can come up with a reason to 
shut it down. You might as well save 
electricity, and energy conserva- 
tion is not a bad idea. Furthermore, 
you'll be helping to reduce the 
"electromagnetic smog" that's so 

prevalent today. Electromagnetic 
smog will undoubtedly become an 
environmental problem in the 
future, and it is already a problem 
in our cities and crowded suburbs. 

The authors are old enough to 
remember that when AM radios 
were tuned between stations, 
you'd hear mainly light back- 
ground atmospheric noise and dis- 

tant stations -not a loud, raucous 
60 -Hz buzzing -and AM reception 
sounded quite good. Possibly that 
pervasive racket has contributed 
to the decline of AM and short- 
wave radio. In fact, the RF levels of 
the smog might get bad enough to 
be hazardous just by themselves. 

As a matter of fact, magnetic 
jewelry and bodywear that emit 
steady magnetic -field energy are 
popular today. Such items are said 
to cure many Ills. The notion that 
time -varying magnetic fields are 

the "bad guys" is currently in vogue. 
However, if you look at the equa- 
tions of field theory, time variance 
of the fields is not the only way cur- 
rents are induced in objects. If an 
object is moved in a steady mag- 
netic field, a current will be induced 
in it. As we move about our planet, 
we are moving through the earth's 
magnetic field, which is about 0.5 

gauss -100 times stronger than a 5 

milligauss time -varying field, a level 
some would claim is hazardous. 

Yet, we do not all move at a 

steady pace. The instantaneous 
velocity of various parts of the 
body when walking, doing tasks, or 

even from nervous tremors will 
have some "AC" components. The 

AC components can be broken 
down into sinusoidal components, 
just like an electrical waveform can 
be broken into a series of sine and 
cosine waves. A body vibrating at 
60 cycles per second (cps or Hz) will 

have a 60 -Hz component induced 
in it -that applies to any frequency 
of vibration. That's also the principle 
behind the operation of a dynamic 
microphone. So the argument that 
the earth's steady magnetic field 
does not cause any harm because 
it can't induce any current in the 
body may not be correct. True, the 
frequencies are lower than power 
frequencies, but it is not known if 

the frequency of the induced volt- 
ages and currents is a factor. 
Remember, the motion of any body 
in a steady magnetic field can 
have the same effect as a time - 
varying field on a stationary body. If 

that were not true, every loud- 
speaker and dynamic microphone 
in existence would be in big trouble. 

Possible Hazards and Observations. 
The exact mechanism by which 
EMFs cause damage to the cells of 
living organisms is not really known, 
except for the obvious destruction 
by electrolysis, or heating from resis- 

tive losses. The induced currents 
from weak ( <1g) magnetic fields 
are not sufficient to cause heating. 
It is possible that the induced cur- 
rents and voltages may in some 
way interfere with the transmission 
of nerve impulses; or in cell division 
or in ion transport across cell struc- 
tures during chemical reactions; or 
could damage DNA; or could 

cause other problems not yet 
determined. So far, the evidence is 

inconclusive. 
In order to reach a credible con- 

clusion, it would be necessary to 
take a large enough group of peo- 
ple of all ages (preferably a good 
mix representative of a cross -sec- 
tion of humanity to eliminate any 
possibility of genetic bias) and split 

it into two groups. One group would 
be the control group and have little 

or no exposure to EMFs. The other 
(study) group would be exposed to 
controlled levels for a specified 
period of time. Medical checkups 
on all participants would be con- 
ducted at intervals and at the end 
of a period of time the differences 
in incidence of diseases, etc. 
between the two groups could be 
studied. 

The experiment could be 
repeated several times; only then 
could conclusions be drawn. But, 

that's obviously inhuman and 
unethical for any society that con- 
siders itself civilized. So we would 
have to use laboratory animals. 
Such an experiment would proba- 
bly take years, and animal results 

may not apply to humans. So we 
may have to rely on studies and 
case histories, and never really get 
results from which a reliable deter- 
mination can be made. 

News Flash. An interesting news 
item appeared during the writing 
of this article -in The New York 

Times on July 24, 1999 -that had a 
headline stating "Data tying can- 
cer to electric power found to be 
false." That broad, sweeping gener- 
alization could lead those prone to 
knee -jerk reactions to conclude 
that all data found so far is false. 
They might not even bother to read 
the rest of the article. What actual- 
ly happened was that two papers 
published by one scientist were 
biased by the elimination data that 
did not support his conclusions. It's 

a pretty safe bet that in the near 
future another study will refute that 
finding with data to back up claims 
that EMFs are in fact hazardous. 
What is needed is to examine all 

those things objectively. 
First, suppose that EMFs were sci- 

entifically proven to cause prob- 
lems. A lot of big money interests 45 
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would get hurt. New restrictive leg- 
islation would eventually be passed, 
requiring shielding, modifications to 
existing equipment, and placing 
severe restrictions and code 
requirements on power line place- 
ment, as well as many other 
bureaucratic nightmares. Just think 
of what might be: new wiring 
codes; mandatory relocation of 
power lines; even condemnation of 
some buildings, such as factories, 
schools, offices, malls, and who 
knows what else. 

Naturally, power companies 
would like the problem (not to 
mention the critics) to just dry up 
and blow away. It could be quite 
expensive to upset the status quo. 
And don't think it's above big busi- 
ness to cover up and lie about 
public hazards. It is a sad fact that it 
is cheaper to let a few people die 
and simply pay off the victim's fam- 
ilies (in or out of court) than to fix 
the problem- witness the automo- 
tive and the tobacco industries. To 
top it off, governments have lied to 
the people throughout history as 
well. So, form your own opinions 
and don't always believe the 
"hype." Quite a few studies have 
been done that claim to have def- 
inite proof both ways. 

Study This. The following paragraph 
mentions some of those studies, 
observations, and claims. References 
will be given elsewhere in this arti- 
cle for further reading. It is impossi- 
ble to go into any details, as space 
does not permit such an excursion. 
However, several Web sites will be 
mentioned where interested read- 
ers can go; from those sites, many 
other links can be found. The 
amount of information is enormous 
and often conflicting. 

In 1972, some reports from the 
Soviet Union referred to various 
health problems noted among 
those exposed to EMFs. The prob- 
lems were not generally serious: 
fatigue, headaches, and general 
malaise. Then, in 1977, Dr. Robert 
Becker and biophysicist Andrew 
Marino testified before the New 
York State Public Service Commission 
about some experiments that were 
made on the effects of low -fre- 
quency magnetic fields on health. 

46 Two years later, epidemiologist 

Nancy Wertheimer and physicist Ed 
Leeper published a study that 
showed a link between some child- 
hood cancers and power -line prox- 
imity to homes. 

A 1982 study in the state of 
Washington showed that leukemia 
rates were elevated in 10 out of 11 

occupations studied where work- 
ers were exposed to low- frequency 
EMFs. In 1988, a Maryland 
Department of Health and Hygiene 
study noted a higher than normal 
rate of fatal brain cancers in men 
employed in electrical occupa- 
tions. Johns Hopkins University in 
1989 found an elevated cancer risk 
in New York Telephone Company 
cable splicers. But, the articles in 
New Yorker and books by Paul 
Brodeur appearing in the early 
1990s (see bibliography) probably 
were the ones that caught the 
attention of the public. 

A study in 1991 in Los Angeles 
found significant associations 
between childhood leukemia, 
which is a form of cancer, and 
power -line proximity. Studies in 
Mexico and Sweden between 1992 
and 1993 also showed increased 
incidence of leukemia in children 
that lived near power lines. Studies 
made in Denmark in 1993 found a 
correlation between increased 
incidences of childhood cancers 
and proximity to power lines, but 
not specifically leukemia. A Finnish 
study found an association with 
nervous system tumors in boys. 
There were eight studies made 
examining cancer risk for adults liv- 
ing near power lines, two of which 
found significant risk. Facts con- 
cerning those studies can be found 
at the Web site of Information 
Ventures Inc., as well as the 
National Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health (NIOSH): those 
sites have links to many other sites. 

Reducing Exposure. What can be 
done to reduce exposure? As men- 
tioned before, no exact cause and 
effect relationship has, as of yet, 
been shown, nor have any exact 
levels been established. That's true 
of a lot of things in every day life, 
where definite cause and effect 
answers are not available, only 
trends and correlations. Answers 
probably won't be available in our 

life times -a long time is needed to 
compile statisticcaly sufficient amounts 
of data. 

A great many factors are 
involved that must be considered. 
In light of those facts, a "play -it- 
safe" approach may be the best 
course of action. Take the action 
that, based on best available 
knowledge (which may turn out to 
be incorrect), has the fewest risks 
and /or greatest rewards. However, 
remember you could be wrong. 

In the case of EMF, there are 
several approaches, which would 
reduce exposure yet not impact 
too severely on your lifestyle. Those 
approaches may reduce energy 
consumption; lower your electric 
bill; reduce electromagnetic smog, 
noise, and environmental pollution; 
and even improve radio and TV 
reception. They won't be harmful or 
unsafe and can easily be changed, 
added to, or eliminated, based on 
future evidence. 

There is one test you can make 
very easily in your own home: Take 
a small portable AM radio and 
tune it to a frequency below 550 
kHz where no station is received. 
You should hear just a hiss or light 
crackling noise due to atmospheric 
static. If you hear buzzing, a hum, or 
a loud raspy noise that sounds like 
bacon in a hot skillet, you've got 
some work to do. Much equipment 
that generates possibly hazardous 
EMFs also generates enough har- 
monic energy at AM -radio frequen- 
cies to be easily detectable on an 
AM radio as noise. Passing that test 
is no proof that there are no strong 
fields present, as it will not detect 
magnetic fields, but a failure almost 
guarantees that they are there. 
Most homes in suburban or city 
areas fail the test. 

Further investigation requires a 
field meter, such as the test gear 
described in the "E -H Meter" article 
found elsewhere in this issue. If you 
build the project discussed in that 
article, you'll be able to find many 
of the sources of these fields in your 

The authors would like to thank Mr. 
Walter J. Hagen, WA2ALV, Librarian at 
Adirondack Community College, 
Queensbury, NY for his valuable assis- 
tance and contributions in researching 
material for this article. 
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home or office, offen in very unex- 
pected places. Unless you own the 
business, you probably won't be 
able to do very much about fields 
around the office. If you live in an 
apartment, you have little control 
over what is coming from adjacent 
apartments. However, you certainly 
can correct some situations at 
home. Most of the fields generated 
by household devices are confined 
to within a few feet (1 meter) of 
their sources, dying off at greater 
distances. Microwave ovens can 
be an exception, however, and 
electric ranges may also be 
exempt, as their coils carry large 
currents. A list of some offenders 
found in one of the authors, homes 
is given in Table 1. That listing is not 
meant to be complete. 

In practice, electric fields are 
easier to reduce or eliminate. 
However, they are present around 
anything connected to a 120- or 

240 -volt source, even if the device is 

turned off. That's because the hot 
lead of the 120 -volt line is brought 
into most items and connected to 
a switch. There is some capacitive 
coupling to the device or appli- 
ance housing, plus the 6- or 8 -foot 
cord is a good "radiator" if plugged 
into an outlet. Of course, grounding 
the device's chassis through a 3- 

conductor cord reduces the level 
of the electric field. However, many 
common small appliances, such as 

table lamps and clocks, are pow- 
ered through two -wire cords and 
contain many metallic parts that 
are left floating, depending solely 
on insulation. While that protects 
from electric shock, it does nothing 
for E -field reduction. 

Many older appliances that 
have only a 2 -wire cord are still in 

use. In addition, many individuals 
live in older homes or apartment 
buildings that still have obsolete 2- 

prong AC outlets. People living in 

such residences often cut the 
grounding pin off 3 -prong plugs so 

they'll fit the old 2 -prong sockets. 
That dangerous practice is quite 
common, and there's no protec- 
tion at all against E- fields in such 
instances. The best way to reduce 
electric -field exposure is to unplug 
appliances when not in use. 

However, that's not very practi- 
cal in the case of frequently used 

appliances such as table lamps or 
where furniture must be moved to 
gain access to a wall outlet. Cords 
can be kept as short as possible by 
coiling the excess length, Three - 

conductor grounding cords can 
also be installed on appliances 
with metal parts, in some cases. In 

addition, cords can be routed 
away from areas that are occu- 
pied for long periods of time, such 
as beds, desks, and chairs. 

Magnetic fields can be reduced 
or eliminated by turning off power 
to the offending appliance. Magnetic 
fields at 60 and 120 Hz arise largely 
from AC current flow, and if the cur- 
rent is zero, there is, obviously, no 
magnetic field. However, some of 
the worst offenders are items that 
are constantly energized, such as 

wall transformers and chargers 
(commonly called "wall warts "), 
appliance and light timers, bell 
transformers, and 120 -volt clocks. 

Another source of magnetic 
fields are so called "leaky" appli- 
ances -those that consume some 
power even when turned off. 
Remote -controlled TV sets, stereo 
receivers, fan and light controls, 
etc. contain receivers that must be 
powered at all times in order to 
process a turn -on command. In 

fact, attention has been called by 
some critics to the energy -wasting 
characteristics of those appliances. 
It would not be surprising to find in 

an average home 100 wafts of 
electricity used by appliances that 
are supposedly turned off. And 
those appliances have 60 -Hz trans- 
formers that are constantly ener- 
gized, constantly generating mag- 
netic fields. 

Several things could be done in 

the average home to help the situ- 

ation. For example, make sure all 
appliances are properly grounded. 
Use power outlet strips with a mas- 
ter switch on all remote -controlled 
equipment. Of course, doing so 

means giving up the remote turn - 
on function (but the exercise might 
be good for you). It also makes it 

easy to unplug things during vaca- 
tions or lightning storms. Besides, the 
VCR clock can be fairly useless, 

since power interruptions will likely 
wipe out the time settings, unless 

the unit is equipped with a backup - 
battery feature. 

Do not leave "wall warts" 
plugged in when not in use. They'll 

last longer and not burn out from 
power surges or lightning hits. Get 
rid of light dimmers in your home. 
The high -peak current spikes can 
generate more intense magnetic 
fields since the resistance of a cool- 
er (dim) filament is lower, drawing 
high instantaneous currents. Yanking 
the dimmers is sure to improve 
radio reception, since few dimmers 
incorporated adequate RFI sup- 

pression, with many low -end units 

containing no RFI suppression at all. 

If you have track lighting or low - 
voltage halogen lamps, be aware 
that some low- voltage lighting may 
use high- frequency inverters to 
reduce weight and cost, powering 
the lamps with high- frequency AC. 

Such light fixtures may radiate EMF 

much like a poorly shielded com- 
puter monitor. Use lamps that oper- 
ate directly from 120 or 240V when 
possible, so no transformer is 

required. 
Replace fluorescent lighting in 

living areas and kitchens with old 
fashioned incandescents. Incan- 
descent lamps are generally easier 
on the eyes, and generate no RFI 

and very little EMF. Of course, 
they're not very energy efficient; 
but look on the bright side, the heat 
they generate is not always wast- 
ed, particularly during the winter 
months when the heat from incan- 
descent lamps can actually con- 
tribute somewhat to heating the 
house, thereby, reducing the load 
on the furnace. 

Because of the lower energy 
consumption of fluorescent light- 
ing, people are encouraged to 
leave them on, resulting in the con- 
stant generation of strong electric 
and magnetic fields. The magnetic 
fields from fluorescent ceiling fix- 

tures can easily penetrate the ceil- 
ing, producing a strong field near 
the floor above the ceiling. You 

should not see much difference in 

your electric bills after going to 
incandescents if you acquire the 
habit of turning off the lights when 
not in use. 

Stay away from compact fluo- 
rescents. They, like regular fluores- 
cents, generate strong fields, plus 
they're expensive, do not work well 

(Continued on page 50) 47 
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PRoducT TEST REPORT 
Samsung Widescreen LCD 
Rear -Projection TV 

It seems appropriate that for this 
final lab -test of the current millen- 

nium we examine a TV display format 
for the 21st century. Samsung's 
PLH403W is novel and unique: It's the 
first LCD -based rear -projection TV 
available to consumers. 

It's also a coup of sorts for the 
Korea -based innovator. The smart 
money would have bet that LCD -pow- 
erhouse Sharp would be first- to -mar- 
ket with such a set. Indeed, Sharp has 
shown LCD rear projectors in proto- 
type, but to date has "choked" at the 
plate -in baseball parlance -while 
sassy Samsung pulled a squeeze -play 
and got home first. 

Not content to be a me -too provider 
of commodity TVs, Samsung some 
time ago put the afterburners on R &D 
programs to develop next- generation 
audio, video, and PC products -espe- 
cially LCD. Samsung now is a major 
producer of those flat -screen displays 
and is giving the folks in the land -of- 
the- rising -sun a run for the money. 

So, what's the big deal, you say. 
Bragging rights are swell, but what's in 
it for consumers? 

Here's what -and why Samsung's 
gambit is right on the money. 

The PLH403W is a widescreen 
(16:9 aspect ratio) TV that's just 14 
inches deep with an honest avoirdu- 
pois of 65 pounds. That means it takes 
up no more real estate, moving away 

rn from the wall, than a typical 13 -inch 
cathode ray tube (CRT) N. In other 

Éwords, for anyone who has ever 
despaired of having a large- screen 
display for the Super Bowl or World 

; Series, it's the big- screen set for small 
E rooms. Meanwhile, weight -wise, it 

j probably could be lifted or shifted by 
w the daintiest, 100 -pound mortal. 

Comparably, a 32 -inch direct -view 

ó CRT display weighs in at about 180 
a pounds and has a front -to -back girth 

around 23 inches. Meanwhile, the tale - 
48 of- the -tape- measure reads about the 

STEPHEN A. BOOTH 

same 
for the trimmest of 
so- called "tabletop" CRT rear -pro- 
jection sets (41- to 46 -inch diagonal). 
But each of these max -out at 4:3 
aspect ratio -which means 
widescreen programs from DVD or 
satellite get "letterboxed," thereby rob- 
bing the buyer of about 25% of vertical 
resolution. Comparably, the 16:9 ratio 
Samsung delivers the whole 
widescreen movie edge -to -edge, and 
all of the possible 484 lines of vertical - 
scan resolution viewable in the 525 - 
line scanning NTSC format (the set 
has a resolution of 760,000 pixels). 

So, you rightly ask, what's the corn- 

promise? 
Here, we refer you to the accompany- 
ing charts on performance measure- 
ments, provided as always by the 
Bethel, CT -based Advanced Product 
Evaluation Laboratory- reputed among 
manufacturers as the rock -solid reef 
where badly -launched products go to 
die. 

EVALUATION 
Savvy readers will look at the test 

data and realize that Samsung's 
PLH403W concedes nothing to CRT- 
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TABLE 1- PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS 

The following test results were furnished by the Advanced Product Evaluation 

Laboratory (APEL), an independent testing facility located in Bethel, CT. 

BRAND Samsung 
MODEL Tantus PLH403W Widescreen LCD Rear -Projection TV 

PRICE $2499 

VIDEO SECTION 
Maximum Usable Luminance (in ft. /lamberts @ 36.5% white window): 

On Axis (HorizontalNertical) 

55.3 ft/L. (Standard Mode) 

58.5 ft/L. (Maximum Brightness /Contrast) 
(Horizontal -only, Standard Mode) Off Axis 

18.6 ft./L. 

05.0 ft. /L. 
Horizontal Resolution 
Frequency Response 

Overscan (by Picture Mode): 

Normal 
Wide 
Panorama 
Zoom -1 

Zoom -2 

Convergence (Center and Corners) 
Geometric Distortion (Pincushion Type) 

Transient Response 
Black Level Retention (10 -step linearity pattern) 

White Uniformity 
Color Quality 

(45 degrees) 
(60 degrees) 
400 lines 
5.0 MHz 

Vertical 
0% 
0% 
0% 
12% 
24% 

100% 
0.5% 
Excellent 
100% 
Excellent 
Soft-good, but not vibrant 

Horizontal 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 

Color Temperature (degrees Kelvin, by Kelvin Temp. Mode): 

Normal 10,150 deg. K 

Wide 10,500 deg. K 

Others 10,400 -10,700 deg. K. 

Reception Quality (Antenna Input @ Fair (snowy, at fringe area 

100 microvolt/Meter) 50 mi. from Xmitter) 

AUDIO SECTION 
Audio Output: 
Frequency Response 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio ( "A" weighted) 
Total Harmonic Distortion (1 kHz CO 10 dB) 

20 Hz -20 kHz 
77.9 dB 
0.38% 

TV Stereo Section: 
Frequency Response ( -20 dB re 100% channel modulation) 38 Hz -14 kHz 

Channel Separation (@ 1 kHz, 20 dB re 100% channel modulation) 26 dB 

Signal -to -Noise Ratio (100% modulation @ 1000 mV, "A" weighted) 57.0 dB 

Total Harmonic Distortion (1 kHz @ 20 dB) 0.49% 

S.A.P. Mode: 
Frequency Response (re 100% channel modulation) 

Signal -to -Noise Ratio (100% modulation @ 1000 mV, "A" weighted) 

Total Harmonic Distortion (1 kHz @ 20 dB) 

Monaural Mode: 
Frequency Response (re 100% channel modulation) 

Signal -to -Noise Ratio (100% modulation @ 1000 mV, "A" weighted) 

Total Harmonic Distortion (1 kHz @ 20 dB) 

ADDITIONAL DATA 

Picture Size (16:9 aspect ratio) 

Power Requirements 
Dimensions (HWD, inches) 
Weight 

40 in. (diagonal) 
175 watts 
29 x 39.5 x 13.75 
65 lbs. 

20 Hz -8 kHz 
78.1 dB 
0.50% 

28 Hz -3 kHz 
56.2 dB 
0.52% 

based direct view or rear -projection 

TVs in video performance- except in 

one key parameter: Maximum Usable 

Luminance, a.k.a'Brightness" Secondarily, 

horizontal resolution (at 400 lines) isn't 

up to what you'd expect from many 

direct -view sets, but the PLH403W's 
480 -line progressive scanning makes 

up for this shortcoming by doubling the 

vertical resolution of interlaced sources 

such as broadcasts, videocassettes, 
and even DVD and satellite TV. 

The lower brightness is to be 

expected from an LCD projection unit, 

given its dependence on an outboard 
fluorescent or halide -bulb backlight, 

compared with the light -gun that's inte- 

gral with CRTs. 
For the same reason, Color Quality 

in the LCD rear projector is softer (not 

as saturated) as with CRT monitors - 
and Color Temperature is not user - 

adjustable. It's 10,150 degrees Kelvin 

in standard mode, veering toward the 

"cool" or blue end of the spectrum, not 

the "warm- looking" NTSC- standard 
6500 degrees K that purist videophiles 
prefer. Even so, the PLH403W is less 

blue and more "cinematic" than most 

LCD PC- monitors and some TVs. 
Nonetheless, the PLH403W delivers 

very well -balanced color -an attribute 
of LCDs. 

Bottom line: This is not a TV that 

you'd want to watch with windows wide 
open in bright daylight. It's more suited 

to home -theater conditions, viewed in 

subdued light. 
But increasingly, even for sports 

fans, "subdued lighting" is how most 

TV is viewed these days. 
The Super Bowl, most post- season 

baseball games, and all pro- or colle- 

giate basketball matches are broad- 

cast after dark, when you don't have to 

worry about glare from unshuttered 
windows (at least in the Eastern time - 

zone, and it's near -dark on the West 

Coast). As for the kids viewing TV in 

daytime hours, most of what they 
watch is heavily saturated animation 
and shouldn't suffer from the relatively 
low luminance of the PLH403W. In any 

event, most parents probably trim the 

blinds anyway to avoid washout on 

any TV. 

WONDERFUL INNOVATION 
Absolute positives for Samsung's 

innovation: 
The TV has a 3D digital comb filter 

and two -tuner PIP (picture in picture). 49 
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designed to bring to life, the set can 
handle four display modes, from stan- 
dard 4:3 ratio through Cinemascope. 
The screen's even scratch -resistant to 
ensure viewers can still enjoy multiple 
video sources for years to come. 

We like the convenient side -and 
rear -component and S -Video inputs. 
The latter are the most important con- 
nectors, of course, as DVD and other 
high -quality video sources deliver sig- 
nals of higher quality than RCA -type 
composite video. 

Keeping up on the audio side, 
there's a 13- watt- per -channel amplifi- 
er. As Table 1 shows, sound quality 
was better than average. In fact, this 
TV stands up well to any of the best 
direct -view types we've tested. For pri- 
vate listening, there's even a head- 
phone output (although it's placed on 
the rear panel). 

If you've longed for a big- and wide - 
screened display and have the bucks 
but not the real estate, Samsung's 
PLH403W could fit your available 
space and, possibly, your budget. 

For more information on the 
Samsung Tantus PLH403W Wide - 
screen LCD Rear -Projection TV, con- 
tact Samsung Electronics America, 
105 Challenger Road, Ridgefield Park, 
NJ 07660; Tel. 201 -229 -4000; Web: 
www.sosimple.com; or circle 50 on the 
Free Information Card. 

once -a combination that has a 
tendency to produce oscillation 
due to feedback. 

If the amplifiers are not the prob- 
lem, check the bar -graph display 
circuitry for wiring or assembly 
errors. If no indication occurs and 
the bar graph is known to be work- 
ing then check IC 1 and associated 
components. 

Mount the board in a suitable 
plastic enclosure and connect the 
pickup coils and battery pack to 
the board as illustrated in Fig. 3. Hot 
glue can be used to be used to 
hold the pickup coils and wiring in 
place. If no external coil is to be 
used, J1 can be eliminated. The 
meter can also be assembled, if 
you prefer, with only one pickup 
coil. But be aware that if the meter 
is configured in that manner, it must 
be properly oriented to pick up the 
field being measured. 

Remember that the EMF Meter is 

essentially a highly sensitive AC volt- 
meter that only measures the voltage 
induced in the pickup coil (H Field) or 
on a voltage probe (E field). You can 
also assemble custom coils or probes 
designed to suit your specific needs. 
In any event, keep in mind that the 
high gain of the circuit requires that 
the circuit be properly shielded and 
grounded. 

EMF METER 
(continued from page 37) 

may contain harmonics, so a good 
audio generator is the best way to 
go. Make sure that the only signal 
that reaches the meter comes 
from your source and not from stray 
pickup. 

If the LED display seems to "stick" 
to the right, especially when S4 is 

set to the E position, try operating 
the meter from a battery supply 
and physically moving it to a loca- 
tion away from noise sources. If that 
helps, then the meter was simply 
picking up noise. That effect is most 
troublesome when S4 is in the E field 
position. On the other hand, if that 
doesn't help, adjust R14, or move 
the E -field pickup wire closer to Sl, 
S2, and S3 and /or shorten it a little. 
The amplifiers provide high gain 

50 and present a high -input imped- 

EM POLLUTION 
(continued from page 47) 

at low temperatures (<10°C), and 
are rather inefficient for outdoor 
applications in colder climates. 
Incandescent lamps, which can last 
for 1000 hours and are 20 cents or 
less (US), can be purchased at bar- 
gain prices from many discount 
stores. That in and of itself diminishes 
the appeal of a $15 compact fluo- 
rescent that may last 5000 hours at 
best, especially considering the 
EMFs and RFI they produce. 

Replace electric motor -driven 
clocks with battery- powered units. 
They are just as accurate, do not 
need resetting after a power inter- 
ruption, and they generate negligi- 
ble EMF. Place monitors and TV 
screens at least 2 -3 feet from view- 
ing positions. Use a larger monitor if 
needed. Most of the newer monitors 
have improved shielding against 
EMFs. Enable the "green" feature via 

the CMOS setup or the operating 
system. 

If you are building a new house, 
use metal conduit for all wiring if 
you can. Some codes require it in 
new construction. Also use metal 
rather than plastic boxes. Steel 
affords some magnetic shielding as 
well as complete E -field protection. 
Install an underground service 
entrance. While no protection 
against magnetic fields, it gets rid of 
E fields and an unsightly wire. Make 
sure all wiring carrying heavy cur- 
rents is kept as far as possible from 
areas that are occupied for long 
periods, such as bedrooms. If you 
are buying a home, avoid proper- 
ties in close proximity to high -volt- 
age power lines and power 
substations. 

With the exception of the last 
paragraph, those measures are just 
prudent energy- saving measures 
requiring only a little effort. The use 
of incandescent lighting is admit- 
tedly a step backwards in energy 
conservation, but it eliminates possi- 
bly hazardous EMFs from ballasts. 
Ignoring health hazards to save 
energy is not a wise move. 

In conclusion, it would be wise to 
minimize exposure to electric and 
magnetic fields by taking some sim- 
ple measures to reduce their levels 
in the home if possible. Unfortunately, 
it'll probably take some form of leg- 
islation to institute controls over the 
other field sources such as power 
lines and industrial equipment. And 
to accomplish that will likely require 
valid data gleaned from years of 
scientific research. 

A bibliography of articles for fur- 
ther reading is supplied in the 
boxed copy entitled "Bibliography 
of EMF Books and Articles," which 
appears elsewhere in this article. 
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Fspu1ar Electronics 
Supplement to Popular Electronics 

DECEMBER 1999 

or et litter 
BUY FOUR AND GET ONE FREE* 

Hyper Peppy 
OWI -969K: $54.95 
Fast, 3 wheeled robot 

with a touch /sound 
sensor 

OW1-963K: $49.95 
Follows a black line 

with its infrared sensor 

Triple Action o or or 

OW1 -685: $39.95 
High powered 1.4V - 

35OmA solar cell 
included 

OW1 -007: $69.95 
Highly acclaimed 

award winner 

OW1 -968K: $89.95 OW1.936K: $36.95 
48 fuzzy logic Sound sensor controls it 

programming steps and to spin, stop, and go 
drawing capabilities forward 

OWI -962K: $49.95 
Infrared sensor detects 

solid obstacles in 
its path 

OW1 -961 K: $69.95 
Learn how to program in 
simple Basic language 

ROBOTI Kl TS 

OW1 -989K: $34.95 
Will walk when it 

detects a change in light 

Moon Walker 

* While supplies 
last, purchase any 
four of the robotic 
kits shown at left, 
and receive a 
Moon Walker 
Robotic Kit 
absolutely 
FRET, 

17141 Kingsview Ave. Suite B, Carson, CA 90746 
Phone: (310) 515 -6800 
Fax: 1310) 515 -0927 
E -mail: owi@ix.netcom.com 
Web Page: www.robotikitsdirect.com 

VISA 
IMO 

Order M - F: 
8a.m. - 4p.m. PST 
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EARN 
MORE 

MONEY! 
Be an FCC 
LICENSED 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN! 

Earn up to 
$60 an hour 
and more! 

- I Fr 
No costly school. No commuting to class. 
The Original Home -Study course prepares 
you for the "FCC Commercial Radio- 
telephone License." This valuable license is 
your professional "ticket" to thousands of . exciting jobs in Communications, Radio - 
TV, Microwave, Maritime, Radar, Avionics 
and more... even start your own business! 
You don't need a college degree to qualify, 
but you do need an FCC License. 
No Need to Quit Your Job or Go To School 
This proven course is easy, fast and low 
cost! GUARANTEED PASS You get your 
FCC License or money refunded. Send for 
FREE facts now. MAIL COUPON TODAY! 

Or, Call 1- 800 - 932 -4268 Ext. 210 

11 

Learn at home in spare time. 
No previous experience needed! 

commanD PRODUCTIOns 
I FCC LICENSE TRAINING, Dept. 210 
I P.O. Box 2824, San Francisco, CA 94126 

Please rush FREE details immediately! I 
I NAME 

I ADDRESS 

CITY 
52 STATE 21P 

, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

J 

3 

*Al hit Nr pt 
Are you interested in Microprocessors & Embedded 
Control Systems? If not you should be! Look around, 
just about everything these days has an embedded 
microprocessor in it. TVs, cars, radios, traffic 
lights & even toys have embedded computers 
controlling their actions. The Primer Trainer is 
the tool that can not only teach you how these 
devices operate but give you the opportunity 
to program these types of systems yourself. 
Examples & exercises in the Self Instruction 
manual take you from writing simple programs to 
controlling motors. Start out in Machine language, 
then move on to Assembler, & then continue on with optional C, Basic, or Forth Compiler., 
So don't be left behind. this is information you need to know I 

Measuring Temperature 
Using a Photocell to Detect Light Levels 
Making a Waveform Generator 
Constructing a Capacitance Meter 
Motor Speed Control Using Back EMF 
Interfacing and Controlling Stepper Motors 
Scanning Keypads and Writing to LCD/LED Displays 
Bus Interfacing an 8255 PPI 
Using the Primer as an EPROM Programmer 
DTMF Autodialer & Remote Controller (New» 

The PRIMER is only $119.95 in kit form. The PRIMER Assembled & Tested is $169.95. This trainer 
can be used stand alone via the keypad and display or connected to a PC with the optional upgrade 
($49.95). The Upgrade includes: an RS232 serial port & cable, 32K of battery backed RAM, & 
Assemblerrferminal software. Please add $5.00 forshipping within the U.S. Picture shown with upgrade 
option and optional heavy -duty keypad ($29.95) installed. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Examples 
Include: 

CÌIÌLL. inc. 
11 EMAC WAY, CARBONDALE, IL 62901 
618-529-4525 Fax 457 -0110 BBS 529-5708 
World Wide Web: http://www.emacinc.com 

1985 - 1998 

OVER 

12 
YEARS 

OF SERVICE 

www.unbound- tech.com T/ 1 -877- UNBOUND 
Development Boards, Mlcrocontrollers, Kits, 

Control and Measurement 

Dvvvlopnsent, Prototype and Testing 
JCM Vulcan Logic Trainer: Design and test 

digital circuits in minutes with this trainer and a 
breadboard. S32 
Jul Advanced dig daughterboard $39 
JCM Analog Trainer Use on its own. or to 
complement to the logic trainer. test analog 
circuits in minutes. $45 
UTI PIC Miao Trainer This system gives you 
the flexibility to test and experiment with micro 
based designs. includes a 64K -bit non -volatile E' 
mem. and RS232 and 55-485 drivers. S129 
Uil Control Trainer Real world interface for 
the trainer series, with inputs and outputs for 
measurement and control, analog cond. relays. 
buffered dig VO. and more. S69 
JCM Cybugl kit. a great little robot kit for the 
hobbyist S32 
Prototyping breadboard to fit the above 

Nitrocontroller Boards and Interfaces 
These boards include voltage regulation. 64K -bit 
sedal E', RS232 and RS -485 driven. interface 
with screw terminals and/or stackable expansion 
headers. 

UTI -P76F: A flash PIC micro dev board $169 
UTI -I IAI: A 68HC1 I based SBC $189 

Some interfaces available: 549 -$99 
-4 and 8 channel analog zero and span cct 
-8 SPOT relays with 2A contacts 
- 2A dual H -bridge for motors and solenoids 
- Audio capture, 2 -4 min of audio 
- Micro modem rates ® 2400 - 28.8 
- LCD. 2 line x 16 char. and 4 line x 20 char 
- Ambient temperature and relative humidity 

UTI- I2CM- XXX -X: Non -volatile I'C memory 
boards (up to 512Kb per board!) $39 

sel ial Control and Measurement 
UTI -XX- 232.485 Series. measure inputs and 
trigger wrists over serial, uses simple ASCII 
protocol $99 -$299 
- UTI -05 -XXX 0-5VDC 4 channel 8 bit ND 
- UTI- DI -XXX: 0.30VDC 4 channel digital Input. 

adjustable trigger level 
- 11T1- 0C-XXX 8 channel open collector 

outputs, opt 5V pull -up. drive relays or 
solenoids 

- UTI- RE -XXX 4 SPOT relays w/ 2A contacts 
- UTI- PM -XXX: 2 channel PWM output with 

two buffered digital outputs. good for motor 
control apps. opt H- bridge version. 

- UTI- WM -)Wt: ambient temperature and 
relieve humidity. 8 bit resolution 

- Mom available.... 
UTI- 232 -485: Speak to an RS-485 device with 
your PC, extend 500' to other serial devices. or 
chain several UTI -XX -485 devices. $129 

Other Exciting Products 
UTI -WC1: Serial CCD Camera. Board level. takes 
serial commands through RS -232 at up to I t SK 
Baud. returns CCD data in various res. Great for 
pics and experimenting. PC 5/W incl. S249 
UTI -SCL: WinCam.Llve. Serial port based 
webcam system for your PC. $499 
UTI -SCR SecureCam Pro. Remote access surveil- 
lance camera. event trigger. motion detection. 
outdoor encl. available $599 
UTt -ACC: Capture and play 2 -4 min of audio. 
line level input. dry contact trigger $129 
UTI- MP -XXX: serial RS232 radios, 900MHz 
narrow band RF. ch selectable. 1000' range 
outdoor. combine with our control and measure- 
ment products for a telemetry system. $519 

All priers in USS 
Shipping and handling not included 

We also piovide allniii.,l,le oler Ionie design. coi iudtniy. assembly. and pioducl development 

U T/ 
unbound 

Tud urobpl Inc 
1-677- UNBOUND 

(l- $77- 862-6863) 

825 -1725 30 Ave NE Calgary, Alberta, CANADA T2E 7P6 
Tel: 403- 291 -0054 Fax: 403 -291-0017 

Payment by Cash, Chk, MO, COD 
Call us to receive details via fax, mall or small. 
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www.dalbani.com 
Goldstar 2 Channel 
Dual Trace Oscilloscopes 

PRIMESTAR 
Universal Remote Control 
Item # 82 -2415 
Replaces 3 

TV, VCR, 
Cable Box 

Fix Y2K 

Item # 

95 -8000 
A simple 
Hardware 
Solution 

Item # 50 -415 
Wide dynamic range 
Delayed sweep function 
Alternate and chopping display 

Fax Machine 
Six in one 

Item # 85 -2365 
Fax, Phone, Printer, 

Copier, Scanner, 

PC Fax/Modem 

SHARP 
Factory Serviced 

Aluminum 
frame 
Tool Case 
Item # 

50 -1890 
Bled( Color 

12 Inch Quad Screen 
Observation System 

Item # Philips 
38 -0525 

"----l 

i9 

21 Pieces 
Service 
Tool Kit 
Item # 

50 -057 

IS" 
Multimeters 
Item # 50 -3630 

Additional 
Camera 
Available Now 
Item # 

38 -0590 

$99" 

Soldering Station 
Item# 51 -1505 
Variable Power 
Control(5 -40W) 
Interchangable 
Tip & Heating 
Element 

Weller 

Panasonic 
DSS Beyond TV Reach Allows 
you to view the same 
programming on a second 
TV in another Room 

Item# 55 -1845 
Panasonic Model # TZ- A102RK 

CALL TOLL FREE 

900 MHz 2nd Room Klt 

Deluxe Video Dubbing and 

Enhancement System 
Item # 55 -1780 

Stereo / Mono 
Compatible 

Photo lnkjet Color Printer 

Okijet 2500 
Item # 95 -7580 

414 ¡Ì 

SUPPRESSED Vellemanli K5001 

3.5A DIMMER 

Item # 77 -1055 
This dimmers is used 

to adjust the speed of 

motor vacuum cleaner, 
or any other other motor 

with carbon brush. 
A main suppressor is 

provided eliminating undesirable 
RFI. PCB dimensions: 45x47mm. 

2 Way Radios 

$1 Ma , 

'I. 
each 

Features 
14 available channels 
38 interference 
eliminator codes 
Up to 2 -mile range 
Audio low battery alert 
Talking' channel confirma 

Digital Video Stabilizer 
Item # 55 -1265 

86 -2635 ....Colbat Blue 

88 -2840 ....Sunstreak Yellow 

ECG®TV -1000 
70- Channel 
Cable Converter 
With Remote 
Control 
Item # 55 -1405 - 
Transmitter: 9V Batteries not included Reg. '105° 

70 VHF /UHF /Cable Channels Last Channel Recall Infrared Remote Control 

Converter : Power Consumption: 12 Watts@ I20V AC,60Hz Output Channel 

: Channel 3 or 4 Switchable Fine Tuning Range: ±3MHz in 125KHz steps 

Power Inverter, Convert Vehicle DC Power to Versatile AC. 

Item # 40 -1935 
This Power Inverter Handles Temporary 
High Surge Loads to Start and Run 

Electrical Motors, Water Pumps & TVs 

DC Input Voltage: 10 -15V 
AC Output Voltage: 100 -240V 
Output Waveform: 
Modified Signwave 
output Power: 2500W 
Continuous Power: 2200W 
Maximum Surge: 5000W 

Eliminates brightening and 
darkening, blackout,color shifting, 
jitter, shaking, picture tearing and 

twisting,line effects and all other 

symptoms 9V battery (installed) 

PhilipsECG 

$20.00 Minimum Order 
not Including shipping & handling 

e -mail: savings @dalbani.com 

1 -B00- 325 -2264 

uPs Yap. 

395 plus shipping 
and handling 

Up to 5 lbs anywhere in the U.S.A. 

Excluding Alaska, Hawaii & Puerto Rico 

SPECIAL SHIPPING RATE 

CIRCLE 164 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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YtZ`1Ilot COM mA A 

PRINT 
Products International 

BK °nEVa, 
The 5300 Series, one of the world's finest digital multime- 
ters. The best of the ASYC II Series, it has the best accura- 
cy, a built -in counter, and displays AC voltage as resistive 
power or dB (impedance selectable), saving you the time of 
making the calculation. A careful examination of the perfor- 
mance features and user -conscious design will tell you that 
you hold a superior OMM in your hand, designed with mea- 
surement capability needed by users who demand the best. 
MFG MODEL ACC'Y LIST SPECIAL PRICE 

B &K 5360/MX538 0.1% $229.00 $129.00 
B&K 5380/MX55 0.025% $309.00 $139.00 
B &K 5390/MX56B 0.025% $325.00 $149.00 

(resistive power on model #5390/MX56B) 

meters made in France by Metrix for B &K, feature 50,000 count 
capabil -ity, bargraph, true RMS, mains disturbance indication, good 
transient protection, a wide temperature range, conform to IEC 
1010 class 2 safety compliance and feature a 3 year warranty 

a I, fax or email today for complete specs, a free B&K Precision 
catalog, and a copy of our 84 page test and 

measurement instrument catalog 
8931 Brookville Rd * Silver Spring, MD, 20910 
800-6382020 * Fx 800-545-0058 * www.prodinti.com * sales@prodinti.com 

90,000+ Electronic Components 

AA. 

www,mouser,com 
Heat Sinks Semiconduc_ ors 

- Crystals Optoelectronics LEDs 
Lamps Wire Cable Connectors 

Sockets Jacks Plugs Cable Assemblies 
Resistors Potentiometers Capacitors 

Fans Power Supplies Inductors 
Transformers Switches Relays 

Speakers Batteries Fuses 
Panel Meters Cabinets 

Knobs Hardware 
Equipment 

Tools Kits 

800- 992 -9943 

sales @mouser.com 
Fax: 817 -483 -6899 

958 N. Main St., Mansfield, TX 76063 

MOUSER® 
E L E C T R O N I C S 

CIRCLE 165 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

CIRCLE 153 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

- - ._ r 
'METERS! 

I 

I ¡IRS 
Digital Panel Meters!! 
LCDs LEDs 3 1/2 digits 

4 1/2 digits loop powered adjustable voltage 
Input bezel mount surface mount miniatures 
big digits black red amber green negative 
backlighting positive backlighting RF resistant 
EMI resistant displayed engineering units snap -in 

For 
the 

best 

We also have Kroy tapo 
and shrink tube !abating 
systems and suppIia _' 

selection... 

800 -356 -4920 
Visit our catalog on the web www.knsinstruments.com 

PO Box 10158 
Bedford, NH 03110 -0158 

Fax 800 -356 -1250 

Unbeatable 

PRICES! 

CABLE TV 
DESCRAMBLERS 

CONVERTERS FILTERS 
VIDEO STABILIZERS 
7ß[[ > 30 Day Trial 

FREE > Product Catalog 
Thy > 1 Year Warranty 

100 °0 MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

Let us point you in 
the right direction ... 

rrow 
Technologies 

Omaha, Nebraska 

TOLL F R E E 

888 -554 -ARROW 
888 -554 -2776 
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A device programming system 
for design, repair and experimentation 

EXCEPTIONAL POWER FOR -THE PRO 

EASY -TO-USE FOR THE NOVICE 

INCLUDES STEP-BY-STEP TUTORIAL 

Here's what you get: A rugged. portable programming unit including the power pack 

and printer port cable bah of which store inside the case. A real printed user and technical manual 

which includes schematic diagrams for the programming unit plus diagrams for all technology family 

adapters." Comprehensive. easy -to-use software which is specifically designed to mn under DOS. 

Windows 3.1. 95 and 98 on any speed machine. The software has features which let you READ. 

PROGRAM. COPY and COMPARE plus much more. You have full access to your system's disk 

including LOADING and SAVING chip data plus automatic processing of INTEL HEX. MO- 

TOROLA S- RECORD and BINARY files. For detailed work the system software provides a full 

screen buffer editor including a comprehensive bit sod byte tool Idt with more than 20 functions. 

Broad device support: FIRST GENERATION EPROMS (2708. TMS2716. 25XX) 

SECOND GENERATION EPROMS (2716- 28C080). 40 AND 42 PIN EPROMS (27CI02.- 270160) 

FLASH EPROMS (28F.29C.29EE.29F). EEPROMS (2816- 28C010). NVRAMS 112XX.X22:0 12) 

e PIN SERIAL EEPROMS' (24. 25. 85. 93. 95. 8001 IA) PLUS ER1400/84586S7 AND ER5901 

BIPOLAR PROMS' (72S /82S). "'PGA CONFIGURATORS ( I7CXXX) 

MICROCONTROLLERS (874X. 875X 87C5XX. 87C75X. 89C5X) 

ATMEL MICROS' (8.40) PIN 89CX051. 89SXXXX (AVE) 90SXXXX 

PIC MICROS. 8. It 28. 40 PIN (12CXXX- I6CXXX. 16PXX. 17C) 

MOTOROLA MICROS* (68705P3N3/R3. 68HC705, 68HC71 I ) 

REOUIREn SNAP -IN ADAPTOR !ORDER FACTORY DIRECT On BUILD (01iR0I I.11 $5.00 SHIPPING SA.00 C.O.D. 

1 YEAR WARRANTY -30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE VISAMASTERCARDAMEX 

ANDROMEDA RESEARCH, P.O. BOX 222, MILFORD, 011 45150 \ (513) 831 -9708 FAX (513) 831 -7562 website - www.arlabs.com 
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Help protect our nation's soil and water. 
Call for your free action packet. 

1- 800 - THE -SOIL 
WE OWE IT TO OUR CHILDREN 

United States Department of Agriculture 
Soil Conservation Service 

OSCILLOSCOPE 
f'roni S169 !!! 

ATC O -Scope uses printer port to turn PC -AT into 

Digital Storage Oscilloscope, Spectrum Analyzer, 
Freq. Counter, Logger, DVM. DC- 500KHz 

Print, log to disk, or export data 
Accepts standard scope probes 
Uses standard printer port 
Small and portable 
Works with laptops 
Same day shipping 
Made in U.S.A. 

EOM 
$1111/a11111//111 
11111i1111NE19II1I1 
:11/:7:i1".71:11i11 

NIE11i1111111111 Ul!l!i!1n 

1 l(1n/snnaw/' 

Spectrum 

Single channel units from $169 
Dual channel units from $349 

Options: 
Probe sets 
Automotive probes 
Battery packs 

Order yours today. 

800 980 9806 MC /Visa/Amex 
Allison Technology Corporation 

2006 Finney -Vallet, Rosenberg, TX 77471 

PH: 281 239 8500, FAX: 281 239 8006 

http: / /www.atcweb.com 

ALFA ELECTRONICS 
HIGH QUALITY TEST EQUIPMENT 

. _,..:.. .::. 
fl11a )Tit:: 

DMM -093 ($179.00): toue mis, AC/DC (V,A), í2, 

bar graph, fut, capoc., dBm, logic, diode 

DMM -23T ($99.95): 411 digit, true ram, high resol. 

(10µV, I(MA, 10m0), hFE, diode, contin 

DMM -20 ($74.95): AC/DC (V, A), Freq, cont, 
Capac, Induct, O. hFE, diode, duty cycle 

DMM -122 ($59.95): DC/AC(V,A), í2. hFE, diode 

capacitance, freq, logic, continuity 

DMM -123 ($44.95): DMM + capacitance, 

DC/AC(V,A), O, hFE, diode, continuity 

DMM -10 ($19.95): 31/2 digit, DC/AC V, O, hFE, 

diode, signal output( +3V, -0.5V8q.,50%duty) 

4r 1 

Visit www.alfaelectronics.com for complete info 

Call 1- 800 -526 -2532 for Order and Free Catalo 
e > I. 0 '.h1110 f' EllikiiIVI . 

94.95 AC Current ' 0 34.9 
DC/AC Current Probe $7995 
Mini AC Clamp $59.95 
AC Clamp w /temp $89.95 
DC/AC Clamp $109.95 
Thermometer $69.95 -189.95 
1RThennometer $189.95 
Sound Level Meter $169.95 
Tachometer $169.95- $219.95 
EMF Tester $69.93 
Pressure Meter $299.95 
Watt Meter $129.95 
High Voltgae Probe $59.95 

H Meter $79.95 
t Meter $79.95 -$89.95 

CAP -15 ($49.95): 31/2 digit, 0.IpF- 
20mF, 9 Ranges, 0.1pF resohttio 
zero adjustment. 

LCR-U ($119.95): 0.111H -200H, 
0.1pF- 2000µF, 0.010- 20Mí2, 
diode test New Media 

LCR -131D ($219.95): autorange, 
0.1µH -I0kH, O.1pF -10mF, 1mn- 
10Mí], Q Factor, serial/parallel, 
120H7/1 kH2 testing mode. 

FC-1200 (5129.9* 1.25GHz 
Handheld, B digits display, l 
acculary, sensitivity SmV (130 - 
350MHz 30mV 440MHz 

1B 
70.111 T 99.00 
73-III $125.00 
75-Ill $155.00 
77-III $173.00 
78-III $193.00 
87-III $325.00 
9211-III $4445 
%B-II $1,695 
99B-111$2,095 
185B $2,495 
123-III $1,130 
863E $555 
11678 $740 

Single Output DC Power Su 
Constant cement, constant vo tage m e 

Short Circuit and overload protected 
Anatole Alders Dim/at Pitied Vo& Avalos Current 
PS-303 ($159.00) 30V/3A PS-8200 ($179.95) 30V/3A 

PS-305 ($219.95) 30V /5A PS -8201 ($239.95) 30V /SA 

PS -8112 (5399.95) 60V /SA Metal Volt 4 Carrent Mole 
P5-1610 (1289.00) 16V /10A P5-8300 ($199.95) 30V/3A 

P5-8107 ($399.95) 30V /10A P5-8301 ($259.95) 30V /5A 

Polies Triple Output 
Inn. - ce or roc : operation 
P I el to double current output 
(PS -8102 & PS -8103 only) 

PS-810299.95) 30V/ á A 
Triple w (Ando` 

PS -8103 (S489.95) 30V /5A/30V /5A 
pl ltd 0 lare 
PS -8202 (5499.95) 30V/3A/30V/3A 
P5-8203 (5549.95) 30V /5A/30V /5A 

AUDIO /RF /FUNCT. GEN. 
`7 3G-4160 124.' 
I50MHz sinewaves in 8 

9G- 4162AD($229.95) with 6 digit counter 
Audis Geuerater AG-260I (5124.95) 10Hz- 
IMHz, 0 -8Vpp sine, 0 -I0Vpp squarewave 
AG- 2603AD ($229.95) with 6 digit counter 

Fumbles Geeeratar FC -2100A (5154.95) 
0.2Hz- 2MHz,5mV -20V. 
FG -2103 ($329.95) Sweep 0.5Hz -5MHz 

A TE R C; L f SUP S FUNCTION BENCHTOP 

20 MHz Sco e Cursor Readout Tri le Out ut Single Out ut Pro rammable GENERATOR DMM 

OS-620 $324.95 
Most economical scope 

Dual CH/X -Y operation 
I mV /div sensitivity 
Zs)ds irlput,CH l output 
TV syn, ALT trigger 

OS -626G $599.95 
Readout a Curar reas 
Dual CH / Delay sweep 
Built -in delay line 
ALT trigger, Hold -Of 
Z-axis input,CH I output 

2 variable out 0-30V,0-3A 
One fixed 5V,3A output 
Auto track, serial, parallel 
Const volt, current mode 
4 analog or 2 digital display 

PC -3030 ($499.93) 

Orr 
Const voltage :current moo 
Voltage regulation <0.01% 

Current regulation <0.2% 

P8 -1830 ($198.95) 18V /3A 

PS -1850 ($214.95) 18V /5A 
PS- 1830D($214.95)18VlSA 

8V / 1 

Auto seriaVQQare1L(PPT ser) 
Auto track (PPT sens), 
IEEE -488.2 and SCPI 
compatible command set 

PPS-1860G($1,149.95)18V/6A 
P PSd 635G($ I, L49.95p6 VA .3A 

PPT- 1830601,499.95)18V/3A 
PPT-3615G($1 499 95)36V I.5I 

1 'ID'- . . 
1 ' ) .. .. r. raaav (w, n 

ALFA ELECTRONICS TEL: (800)526 -2532 / (609) 897 -1135 

P.O. BOX 8089 FAX: 609 -897 -0206 

, _i : - -: 1: E -mail: salest alfaelectronics.com 

i 
FG80200 ($209.95) 
0.02Hz-2MHz w/counter 
SrtndSqu/Tri/ptilse/Ramp 

FG-8820G ($209.95) 
0.02Hz-2MHz w/counter 

FG-8050 ($449.95) Sweep 
0.03Hz-3MHz w/cocmter 
INT mod 

DM- 8034($179.95) 31/2 dgt 

AC/DV(VA),C,O,diode 
DM- 8040($339.95) 33/. dgt 

ACV to 50kHz, true mis 

DM- 8055G($889.95) 5 1/2 dg1 

0.006% accuracy, GPIB 
dBm ufo RE min/max 

Call / Write / Fax / Email for FREE CATALOG 
Visa, MC, AMEX, COD, PO Accepted. OEM Welcome. 

1 Year Warranty (2 Years for GW /Instek) 
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CALL TOLL FREE 

(800) 292 -7711 
Orders Only 

Se Habla Espanol 

C&S Look For Other a e s Monthly Specials 
On Our Website 

le 
Power Supplies 

Elenco Quad Power Supply 
Model XP -881 

$79.95 

4 Fully Regulated DC Power 
Supplies In One Unit 

e DC vales.: 3essd 0Ve3A 12V O le .,2V 
to 

1 Vamps 25 - 20V e 2A 

Elenco Power Supply Kit 
Model XP -720K 

1.5VDC 15VDC @ $54.95 
1A 

-1.5VDC - -15V 
5VDC @ 3A 
6.3VAC @ IA 
12.8VAC center 
tapped @1A 

XP -720 Fully Assembled $85 
Elenco DC Power Supply 
Model SPL -603 $70 95 
3A 0 -30VDC / V. 

Th. SPL-603 Is solid -state DC power supply 
providing the exact output voltage no matter what 
current you us.. It contains one fully regulated 
power supply. The variable voltage is capable of 
delivering 0-30V at up to 3A. The output is pre- 
cisely held to the desired output voltage by a spe- 
det regulating circuit. Output fully protected from 
overload. 

www.cs-sales.com 

Miscellaneous 
Elenco Model EP -50 

Electronic 
Playground and 
Learning Center 

Contains Over 50 
Experiments 

$1995 

Elenco Model MX -9300 
Four Functions in One 

Elenco Model XK -150 
Digital /Analog 

Trainer 

$89.95 
Ideal for Schools 

r 

Elenco Sweep Function Generator 
w/ built-in frequency counter Model GF -8036 

Generators & Counters 

Features: $450 
One instrument with four test and measuring 
systems: 

1.3GHz Frequency Counter 
2MHz Sweep Function Generator 
Digital Multimeter 
Digital Triple Power Supply - 0 -30V @ 3A, 15V 
@ 1A, 5V @2A i $225 

This sweep function generator with counter is an instrument capa- 
ble of generating square, Mangle, and sine waveforms, and TTL, 
CMOS pulse over a frequency ranee horn 0.2Hz to 2MHz. 

Elenco RF Generator with Counter 
(100kHz - 150kHz) Model SG -9500 

nipFsaturas internal AM mod. 
of 1kHz, RF output 100MV - 

35MHz. Audio output 1kHz 
CO 1V RMS. $225 
114000 $119.95 

w/o 

10 Function 1.3GHz Universal Counter 
Elenco Model F -1300 

Frequency .06111 - 1.3831H1 3 Ranges 
Period Can read 011 l0 80 000000 F -1/7 
rotaltra - Counts to 199,999.999 
RPM - 3 to 2099091 RPM 
Duly Cycle 
Mau/MINAVO ale. Time 
Slap -watch set 2 sec. lo 100 M. 
Math Functions 
Timer 2 sec. to 99 ay. 
Pulse width 0.1 me to 88886 ems 

$225 

B &K 20MHz Sweep /Function Generator 
with Frequency Counter Model 4040 

0.2Hz to 20MHz 
AM & FM modulation $445 
Burst Operation 
External Frequency counter to 
30MHz 
Linear and Log sweep 

10MHz Model 4017 $319 
6MHz Model 4011 $248 

Kit Corner 
over 100 kits available 

BK F:,a-aStf:.:: 

Multifunction 
Counter 

B &K Model 

$189 
1875 

10Hz - 2.5011z 
Ultra sensitive 
synchronous 
detector bar - 
graph and RF 
strength. 

3 Channels 

Measures Frequency, Period, 
Data Hold, Relative, Memory 
(min., max., average). High 
Sensitivity, Microprocessor 
Controlled. 

Elenco Handheld 
Universal 
Counter 

10Hz - 2.8GHz 
Model F -2800 

$99 

*inures 10 
lull display, 

l 
segment 

end RF Agre strength bograph. 

Include. antenna. NICad battery, and 
AC adapter. 

I Elenco Digital / Analog Trainer 
Model XK -700 

AIN 56 

Model AK -870 
Radio Control Car Kit: 

524.95 
Soldarles$ 
7 Functions 
Radio Control 

Transmitter Included 

Model AK -700 
Pulse/Tone 

Telephone Kit 

9 

Model AM /FM -108K 
AM /FM ____ 

Transistor - 
Radio Kit 
w/ Stand 

$29.95 ; 

Guaranteed Lowest Prices 
UPS SHIPPING. 48 STATES 5 °p 
OTHERS CALL FOR DETAILS 
IL Residents add 8.25 °o Sales Tax 

5. 95 

Elenco's newest advanced 
Digital / Analog Trainer is spe- 
cially designed for school pro- 
jects. It is built on a single PC 
board for maximum reliability. It 
includes 5 built -in power sup- 
plies, a function generator w/ 
continuously sine, triangular 
and square waveforms, 1,560 
tie point breadboard area. 
Tools and meter shown option- 
al. (Mounted in a professional 
tool case made of reinforced 
metal). 

XK -700 
Assembled S 

Tested 

$189.95 

XK -700K - Kit 
$159.95 

C &S SALES, INC. 
150 W. CARPENTER AVENUE 

WHEELING. IL 60090 
FAX. 847 541 -9904 847 541 -0710 

Made in USA 

15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
2 YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY 

CIRCLE 32 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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SAME DAY C &S Sales 
SHIPPING 

Excellence i 

CALL OR WRITE 
FOR OUR 

FREE 
64 PAGE CATALOG! 

(800) 445 -3201 

Digital Multimeters 
Elenco LCR & DMM 

Model LCM -1950 

12 Functions 
Freq. to 4MHz 

Inductance 
Capacitance 

and Much More 

$69 

Elenco Model M -1740 

$39.95 
11 Functions: 

Freq. to 20MHz 
Cap. to 20µF 
AC /DC Voltage 
AC /DC Current 
Beeper 
Diode Test 
Transistor Test 

Meets UL -1244 safety 

specs. 
Model M -2760 $24.95 

(9 functions) 

Fluke 
1185 

Capacitance ranges 
from 99.99nF to 9999pF. 

Built -in frequency 
counter of voltage input 
from 1 Hz to over 20kHz. 

Lo-Ohms range, a 400 
range with Fluke's pro- 
prietary Zero 
Calibration, offers 0.01 

resolution with 
Increased noise refec- 
tion. 

Series II (limited qty.) 

$179 

Fluke 87111 

$299 
Features high per- 
formance AC /DC 
voltage and current 
measurement, fre- 
quency, duty cycle, 
resistance, conduc- 
tance, and capaci- 
tance measurement. 

Series II (limited qty.) 

$289 

Elenco Model LCR -1810 

$99.95 
Capacitance .1 pF to 

20µF 

Inductance 1pH to 20H 

Resistance .010 to 

2000MO 

Temperature to 750C 
DC Volts 0 - 20V 

Frequency up to 15MHz 

Diode /Audible Continuity 
Test 

Signal Output Function 

3 1/2 Digit Display 

Elenco Model M -1005K 

$ 14.95 
Digital 

Multimeter Kit 

18 Ranges 
3 1/2 Digit LCD 
Transistor Test 
Diode Test 

M-1000B (Assembled) $14.95 

Oscilloscopes 
Free Dust Cover and 2 Probes 

S -1325 25MHz Dual Trace 
S -1330 25MHz Delayed Sweep 
S -1340 40MHz Dual Trace 
S -1345 40MHz Delayed Sweep 
S -1360 60MHz Delayed Sweep 
S -1390 100MHz Delayed Sweep 

$325 
$439 
$475 
$569 
$749 
$995 

DIGITAL SCOPE SUPER SPECIALS 
DS -203 20MHz/1OMs /s Analog /Digital $695 
DS -303 4OMHz /20Ms /s Analog /Digital $995 
DS -603 60MHz /20Ms /s Analog /Digital $1295 

Dual -Display LCR Meter 
w/ Stat Functions 

B &K Model 878 

'219 95 

Auto /manual 
range 

Many features 
with Q factor 

High Accuracy 

Elenco Model 6100 

$9995 
True RUS of high speed 
signals 
Computer interface end 
software 
Frequency to 200014 
Capacitance to 400F 
Large 3 3/4 LCD display 
Captures and displays 
max, min, & avg. 

Relative % to reference 
Three hold system 
Analog bar graph 
and pointer 
Audible continuity 
Auto power off 
Unit Indicator 
Diode test 

TEKK Radios 
Both Models 

Available 
In Yellow, 

Blue & Black 

Pro -Sport FRS Two -Way Radio 
Model PRO -SPORT+ 

Model PRO -SPORT 
1/2 Watt Output, 14 

Channels. 
TX LED Indicator. 
Removable Belt Clip. ° 
Highly Water Resistant. 
Economy Type 
No License Required! - 

$68.00 each or 
2 for $109.95 

Talk up to 
2 miles! 

Model PRO -SPORT + 
1/2 Watt Output, 14 Channels. 
TX & RX LED /LCD Indicators. 
Large LCD Display. 
38 Privacy (CTCSS) Tones. 
Plus All Features of Pro -Sport 
Model. 

$79.00 each or 
2 for $149.95 

Elenco Technician Tool Kit 
Model TK -1500 

28 tools plus a DMM (M-1000B) 
contained in a large flexible tool 
case with a handle ideal for 
everyone on the go. 

Guaranteed Lowest Prices 
UPS SHIPPING 48 STATES 5 °° 
OTHERS CALL FOR DETAILS 
IL Residents add 8.25% Sales Tax 

SEE US ON THE WEB 

C &S SALES, INC. 
150 W. CARPENTER AVENUE 

WHEELING. IL 60090 
FAX (847) 541 -9904 1847) 541 -0710 - www.cs- sales.com 

15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

2 YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOME 

CIRCLE 32 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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High Energy Pulsers 
Experiment with and Construct Rail Guns, 
Magnetic Launchers, Coil and Sleeve Guns, 
Super High Gravity Pulses, Explode Wires 
and Water, Antigravity, Levitation, Mass 
Warping, Magnetic Can Crushing, Plasma 
Propulsion, High Energy Radio Frequency 
Guns (Herf), EMP, Lattice Snapping, 
and all Types of Electrical 
Pyrotechnics, Plus Much More!! 

Features: 
Lossless Induction Charging 12vdc/115vac Input 
Programmable Energy Charging to 16 KJ 1 to 10KV Output' 
Triggered Spark Switch Optional Designs Available 

HEP3 Plans for 1 to 2KV @1 KJ $15.00 
HEP3K Kit with 500J $349.95 HEP30 Assbled Above $449.95 
HEP9 Plans Higher Energy 1 to 10 KV @ 16 KJ $20.00 

Custom Designs Available on Request 

BOX 716 AMHERST, N.H. 03031 

Complete System Projects 
PPRO1 Plasma Gun Plans With Above HEP3 Plans $20.00 
MASS1 Mass Driver /Magnetic Cannon Plans With HEP3 Plans $20.00 

INFORMATION VISIT OUR "ACTION" WEB SITU 
UNLIMITED deptadPE599 hflp: / /www.amazingl.com 

Burning Laser Ray G 
Blasts thru the 
Hardest of Metals _... 

We Stock all 
Individual Parts 

LAGUN2 Plans $20.00 

Poor Bons CO2 Bi çnin9 Loser Build a re atinely high powere aser f m 
homemade parts. Eliminates glass blowing and 
complicated machining, shows many low cost alternatives and approaches. Generates over 10 
watts of burning energy. Great science project. 
Build for less than $100.00. 
LC3 Plans $15.00 

Electronic Hypnosis /Mind 
Machines! TAKE CONTROL!! 
Electronic Circuitry Induces Hypnotic as Well as ALPHA 
Relaxed States of the Mind. Place Subjects " Under 
"Your Control. Enhances Hidden PSYCHIC Ability In 
Many Peoplell 

MIND2 Plans 
MIND2K Kit/Plans 
MIND20 Ready to Use 

Intended For Hypnosis 
HYP2 Plans $10.00 
HYP2K Kit/Plans .._$49.95 
HYP20 Ready to Use $69.95 

$15.00 
$49.95 
$79.95 

Jacobs Ladder 
Observe a pyrotechnical 
display of "traveling" fiery 
plasma. Starts off as 1/2" 
arc and expands to over 
3" before evaporating into 
space. This is an excellent 
attention getting display as l 

well as a winning science 
projedll With arc control. 
JACK1 Plans $8.00 
JACK1K Kit Minus Case $129.95 
JACK10 Ready to Use $249.95 

Cybernetic Ear! 
Enhances Normal Hearing 3 to 4 
Times. Provides That Extra "Edge" 
Hunters Trackers Nature Enthusias 

AFdjustableVolume Control 

Built /In Ló q Las g Batteries 

CYBEREAR $19.95 

Phaser Pain Field Pistol 
CAUTION! Do Not Aim at People! 

Blast out rats and 
other rodents with 
high powered ultrasonics 

Handheld and battery operated 
with all controls 

Rental units available 

PPP1 Plans $8.00 
PPP1K Kit/Plans $49.95 PPP10 Ready to Us $79.95 

Telephone Taping System 
Extends Taping 

tapes 
Time by X4 

Automatixcally nv both sides w s 
of phone conversation -Check Laws 
TAPE3OX Ready to Use $84.95 
BEEP10 Beeper Alert $29.95 

Listen ,!)4ldréñoor rFanasXmltter 
Hazardous Areas, Pools, Ponds etc. 
Great Security Intrusion Alert! 
Uses FM Table Top Radio. Become 
the local neighborhood D.J. 
FMV1K Kit/Plans $39.95 

Micro Tesla Coil 
Lights up a 4 ft Flourescent Tube 
Without Contact!!! Yet Only 3" Tall! 

Super Magic Trick 
Low Cost Science Project 
12 VDC /115 VAC Operation 

MTC1K Kit/Plans $24.95 
MTC10 Assembled ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,$34.95 

Hover Boards 
28 Pages of "how to" build a 
magnetic force field capable of 
containing a column of ionized 
air up to several psil Includes 
theory on how to build a 
HOVERBOARD prototype 
capable of lifting 200 lbs. 

HOVER Plans and Data $25.00 
1 800 221 1705 Orders Only! Fax 1 603 672 5406 Information 1 603 673 6493 Free Catalog on Request Pay by MC,VISA,Cash, Check, MO, COD. Please Add $5.00 S &H plus $5.00 if COD. Overseas Please Contact for Proforma 

Transistorized TESLA Coil 
Amazing and Bizzare Effects 
Turn a Normal Light Bulb into 
a Spectacular Plasma Display!! 
Excellent Science Project 

Transmits Wireless Energy 
Noise less Operation 
Pyrotechnic Effect 
12 VDC/5 Amps or Battery 
Adjustable Frequency 
Control For Effect 

TCL5.. Plans...$8.00 TCL5K..KitPlans 
TCL50..Assembled and Tested 
12DC/7..12VDC@7Amps Supply 

$59.95 
$99.95 
$39.95 

New and Pre -Owned Test Equipment 
Goldstar 

Model OS -5100 $899.00 
Full 100 MHz Bandwidth! 
Dual -Channel, High Sensitivity 
TV Synchronization Trigger 
Calibrated Delayed Sweep 
Includes Two Probes, 2 Year Warranty 

Spectrum Analyzer 
Avcom PSA -37D 

Satellite Downlink 
Installation 

Maintenance 8 Service 

Band 1 10 - 1750 MHz 
Band 2 3.7 - 4.2 GHz 
Built -in DC Block & 
Power for LNA/LNB's 
Line or Battery Powered 

Only $2,475.00! 

litri Surplus 
Test ICyuipment 

Leader CAN Signal Level Meter Model LF 941 
TV /CAN Coverage from 46 - 870 MHz 

/Video/Audio Carrier Measurements $695.00! 

Just Released! -* "Series III" Multimeters 
Fluke Model 87111 $319.00 III 

kMEX) C.O.D. 

Pre -Owned Oscilloscope Specials 
Tektronix 2213 60 MHz $549.00 
Tektronix 2215 60 MHz $649.00 
Tektronix 465 100 MHz $599.00 
Tektronix 465B 100 MHz $729.00 
Tektronix 475 200 MHz $829.00 
Tektronix 475A 250 MHz $999.00 

Professionally Refurbished 
Aligned & Calibrated to Original Specifications 
The Industry Standard of Oscilloscopes 
1 Year Warranty - The Longest Available!!! 

SIMCHECK ®II PLUS 
Module Tester 

* Tests SIMMs/168 p DIMMs 

* Stand alone/portable 

* Identifies Module properties 

* Advanced Setup Capabilities 

Only $2750.00! 

TOLL FREE 1-800-99-METER 

See us on the Web! 
www.fotronic.com 

Test Equipment Depot 
A FOTRONIC CORPORATION COMPANY 

99 Washington St. Melrose, MA 02176 
(1 -800- 996 -3837) (781) 665 -1400 FAX (781) 665 -0780 

email: sales @fotronic.com 
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PRESS 
ELECTRONICS & MORE 

6 -1/2" Two Way System 
This is our most 
popular in -wall. You 
won't believe how 
good these really 
sound. Big enough 
to produce great 
home theatre sound 
and still tit 
everyone's budget. 
Put a pair in every 
room of your house. 
Great for front or rear speakers .o/ r...._ss 
in your surround system. The 6- M1 

1/2" polypropylene woofer and 1" textile dome 
tweeter were specially designed with home theatre 
in mind. The crossover network utilizes a mylar ca- 
pacitor for crisp clean highs. 3 piece design make 
installation in new or existing walls a snap. 
Specifications: 6 -1/2" polypropylene cone woofer 
with poly foam surround 1 textile dome tweeter/ 
midrange 8 ohm impedance 3 component L/C 
crossover network Frequency response: 50- 
20,000 Hz Power handling capability: 60 watts 
RMS /85 watts max Sensitivity: 89 dB 1W /1m 
Overall dimensions: 8 -1/2" W x 12' L x 3 -1/2" D 

Hole size: 7 -1/4" x 10 -3/4" Fits into standard 2' x 

4" wall Net weight: 12 lbs. per pair. 

#300 -036 $89.9011 -3 Pas) $79.50(4 PRS.uPI 

Satellite Speaker 
Stands 
These quality speaker stands are 
perfect for mini or rear surround 
speakers. The heavy die cast base 
provides stability. Textured black satin 
finish blends in well with any decor. 
The height is adjustable from 26 -1/2° 
to 47 -1/2" and the speaker wire can 
be run inside the pole for a better 
appearance. The top base is 
adjustable from 4 -1/8' to 7 -1/2" to 
accommodate most mini speakers. 
Includes foam pads to prevent marring 
of speaker cabinet. Sold in pairs. Net 
weight: 12 lbs. 

#240 -762 $39.8011-3 PRS) 

5 Function Remote 
*Operates five devices (TV, VCR, 
Cable, Satellite, AN Receiver) 
Lighted component keys which 
indicate what device is currently being 
used Preprogrammed, 621 codes that 
work over 6,400 models New 
ergonomic design features a contoured 
case, index finger grooves, and keys 
grouped in clusters for easy operation 
Satellite cursor control is tailored for use 
with a Home Theatre system, keypad 
design allows movement through menus 
with ease Retains codes when replacing batteries 
New flat back design for easy operation Money 
back guarantee ensures customer satisfaction *Toll 
free customer service number provides the customer 
with friendly, knowledgeable assistance *Requires 2 

AAA batteries ( #140 -150 not included) 

#180 -806 $29.950_3) 626.95i4-up) 

3M3/4" TemflexTM 1700 
Vinyl Electrical Tape 

General purpose 7 mil electrical 
tape. UL listed and CSA 
approved. 3/4" x 60' rolls. 

$35.50(4 PRS.UPI 

#350 -052 75011.9) 596(10-uP) 

Gold Plated 
A/V Cables 
A super quality, 
"siamesed" type cable. 
Two RCA cables for 
stereo (audio) signal from VCR to 
receiver /stereo TV and one low noise 
coaxial type cable for video. Price 
Part # Length (1-9) 

180 -120 3 ft. $4.25 
180 -118 6 ft. 4.90 
180 -121 12 ft. 8.95 
180 -124 20 ft. 12.75 

11111.11 

If you haven't received a 
copy of our current 260 page catalog have one added to your order or give us a call and we will Send 

out to you immediate 
/y, 

6 -1/2" Round 
Coaxial System 
Designed for the home and 
office, these 6 -1/2" round in- 
walls are ideal for ceiling 
installations, or for use as rear 
channel surround speakers. 
Adding music to the kitchen, 
den, bath, or patio has 
never been easier! System 
features a weather resistant 6- 
1/2" treated paper cone with poly foam surround, 
coaxially mounted 1/2" polymer dome tweeter, and 
built -in crossover with a mylar capacitor in the tweeter 
feed. Retrofit design allows installation in both new 
and existing construction in just minutes. System 
includes removable steel mesh grills, built -in mounting 
bracket, hardware, and installation instructions. 
Specifications: Impedance: 8 ohms Frequency 
response: 60- 20,000 Hz Power handling capability: 
30 watts RMS /45 watts max. *Sensitivity: 89 dB 
1W /1m Dimensions: 9" round x 2 -7/8" deep. Net 
weight: 5 lbs. per pair. 

#300 -408 $69.9511.3 Pas) $62.75(4PRS -UP) 

3 Amp Power Supply em 
This fully regulated power sup - 
ply is perfect for powering 
CBs, car radios, and other 
12 VDC devices that draw 
up to 3 amps. Heavy duty 
steel housing with front 
mounted switch and binding 
posts. Short circuit and 
overload protection! 
Specifications: Output Voltage: 13.8 VDC (fixed) 
Output Current: 3A (cont), 5 amps (surge) Ripple 
Voltage: Less than 3mV at rated output Input Volt- 

age: 120 VAC, 60Hz Dimensions: 5 -1/2" x 3 -1/2" x 

6 -1/2" *Weight: 5 lbs. 

#120 -530 $19.9511 $18 "50(4 -up) 

DMM and LCR Meter 
In addition to functions found 
in regular DMM's, this meter 
can also measure inductance 
in 5 ranges (4mH, 40mH, 
400mH, 4H, 40H), capacitance 
in 5 ranges (4nF, 40nF, 400nF, 
4uF, 400uF), frequency in 4 
ranges (4KHz, 40KHz, 400KHz, 
4MHz), TTL logic test, diode test 
and transistor hFE test. 5 AC/ 
DC ranges up to 1000V (AC75OV), 
3 AC /DC current ranges up to 20A and 
7 resistance ranges up to 4000 M ohms. 
Includes test leads, battery, spare fuse, 
and manual. Net weight: 1 lb. 

$65.9OEACH 

Weller WLC100 
Soldering Station 
The Weller 
WLC100 
solder sta- 
tion is 
ideal for 
the profes- 
sional, se- 
rious hob- 
byist, or kit 
builder who 
demands higher 
performance than usual of a standard iron, but with- 
out the high cost of an industrial unit. Power is ad- 

justable from 5 to 40 watts. Includes 40 watt pencil 
iron. UL approved. Net weight: 1 -3/4 lbs. Replace- 
ment sponge #372 -119. 

#372 -120 $39.95EACH 

"44" Solder 
Kester "44" rosin 
core solder is de- 
signed for electronic 
and electrical work. 

It uses a fast acting, instant wet- 
ting, non -corrosive, and non -con- 
ductive flux for faster soldering 
and a strong, long lasting bond. 

Alloy Price Price 
Part # Lead/Tin Spool Dia. (1 -3) (4 -UP) 

370-080 60/40 1 lb. .031" $8.50 $7.95 
370-090 60/40 1 lb. .050" 8.50 7.95 

370-098 60/40 4 lb. .031" 33.90 31.80 
370-088 60/40 1/2 Ib. .020" 6.95 5.75 

370-072 63/37 1 lb. .020" 14.90 13.50 
370-086 63/37 1/2 lb. .031" 9.95 8.50 

370-074 63/37 1 lb. .031" 12.50 11.50 

370-087 36/37 1/2 lb. .031° 7.95 6.75 

#390 -513 

2.5W Mini Audio 
This amp contains both pre- 
amplifier and power amplifier on 
a super small board measuring 
only 1.5/8 "x1 -1/4 ". Maximum 
output power is 2.5W into 4 
ohms with 12VDC input 
power. No adjustments 
required. Short circuit protected. 

#320 -215 $9.95EACH 

Amplifier 

Pro Wick 

Pro Wick's advanced 
fine braid design 
provides wicking action 
that is second to none. 

Price Price 
Part # TS # Size Length (1 -9) (10 -UP) 

341 -415 1802 -5 .06" 5' $1.40 $1.25 
341 -416 1803 -5 .08" 5' 1.45 1.30 

341417 1804 -5 .10° 5' 1.60 1.45 

341 -424 1802 -10 .06" 10' 2.75 2.50 
341 -425 1803 -10 .08" 10' 2.80 2.55 

341-426 1804-10 .10" 10' 2.95 2.70 
341-440 1802 -25F .06" 25' 6.80 6.30 

341-441 1803 -25F .08" 25' 6.85 6.35 

341-442 1804 -25F .10" 25' 7.60 7.00 

341 -418 1802-100 .06" 100' 21.90 20.50 
341 419 1803 -100 .08" 100' 21.90 20.50 
341 -423 1804 -100 .10° 100' 23.90 22.50 

Price 
(10 -UP) 

$3.95 
4.50 
7.95 

11.50 

LARGEST I 
SELECTION %uww parts- express.com 

OF SPEAKER 
DRIVERS 

IN THE OR CALL TOLL FREE 
COUNTRY! 

725 Pleasant Valley Dr.. Springboro. OH 45066 -1158 

Phone: 513- 743 -3000 Fax: 513-743-1677 
E -mail: sales @parts- express.com 

KEY CODE: POM 

VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT 

1. 800 -338 -0531 
CIRCLE 156 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Kenwood CS -4125 Sale!!! 
Free ICFNW0017 t -shirt 

with purchase of 
CS -4125 oscilloscope!!! 

,>, 

KEN WOOD 
MODEL CS -4125 

20 MHz, 2 Channel, includes probes 
Suggested Price $495.00 

SUPER SPECIAL $389.00!!! 

SPARE SCOPE PROBE SPECIAL: 

Kenwood PC-35 - 10:1, DC to 50 MHz 
Regular $62.00 SA...E $29.95 

Kenwood PC-41 - 10:1 /1:1, DC to 50 MHz 
Regular $62.00 SALE $29,95 

Call today for your free 84 page test & 
Products International measurement instrument catalog! 

8931 Brookvile Rd * Silver Spring, MD, 20910 * 800ó38.2020 * Fax 800 -545 -0058 
www.prodintl.corn 

©13a 4114111 
?O Day Trial lyr. Wrnty Free Catalog 

Qty. DiSCouhfS DPaIPtS WPICOrrPI 

1-800-538-2225 I luciro*s 
Www, alaxydeccramhlers.com 

GaEPtuPE 

aFo H.--. FREE! 
PHONE, FAX, WRITE 

OR E -MAIL WITH YOUR 
MAILING ADDRESS 

MUST MENTION 
OFFER "LAB199" 

LAB -1 
(1.5" x 2.0" x 0.75 ") 

PRE-PUNCHED END PANES 
ALSO AVAILABLE 

9 BOX SIZES 

25 PREPUNCHED 
END PANES 

ALSO IN STOCK AT: 
JENSEN TOOLS: 800.436.1194 
MCM ELECTRONICS: 8005434330 
TECH AMERICA: 500.442,727 1 

ALL ALUMINUM CONSTRUCTION LOW COST 
J FFER GOOD ONLY W THE 48 STATES. ENDS DECEMBER 20. 1992 UNIT ONE 
IEOUEST PER CUSTOMER. MAILED I ST CUSS. ALLOW 1-2 WEEKS FOR DESSERT 

ORDERS 800.634 -3457 FAX 800-551-2749 
® OFFICE 702 -5653400 FAX 702565 -4826 

www.sescom.com info@sescom.com 
SESCOM, INC. 2100 WARD DR., HENDERSON. NV 

y69015 SFand W 
aM opowl.°P oani *pH Mrye'°D'wkwl ~me:. 

CIRCLE 142 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Restores Horizontal 
and Vertical 

Sync Lines from 
Distorted Video 

For Free Information Package and Pricing 

VISA Coll (219) 233 -3053 Res!ored Sync 

www.south- bend.net/rcd With VSG 

R.C. Distributing, PO Box 552, South Bend, IN 46624 

1351 Sync 

FREE 

SAMPLE COPY! 

ANTIgUE RADIO CLASSIFIED 
Antique Radio's Leading 

Monthly Magazine 
Classifieds - Ads for Parts & Services 

Articles - Auction Prices - Flea Market Info. 
Early Radio & TV - Hi -Fi - Ham Equip. 

Art Deco - Telegraph - 40s & 50s Radios 
Also the source for Books & Price Guides 

1 -Year: $39.49 ($57.95 by 1st Class) 
6 -Month Trial - $19.95. Foreign - Write. 
Call: 978 -371 -0512 - Fax: 978 -371 -7129 

A.R.C., P.O. Box 802 -L23 
Carlisle, MA 01741 `i Web: www.antiqueradio.com t _c __nsszoI 

ce8 DrlrswrA 
Conetr-ztb:. t.. YOU CAN WINO 

YOUR OWN COILS? 

There's no trick to it except 
knowing what you are do- 
ing. In a unique, 106 -page 
book yctl can become ex- 
pert in winding RF, IF, 

audio and power cells, 3hokes and trans- 
formers. Practically every type of coil is dis- 
cussed and necessary ca'culations are given 
with the mathematical data simplified for 
use by anyone. Get your ropy today! 

mail coupon to: 

Electronics Technology Today, Inc. 
P.O. Box 240 
Massapequa Park, NY 1762 -0240 

Please send me my copy of Coil Design and 
Construction Manual (8P160).: enclose a check or 

money order for $8.9g to cover the book's cost 
and shipping -and -handling expenses. NY state 
residents must add Iccal sales tax. 

Name 

MSS 7111M mum Tyr crmm 'mac ncns mum 

Address 

City -- -- -_- __State ZIP 

All orders must be paid in U.S funds only. Sorry, 
no orders accepted ourside at USA and Canada. 
Please allow 6 -8 weeks for delivery. ET07 

men .! =NE UMM MUM NM s A MOM 
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MK116 

Electronics made easy 

IT'S THE SEJISOPL 
DfleE?1ñJ@Ih kits 

K8009 

$89,95 

ñwlto dump lt ~Waft Uwe ! 

MMK116 $24,95 

lad,e eueK. wane peÑd 

HOLIDA14 

. kif urnoinx 

HAPPY ' : nixikii ueneiox. 

: pae-aeowKfLP.ed uenoiax 

$19,95 

7415 Whitehall Street Suite 117 

Fort Worth, TX 76118 
(817) 284 -7785 F : (817) 284 -7712 
www.velleman -kit.com email : velleman @earthlink.net 

Questions ? Contact us for a list of US distributors or to get your FREE catalogue 

CIRCLE 163 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Toll Free: 1- 888 -549 -3749 (USA& Canada) 
Tel: (330) 549 -3726. Request a FREE catalog or visit us 
at: www.electronics123 -com for more products. 

Amazon Electronics, Box 21 Columbiana OH 44408 

Direct from Manufacturer 
We will beat any competitor's price 

a es "11 re es 
Video Camera! 

Transmits video up to 1000 ft, 
Runs on 9V battery for 12 tirs, 
Can be built into just agouti 
(beeper, clock, etc.) 

World's smallest 
plug & play system 

about 1 "x 1" 

We also carry: 
Color micro video, 

cameras 
B &W micro video cameras 
Hidden cameras 
Custom video systems 
Countersurveillance 

& More 

Looking 

Call for a free catalog (305) 667 -4545 
SECURETEK Fax (305) 667 -1744 
7175 SW 47 St. #205 Miami, FL 33155 

PCB LAYOUT 
Software For Windows - FREE 
O Download our board layout software 
O Design your 2 sided plated- through PCB 
O Send us your layout over the Internet 

o In 2 -3 business days, UPS delivers 
your boards, often under $100 

J 

www.expresspcb.com 

CABLE SECRETS!!! 
Build your OWN cable 

box "test" devices! 
Why pay $100.00 or more for a "teat" device 
that someone else made? Make your own! 
Includes complete source code and plane 
for the most commonly used cable boxes. 
Unlock all of the channels on your box! 

Or start your own lucrative business! 
Complete source code $79.95 
Code for Individual boxes $29.95 

DSS SECRETS - Vol. 2 
Step -by -step instructions on programming 
our own DSS access card. Unlock all channels n your own card! This is the most current 
nfornlation on the market! Includes software, 

p lens, and hardware sources. Book & CD -ROM. 
DSS Secrets Vol. 2 $49.95 

ISA MasterCard AmericanExpress 
To order, call Worldwyde a 1.800- 773.6698 
21365 Randall Street Farmington Hills, MI 48336 
Visit us on the web at www.worldwyde.com 

PIC PROJECTS 
Book & CD -ROM 

Many PIC Projects for Beginners & Experts! 
Includes Software, Documentation, and PCB Layout 

LCDs 
X10 - Home Automation 
Keypads 
Serial Port Interface 
On-Screen Displays 
Robotics 
Data Logging 
Serial- Parallel 

And 1!an Moro! 

Book & 

CD Only 

$2495 

m PIC Programmer 
Programs all PI016C55x/8r/7x/ar/9x, 
PIC 16F8x, and PIC12C devices. 
Optional ZIF adapters for SOIC & PLCC. 
Includes all necessary software. 

Only $39.1 

Program all 8, 
18, 28 & 40 pin 
PICs in the 

12C5xx, 14000 and 
16C)< series (except 16C54- 
58). All components, PCB 

and Instructions included. Parallel port of PC is used 
with straight through (25 pin) cable (not supplied). Kit 
uses the P16PRO shareware which is downloaded from 
the web and registered for $20. Can program 64 pin 
PICs with adapter (not supplied). For mom info and 
other PIC programmers visit www.electronics123.com 

tif 11an1.iCuiri /1rpr'!6drtyl..it . t 
Too - , can Worldwyde ! I.900- 773.8698 
21365 Randall Street Farmington Hills, MI 48336 
Visit us on the web at www.worldwyde.comipic 

D NEW. 
The Latest, Up-to-daft Hands -on 
Supplier and Source bide for: 

Electronic surveillance equipment 
Covert video cameras and transmitters 
Counter measures gear 

Entry supplies 
Electronic tracking systems 

Computer surveillance and remote viewing 

Equipment, exact addresses and ordering info 
from 15 countries!! 220 pages - $39.95 

11 3555 S El Camino Real, San Mateo, CA 94403 
Phone 650 -513 -5549 fax 650 -728 -0525 or 
www.intelligenceto (no 'dot from") 

Science Fair 
Electronics 

VIDEO CAMERAS 
Electronics Kits 

Science Projects & more 

To receive a color catalog with over 150 
Different kits that you can build or customize 
For your Own projects. Please send $1.95 to: 

Science Fair Electronics 
9740 CAMPO RD, PMB 209 

SPRING VALLEY, CA 91977 

TOLL -FREE 1- 877 -88 -HOBBY 
FAX (619) 668 -0054 

www.angelfire.com/sd/scifitronics 

1/4" CMOS Camera Module, 
Black & White, with digital output. 
Size: only 1.38'x1.14 ". Lens: 
f7.4mm, F2.1 FOV 32 deg x 24 $s995 deg. Pixels 384x288. Scanning: 
Progressive. Video Output: digital +S &H $4.9 
8bit. Programmable features. Code: CM4881 I, 

Shutter: 1/50 to 1/5000 sec. Power 
Supply, 5VDC. Standby Current <10mA. Needs 
regulated power supply. 'S &H to Canada is $7.95 

The Hack & Crack Bible 
on CD -ROM 

Includes all Software, Documentation, 
Plans, and PCB Layouts! 

Unlock the secrets of: 
DSS & Smart Carda 
-Programming & Schematics 
Cable Test Devices 

Sony Playstation 
-Mod Chip /CD Backups /Emulation 
Backup Sega & SNES Console Cartridges 
Sega & SNES Emulation on your PL' or 17;ír 

ware/ - where to find them on the Internet 
.eltular liack9'hreakillod 

Only 
$2995 

Ytr! Dfn,d, 

P(' & flfnr Co7nptrlible á'I)-R1)31 
We nerrpf 

, . :. 
To order, call Worldwyde 0 i -800- 773 -9699'' 
21365 Randall Street Farmington Hills, MI 48336 

Visit us on the web at www.worldwyde.com /hack 
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Take ,sAY JNGS Stock 
inAmerica . BONDS 

A public service of this magazine 

CONSTRUCT THOSE 
SIMPLE AUDIO 

PROJECTS FROM 
SESCOM SIPs 

JUST APPLY SIGNAL, 
POWER AND OUTPUT 

CONNECTIONS AND 
YOU ARE READY TO GO. 
SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION, 

PINS ARE ON 0.1" CENTERS 

VISA @AL 
GET YOUR SIP -1 AUDIO MODULE TODAY 

ONLY $2.00 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING 
EXPERIMENT FOR YOURSELF TO SEE THE BENEFITS OF THESE DEVICES. 

THERE ARE 25 DIFFERENT DEVICES IN THE SP PRODUCT UNE 
OFFER GOOD ONLY IN THE 48 STATES. OFFER ENDS DECEMBER 20,,595 
UMR ONE REQUEST PER CUSTOMER MUST BE PREPAID or CREDIT CARD 
OR CHECK. MAILED 1ST CLASS. ALLOW I R WEEKS FOR DELIVERY 

1113 

ORDERS 800- 634.3457 FAX 800 -551 -2749 S OFFICE 702 -585 -3400 FAX 702.585 -4828 
www.sescom.com infoasescom.com 

SESCOM, INC. 2100 WARD DR., HENDERSON, NV 80015 
SESCOM. INC. a M mpmWe lot *aunt 

. az.. and wKlrc.,an. ate .4.1 to a,.N"-°°Ámn, nolias 
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www. web -tronics. corn 
Fantastic OMM Offer! 
Don't let this price fool you. This meter is a digital 

multimeter designed for engineers and hobbyists. Equipped 

with 5 functions and 19 ranges. Each test position is quickly 
and easily selected with a simple turn of the 
FUNCTION / RANGE selector rotary switch. Rubber 
Boot includedl 
Display: 3 -1/2 Digit LCD, 21mm Figure Height with 

Automatic Polarity 

TeevmperatureeforaGuara teed 
Least Significant 2DlQits Blank 

±5 °C RH <75% 
23°C 

Temperature Ranges: 
Operating 0 °C to 40 °C (32 °F to 104 °F) 

Storage: -l0 °C to 50 °C (14 °F to 122 °F) 

Power: 9V Alkaline or Carbon -Zinc Battery 
(NEDA 1604) 

Low Battery Indication: BAT on Left of LCD Display 

Dimensions: IBBmm(L) x 87mm(W) x 33mm thick 
Net Weight 400g 

Get All the Specs From Our Web Site 

www. web -tronics. corn 

aAY 

(Auto -Temp Solder 
Station with . ,. 
Ceramic Ele nt S 
With Ceramic 

g 

#9300G 

(GHz RF Field ONLY\ 
Strength Analyzer 

1 529 Q pmtek 
Frequency Range: 100KHz to 
2060MHz 
Narrow Band FM (NFM).Wide 
Band FM (WFM),AM and Single 

Side Band (SSB) Modulated 
Signals May Be Measured 
PLL Tuning System for Precise 
Frequency Measurement and 

Tuning 
LED Backlight LCD (192x192 
dots) 
Built-In Frequency Counter 
Hand -Held and Battery Operated 
All Functions are Menu Selected 

RS232C for PC Interface and #320 1 
P finer 

See the web site for details 

1 

www.web- tronics.corn 
Removable Hard Drive Rack 
For IDE/Ultra DMA Hard Driv 
We Sold Over 

use4,000 
in 79981 

any 

hard drive up to I" high. It includes an 

electronic keylock for safe removal and 

insertion. Made of ABS 707 fireproof plastic. 

Use this product to protect sensitive hard drive H- 10C -IDE 
data. take your hard drive between work and 

home or even set up different users with their own hard drives that they physically 

insert every time they use a PC. Other models available from C.S.I. include RH I O 

series and RH2O series, which are interchangeable within the same interface design 

(IDE or SCSI). Other Models are Available. See www. web -tronics. corn under 

"hard drive and accessories" for more details and pictures. 

ONLY 
14S 

ry 

fieNyC Removable Hard Drive Rack with 
\ 

' -' Auto Door And Cooling Fan 
O 895 Auto door on the outer frame 

ABS material of outer frame, High ,.. -- any qty. efficiency cooling fan 
Worldwide patent pulling function 
handle 
CE Approved 
Coating Iron bottom cover 
For IDE interface 
For I" high 3.5" HDD 
Not compatible with our RHIO & RH2O 

series. Compatible with our RH17 -IDE 
Heating Element for 
More Accurate Temp 

4: 

3 Conduct 
Grounded Power 

250 °C -4B0 °C SR-97 
(470 °F -900 °F) Extra Tip Options 
Fast Heating Feature 

Aeoilabie.See Web! ` 
F r More Into See www.webtronics.com / 

(6CD B &W Board Cameras 
ASIC CCD Area Image Sensor 
Extremely Low Power Consumption 
0.5 Lux Min Illumination 
Built -In Electronic Auto Iris for Auto 
Light Compensation 
Detoiled Specs on the Web 

1 

- VM1030PA -B 
30mmx30mmx2 Srnm 

Pinhole lens with 
audio, I2V 

$49.00 any qty. 

E°sy t° Novi Engine 

eludes ° W 
That ConYantly 

New 

r' VMCB21 
4 mmx38.Smmx28mm 

with 6 infra -red 
LEDs, 12V 

$49.02, gty- 

VM1035A 
42 mmx42rn mx25 mm 

Standard lens with 
audio, 12V with back 
light compensation 

$5900ry qty. 

4f 

Adjustment 

oforget 
the dasl4 

model. #M R-27 
Details at www.web- tronics.com 

In Business 
Since 1971 

VM1030A 
30mmx30mmx26mm 

Standard lens with 
audio, 12V 

$49.00ny qty. 

VM1036A 
32mmx32mmx2Smm 
Standard lens with audio, 
12V, reverse mirror 
image feature 

COLOR CCD Mini Board 
VM3010PA 

Cameras 3lmmo3Smmxl8mm Low Power Consumption Pinhole lens 
1 Lux Illumination A ) 
Built -In Electronic Auto Iris for with audio 

Auto Light Compensation 
Internal Synchronization 
12Volts 
400 TV Lines 

VM3011 -A 
4Sm x40mmx24mm 

Standard lens 
VM3010 -A with audio, 

single board 33mmx31mmx32mm 
1(/ Standard lens 

$99.00 
with audio 

any qty. 

129.0o 
arty qty 

$59.0D qty 
Detailed Specs 

on the Web 

<S> Protek Amazing Oscilloscope Offers 
/ Cameras CCD Cames VMBLT3025W 
/ 5.15W and Color Digital Color, Weatherproof 

Smart Rugged Metal , 20mm(D)x83mm(L) 
Housing 
Extrememly Low di! $ 1 89.00 ray qty. 
Power Consumption v 
12 Volt 
CCD Area Image Sensor 
for Long Camera Life 
Built -In Electronic Auto Iris for Auto 
Light Compensation 
No Blooming, No Burning 

Min Lux Illumination 0361/10, 1 Lux 
n Lux Illumination (color) 

VMBLT1020W' 
Saw Weatherproof 

21 mm(0)x58.5mm(L) 

any qty. 

VMBLT1020A 
15&W with audio 

21 mm(D)x55mns(L) 

$69 00ny qty 

$129,00 
any MY- 

Series 6500 Deluxe 
20MHz/40MHz/60MHz/ 100MHz 
Dual -Trace Oscilloscopes 

Alternate Trigger 
Internal Sync Seperator Circuit LATEST 
Ah -Meg Sweep 

DESIGNS! Delay Sweep (6510) 

#6504.40MHz 
Octaile 
Specs on 
the Web 

Asia's currencies are 

devalued against U.S. dalla 

Take advantage of GREAT 

prices while they last! 

#6510 - 100MHz 

nervt * Mini CCDs (B/W & Color) 
VMCW -H11Á 

Sensational NEW Design for Small 72mmx32 rom x 30mm 
Observation Cameras.Smaller and Better! Color CCD with 

Ultra Miniature Design standard lens. pre- 

Black 8 White Versions Only 25mm x wired cabling for 

25mm 
video/audio, ISV DC Pow, 

Color Versions Only 32mm x 32mm S 
1 49 00 5139.0 

Available in Standard Lens or Pinhole 5 or more 
Lens 
All Include Audio 
All Include Pre -Wired Cable Harness for 
Audio, Video 8 Power 
12V Regulated Power Supply Required 
(120mA typical power consumption) 
0.1 LUX Rating (B/W), 1 LUX (color) 
CCD Area Image Sensor for Long 
Camera Life 
Back Light Compensation Circuit 
Built -In Electronic Auto Iris Lens 

Detoiled 
VMPS -718A on the 

25mmx25mmx3amm, 
B/W CCD with standard 

lens, pre-wired cabling 
for video/audio, I SV DC 

Power Input 

$69.00 $59.00 
5 or more 

VMCW -H12A 
32mmx32mmx19mm, 
Color CCD with pinhole 
lem, pre -wired cabling for 
video /audio, I 2V DC 
Power Input 

149 °° $139 °° 
s or more 

Specs 

Web VMPS -250A 
25mmx25mmxl Smm, 

BIW CCD with pinhole 
lens, pre -wired cabling for 

video/audio, 12V DC 
Power Input 

$69.00 $59.00 
5 or more 

(-Our Most Sophisticated DMM We Sold Over 700 Last Year! NOW 
with RS -232 Interface & Software, 3 -3/4 Digit, 4000 Count.Aut -Ranging ONLY 
with Analog Bargraph K Type Temperature Probe Included 1I 

$1 29 LY 

Reg. $169 
True RMS Mode 
10MHz Frequency Counter 
Time Mode with Alarm, 
Clock, and Stop Watch 
Dual Display 
10 Location Memory 
Min, Max, Avg and Relative 
Mode 
Decibel Measurement 

Temand Ind. Measurement 
perature Mode (C /F) 

Pulse Signal for Logic 
& Audible Test 
Continuity /Diode Test 
Logic Test 
Auto Power OFFI'Keep ON" Mode 

Fused 20A Input with 
Warning Beeper 
Back Light 
Data Hold /Run Mode 
Safety Design ULI244 &VDE -0411 I 

Protective Holster 
Silicon Test Leads 

More 
Derails on 

our 
Web Site 

,PROTEK 506 

TS INC. 220 S. Country Clu 

#65 2-- 
$289 

. --a,-,.. ..,.. - 
#6506 - 60MHz 

$689 
For More Information See www.web- tronics -tom 

here deluxe HC Protek oscilloscopes Part No. 6510 
provide the features and accuracy that Bandwidth 100MHz 
serious technicians and engineers need vert. Sensitivity 1mVIDIV 
at prices well below what you may have to 5V/Div 
expected.These dual -trace, dual- channel, Max Sweep Rate 2nS/Div 
scopes have Alt -Mag sweeps and provide to 0.25/Div 
simultaneous display of normal and Delay Sweep YES 
magnified traces. An Internal sync Vert. Mode Trig. YES 
separator circuit provides stable Cursor Readout NO 
triggering of video slgnals.TV -H (TV line CRT Volts 12KV 
synchronizing feature) and TKV (TV _ 

frame 
e waveform measurements )on the large 6" rectangular 

by 
T that includes an illumlinated internal sOs10 Dv gra ullex switched 

6506 
60MHz 
1mVIDN 
to 5V /Div 
0.1µS /Div 

to 0.25 /Div 
ALT -MAG 
YES 
NO 
10KV 

6504 
40MHz 
1mV/Div 
to 5V /Div 
0.1µS /Div 

to 0.2S /Div 
ALT -MAG 
YES 
NO 
10KV 

6502 
20MHz 
1mV /Div 

to 5V /Div 
0.2µS /Div 

to 0.5S /Div 
ALT -MAG 
YES 
NO 
2KV 

n0 ; 3000 Series Digital Ft/0 Bench Power Supplies 
6-Low Cost Single Output ( -High PerformanceTriple Output 

High stability digital read -out bench power supplies featuring constant 

$89 voltage and current outputs. Short- circuit protection and current limiting 

protection is provided.The dual output versions can be used in both serial 

voltage and parallel current configurations to double maximum outputs. 

Highly accurate LED accuracy and stable -_ -- 
line regulation make the 3000 series the -. 
perfect choice for lab and educational use. 

Line Regulation: 2x10 +I ma 
iJ> V v sr 

LED Accuracy: Voltage ±1% +2 digits 
Current ±I.5% +2 digits ``, th.4 I 

Wave Line Noise: S I mvrms 
Dimensions: 291 mm x 158mm x 136mm (CS13003 & CSI3010) 

365mm x 265mm x 164mm (CSI3003 -3 & 3005 -53) 

5/589.00 

CSI3010: 0.30v1/0. 0 mp Dig tal RIO Bench PS, x110'+30mry Load Regulationon$149 00051$139.00 

CSI3003 -3: Triple Output 2x(0- 30v10.3mp) *5v, lamp Fixed, 
(239.00 SIf219.00 

IxION *5mv Load Regulation 

CSI3005 -3: Triple Output, 2x(0.30v10 -same) +5v, lamp Fixed, 
5269.00 515249.00 

Ix10 ' +2Smv Load Regulation 
3000 Series Supplies Will BecomeAeelTobleAppmximately September 15,1999, Orden Are BeingTaken Now, 

b Dr. Mesa, AZ 85210 800 -528 -1417/480 -464 -2485 /FAX: 480 -464 -5824 

AS 
LOW AS 

CIRCUIT SPECIALIS 
63 
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LEADER 
For Professionals Who 
Know The Difference 

or Oscilloscopes 
tar Video Sync /Test Generators 
ir Waveform Monitors /Vectorscopes 
*r EFP /ENG Instruments 
++ RF Signal Level Meters 
ler Audio Generators & Meters 
sr Frequency Counters 
or Meters & Bridges 

Power Supplies 
or Function Generators 
or RF Generators 

PRINT;a*,, 
. 411 -:- , Products International 

Test Instruments, Equipment, Tools & Supplies For Electronic Production, Maintenance & Service 8931 Brookville Road, Silver Spring, MD, 20910 * 800 - 638.2020 * Fax 800 -545 -0058 
CIRCLE 143 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Turn Your Multimedia PC into a Powerful 
Real -Time Audio Spectrum Analyzer 

Features 
20 kHz real -time bandwith 
Fast 32 bit executable 
Dual channel analysis 
High Resolution FFT 
Octave Analysis 
THD, THD +N, SNR measurements 
Signal Generation 
Triggering, Decimation 
Transfer Functions, Coherence 
Time Series, Spectrum Phase, 
and 3 -D Surface plots 
Real -Time Recording and 
Post- Processing modes 

Applications 
Distortion Analysis 
Frequency Response Testing 
Vibration Measurements 
Acoustic Research 

System Requirements 
486 CPU or greater 
8 MB RAM minimum 
Win. 95, NT, or Win. 3.1 + Win.32s 
Mouse and Math coprocessor 
16 bit sound card 

PHS 
Pioneer Hill Software 
24460 Mason Rd. 
Poulsbo, WA 98370 

a subsidiary of Sound Technology, Inc. 

Priced from $299 
(U.S. sales only - not for export/resale) 

DOWNLOAD FREE 30 DAY TRIAL! 
www. spectraplus. corn 

Sales: (360) 697 -3472 

s 
Fax: (360) 697 -7717 

Spectra Plus 
FFT Spectral Analysis System 

e -mail: pioneer @telebyte.corn 

COPY 
RENTAL 
TAPES 

WITH OUR 
VIDEO STABILIZERS 

BEFORE AFTER 

The clearest picture possible 
playing back movies. 
GUARANTEED 

to eliminate copy protection. 
No Ras/Jitters/Flickers/Fading 
Works on all TV's, VCR's Beta & Cable 
Gold Video Connectors & Cables Included 
1 Year Warranty 

Guarantee ® ®® 
MUM 

ELECTRONICS 
1-800-562-2252 

2609 S. 156TH CIRCLE OMAHA. NE 68130 
http : / /www.moderneiectronics.com 
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i 

ALL 
ELEC 

<oa15 
PM89 SERIES 

PANEL METERS 
i 

3.15" x 2.5" x 2" depth. 
2.5% accuracy. 
Large clear scale, black 
lettering on white back- 
ground. Available in 

a variety of ranges. 

DC AMMETERS CAT # 

0 -100 mA DC PMD -100MA 
0 -1A DC PMD -1A 
0 -5A DC PMD -5A 
0 -15A DC 

DC VOLTS 
0 -15V DC 
0 -30V DC 

PMD -15A 

CAT # 
PMD -15V 
PMD -30V 

AC AMMETERS CAT # 

0 -5A AC PMA -5A 
0 -15AAC PMA -15A 

AC VOLTMETERS CAT # 

0 -150V AC PMA -150V 
0 -300V AC PMA -300V 

EACH 
$12.00 
$12.00 
$12.00 
$12.00 

EACH 
$12.00 
$12.00 

10+ 
$10.00 
$10.00 
$10.00 
$10.00 

10+ 
$10.00 
$10.00 

EACH 10+ 
$12.00 $10.00 
$12.00 $10.00 

EACH 10+ 
$12.00 $10.00 
$12.00 $10.00 

11.5 Volt Mini -Vibrating Motora 

Tiny 1.5 Volt motor with offset -weighted 

shaft. Typically found in pocket pagers 

and cell phones for vibrating alert signal. 

Operates on 1.5 Volts, 80 mA. Motor 

body is 0.28" dia. x 0.67" long. Shaft is 

0.03" (1mm) dia. x 0.16" long. 

CAT# DCM -131 $250 
each 

10 for $22.50 100 for $200.00 
500 for $875.00 ($1.75 each) 

3000 MCD ULTRA -BRIGHT 
RED LED 

Everlight # 383URC- 2/TR1 -C(R) 

Red, "Ultra- bright" T 1 3/4 LEDs 

"Tape- and -reel" parts. These 

are 5 mm diameter water -clear 
LEDs that light bright red at 20 

rSAT# LED -50 

2 for $100 
1 

100 for $35.00 
1000 for $250.00 

A O 

QUALITY 
PARTS 

FAST 

S SHIPPING 

DISCOUNT 
PRICING 

INCREDIBLY LOW PRICE! 
Sony Color Video Camera 

With Audio 

Sony# CCX- Z11/S1. 
Brand new color video 
camera with audio. 
Ideal for surveillance 
or video con - 
ferencing. 
Good -looking, 
compact design, 
only 3.5" X 2.33" X 1.05 ". 

Adjustable lens. On-off 
power switch. RCA jacks for 

video and audio outputs. Includes 

4.5 Vdc power supply, output cables and 

adjustable desktop camera stand which can 

easily be used as a wall or ceiling mount 

bracket. Get one now...at this price they won't 

last. CAT# VC -1100 $9000 
3 or more $85.00 each 

I 

each 

40 RPM Gearhead Motor 1 

Pittman # GM8212C127 -R2. 
Small, powerful gearhead motor. 187:1 ratio. 

No load specs: 40 RPM @ 19.1 Vdc, 130 mA. 

24 RPM @ 12 Vdc, 160 mA. Overall dimen- 

sions 3" long X 1.37" diameter. 0.185" (3/16 ") 

diameter X 0.75" long shaft. A brass 0.56" 

diameter gear with 16 cogs is fastened to the 

shaft. 17" leads. 

CAT# DCM -135 $ 
10 for $125.00 

15° °h 

"HI -8" Video Cassette 
SONY Hi -8 Top quality, 
metal particle 120 minute 
video cassettes. Used 
for a short time, then 

bulk -erased. Each 
cassette has its own 
plastic storage box. 

CAT # VCU -8 
$300 

10 for $28.00 100 for $250.00 I 

CALL, WRITE, FAX 
or E -MAIL For A 

Free 96 
CATALOG. 

Outside the U.S.A. send $3.00 postage, 

I 20 Character X 4 Line LCD 

Optrex # DMC 20434 -CEM 
(PWB 20434 -CEM) 
5 x 8 dot format. 
3" x 1" viewing area. 
3.88" x 2.38" module. 
Removed from new 
equipment. May have felt padding on metal 

bezel. 14 pin single row header is pre- attached. 

Spec/hook -up sheet included. 

CAT# LCD -46 $700 00 
I each 

I 10 for $60.00 

AIWA "Surround" 
Bookshelf Speakers i 

AIWA# SX- ANA72. 

Great sounding, great -looking set of AIWA 

"Front 180" bookshelf speakers with a unique 

"expanded imaging" feature. Uses an array of 

speakers and ports to project the sound for- 

ward and toward the center at a 45 degree 

angle to create an expanded stereo listening 

area and the impression of a "center -channel." 

Each speaker has two channels with two sepa- 

rate input cables. The AIWA stereo system for 

which they were designed had separate outputs 

for the center -projecting part of each speaker, 

but the center -angled speakers sound good 

when connected in parallel with the front -facing 

channel. Titan silver and charcoal. Removable 

front grills. 9.75" wide X 11" deep X 12.25" 

high QQ95 
CAT # SK -72 $4J per pair 

ISmall Irregular Neodymium I 
Small arc shaped neodymium magnets 

with a shiny finish. Sizes vary. The 

smallest are 0.39" long x 0.15" x 0.085" thick. 

Some are slightly larger. 
00 CAT# MAG -49 4 for $1 - 

1 100 for $17.00 I 

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-826-5432 
MAIL ORDERS TO: 

ALL ELECTRONICS CORP. 
P.O. BOX 567 

VAN NUYS, CA 91408 -0567 

NO MINIMUM ORDER All Orders Can Be Charged to Visa, Mastercard, American Express or Discover Checks and Money Orders Accepted by Mail 

Orders Delivered in the State of California must include California State Sales Tax NO C.O.D Shipping and Handling $5.00 for the 48 Continental United 

States - ALL OTHERS including Alaska, Hawaii. P.R. and Canada Must Pay Full Shipping Quantities Limited Prices Subject to change without notice. 

MANUFACTURERS - We Purchase EXCESS INVENTORIES... Call, Write, E -MAIL or Fax YOUR LIST. 

FAX (818) 781 -2653 INFO (818) 904 -0524 

www.allelectronics.com 
E -MAIL allcorp @allcorp.com 

®% 

@Si 
Ott1VER 
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21.5 MHz 

.01 Hz steps 

multi -unit 
phaselock 

Telulex Inc. model SG -100A 

Llllll 

Itlid 

DC to 21.5 MHz linear 
and log sweeps 

Pulse Generator 

lelulex Inc. 

IIA III' 

lip, ll't 
nt/Ext AM, SSB, 
Dualtone Gen. 

Noise 

Synthesized Signal Generator 
Clean sinewaves DC -21.5 MHz, .001% accuracy! 
.01 Hz steps. DC Offset. RS232 remote control. 

Arbitrary Waveform Generator 
40 Megasamples /Second. 32,768 points. 12 bit DAC 

Function Generator 
Ramps, Triangles, Exponentials & more to 2 MHz! 

Pulse Generator 
Digital waveforms with adjustable duty cycle 

/11i\/,A AU . 

Int/Ext FM, PM, 
BPSK, Burst 

Arbitrary Waveforms 

2455 Old Middlefield Way S Tel (650) 938 -0240 

Ramps, Triangles, 
Exponentials 

ET"..1 
Unlimited Possibilities! 

http://www.Telulex.com 
Mountain View, CA 94043 Fax (650) 938 -0241 

CIRCLE 137 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Start A Career With High Wages, 
Excellent Benefits and Job Security!! 

With UCANDO's extraordinary maintenance training programs you 
can quickly and easily enter a high paying field as a maintenance 
technician for a very small investment of time and money. 

- .,.-- =- . 

RC -M ONLY $165 RC -M is a 15 hour training 
course on relay ladder logic systems. Includes a 5- 
part video and workbook_ Great Value! 

PLC -M ONLY $198 PLC -M is 
a 32 hour training course on 

PLC systems. Includes (2) 4 -part video's and 
workbook. This training is valuable. 

HYD-M ONLY $209 HYD -M is a 32 hour course 
on Fluid Dynamics. Includes (2) 4 -part video's 
and workbook. This Module is a must. 

SC-M ONLY $215 SC -M is a 
32 hour training course on AC & DC Servo 
Controllers. Includes (2) 4 -part video's and 
workbook. Learn everything you need about 
AC and DC servo Control Systems. 

Electronic Training Videos: Basic Electronics, Digital 
Electronics, TV Repair, LASER and Fiber Optic training videos 
available at very affordable prices starting at Only $39.95 each. 

For information or to place an order call: 

1 -800- 678 -6113 
UCANDO VCR Educational Products Corp., Greenville, OH 

Email: sales @Telulex.com 

col - 11171t 4111C110 
RELAYS LIGHTS MOTORS I .* ._ .R 

TEMPERATURE PRESSURE LIGHT LEVELS HUMIDITY NWM. V'Mr 
SWITCH POSITIONS THERMOSTATS LIQUID LEVELS 

MODEL 30 $79 

RR-232 INTERFACE 

I DIGITAL I/O 
S ANALOG INPUTS 

2 ANALOG OUTPUTS 

2 COMMIS-24 BIT 

MODEL 150 -02 .... $17 
Rs232 INTERFACE 

TRAM, 20 AMPS 

12 017 A/O 
OPTOPISOLATED 

COMPLETE OMM 

MODEL 40 S109 

2IS WNW 9HIFTAL I/Of 
2 AIWLO4 SWOTS 

"'WM OUTPUT 

MODEL 70 $239 
In2a2 
IS BIT A/D 
Sb OMIT 

UP TO 60 SMP/SEC 

Prairie Digital, Inc. 
FAX 608 -643 -6754 

CIRCLE 150 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Home Automation 
World's Largest Selection! 
Best Customer Service 
Top Technical Support 

Take a step into the future -- 

discover the latest in innovative 

home technology, from remote 

controls to high -tech toys to 

voice -activated systems. We will 

show you the smart (and easy!) 

way to automate your home. 

Lowest Prices Guaranteed! 

800- SMART -HOME 
800- 762 -7846 

or visit us on the Aleb@ 

FREE smarthome.com 
to order your cri_ I oy today! 

Order 24 Hours - 7 Days 
144 page full 

color catalog! 

Dealera/Reseyers ask about our 
SmartHome PRO Dealer Program 800-949-6255 5MAR1IHOME.COM 

Carpet Rover Kit $115.00 Plus S &H 

You can build this Mobile Robot 

This easy to build mobile robot base is an 

excellent foundation for many different 
robotic experiments. The large 3' wheels 
handle rough terrain. Use the robot for 
demonstrating bumper switch or IR obstacle 

avoidance, maze negotiation, line following, light following, 

beacon locating, robot sumo, and robot art, to name a few . The 

kit includes the hardware, structural components, Hitec servos, 

wheels, First Step micro, software, and an illustrated assembly 

manual. Its a lot of fun to build and even more fun to operate. 

We have many more cool robots, check out our web page 

Lynxmotion, Inc. 
104 Partridge Road 
Pekin, IL 61554 -1403 
www.lynxmotion.com 

r - 
AtrwCaR 

Shown wilt. the IRPD, no 

contact obstacle detector. 

or ask for our free catalog! 

Tel: 309 -382 -1816 
Fax: 309-382 -1254 

sales @lynxmotion.com 
tech ©lynxmotion.com 

RS232/RS422/RS485 Converters 

CMC's low cost converters adapt any 

RS232 port for RS422 or RS485 

operation. These converters provide 

your RS232 device with all the 

advantages of RS422 or RS485 

including reliable high speed operation 

( up to 200 khaud) and data transmission 

distances up to 5000 feet. Two AD422s 

can be used to extend any RS232 link 
up to 5000 feet. Completely transparent 

to the system: no software changes of 

any type are necessary. 

RS232 TO RS422 
Converts bi- directionally 

between RS232 and RS422 
Use as a short haul modem 
Plug in and go. No software 

changes required 

RS232 TO RS485 
2 wire 

Makes your RS232 port an 
RS485 port 

Supports up to 40 RS485 
devices 

Automatically determines data 
direction. 

Signal powered version 
available 

ADA485 (requires 9VDC) $79.00 
ADA485 -1 for 110VAC 89.00 
ADA485L signal powered 84.00 

RS232 TO RS485 
4 wire 

Converts an RS232 port for 
use with RS422 or RS485 
devices 

Supports up to 40 RS485 or 
RS422 muitidrop devices 

Adds multidrop capability to 
RS232 devices 

Automatically determines data 
direction. 

AD422 (Requires 9VDC) $79.00 ADA425 (requires 9VDC) $89.00 

AD422 -1 for 110VAC 89.00 ADA425 -1 for 110VAC 99.00 

Mention this ad when you order and deduct 5 % 

Use Visa, Mastercard or company purchase order code 
P9H 

Connecticut microComputer, Inc. 
PO BOX 186, Brookf/eld,CT 06804 (203)740 -9890 

WWW.2CMC.COM Fax:(203)775 -4595 

BUGGED ?? 
LAvESDROPPWG is unbelievably widespread, Electronic 
Devices with amazing capabilities can be monitoring your 
telephone and room conversations RIGHT NOWI Are you 

sure you're sefe7 FREE CATALOG tells you furl Include* 
Free Bonus details on fantastic opportunities now open in 

Counter -Surveillance field. Exciting, immensely interesting 
and EXTREMELY profitable lu. to $250 hrl full /.art-time 
income. Cell Nowt 1- 800 -732 -5000 

Do You Repair Electronics? 
Repair Databases for - Over 76,000 records 

TV, VAR, Monitor, UL - Private user forums 

Audio, FCC, and more. i - Live on -line chat rooms 

RepairWorldacom 
ii 

SINGERS!, VOC 
REMAOLS VE 

a; . 

Unlimited,. Luw Cost, Insteatly Acuilable 
&e-kgrpund Music iron/ Original Standard /' ,, 
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke 
does...&teter and dives you the 
Thompson Vocal Eriminator', 
Free Brochure &Demo rape... 
LT Sound Dept Pt 
7988 IT Parkway. Lithunia, GA' 
Internet -hltp; -www.LtSuund.com 
24 How Demo /Info Request Line (770)482.2485 Est 49 
When You Want Somethin. Better Than Karaoke' 

._..._ ... . . .__. 
cock ` ° I-ubrs ?art S, 

eY-"w rt Supplies, 
eSpeakers, Books, 

¿. ç Transformers, 
oars' Grill Cloth 

efi o 
G lleartYils 

3 CXICY)Nj ,Itr%SF.N 

twin. 
tot 

slrrir 

6221 S. Maple Ave 
Tempe AZ, 85283 
ph. (480) 820 5411 
fax (480) 820 4643 
fax (80)) 706 6789 

wer 
Ices 

Dealer 
Discounts 

30 -Day 
oney back 

1 -year 
warranty', 
MC, Visa,, 

www.cable4you.com 

1-(800) 888-5585 

!!!BROADCAST EQUIPMENT ! ! ! 
We manufacture & carry Stereo FM Transmitters, 
RF Amplifiers, Low Pass Filters, Antennas, Of Mixing 
Boards & Consoles. Mies, Compressor /Limiters, Digital 
Reverbs, Automation Software, RF Test Equipment, RF Parts 

including BGY133's, and much more/ Call For Free Catalog. 

PProgressive Concepts 
C BOX 586 STREAMWOOD. IL 60107 
(630)736 -9822 FAX.(630)736 -0353 FT-1 

FCC License Preparation 
RADIOTELEPHONE LICENSE 

Electronics Tech,Avionics,Marine & Radar 
Homestudy- Fast -Easy &inexpensive, 
Manuels -Audio-Video- pcdisks -Q &As 

Guarantee Pass -see at www.wptfcc.com 
Details- 800 -800- 7555.WPT Publications 

4701 NE 47ST,Vancouver,WA.98661 

¡BE AN ELECTRONICS, 
I TECHNICIAN! 
1 Home study. Learn to repair, service, and in- 

s stall TVs, VCRit stereos. 
and mo el 

FREE LITERATURE* 
800. 2234542 
Name 

Ase - Phone ( ) 

IAddress 

I CIry,State zip 

The School of Electronics, Dept. ELP 341 

PCDI, 430 Technology Pity., Norcross, GA 30092 

am emu aam me MIR MIN I NMI ear NMI MO 
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CABLE 
BOXES 

pin( 
Ship Il lhere 

I n C. S. A . 

1 -800- 637 -4615 
N N NN. \\!)11\.C11rii 

PROGRAMMERS 
AOVANIECVI EEK70L3 NEEDHAM DATA 4O ICE IECHRIOIOGY HILO 

SYSTEM GENERAL CH ROAM MODULAR CR011n TECHNOLOGY KELME1( II E. II 111 

MAW( 94,10 MEGAMAX MEG,MM7(A S O/W M TESTER EMLPA 

CALL ADVANIECH lAIITOOL 599 EETOOLS SI M .AX 
629 ICE TECH MICROLV 795 CI4iOMA SE,MVSIP 
650 EETOOLS ALLMAX + 359 M00- MCT- EMUPAIR 
409 EETOOLS MEGAMAX 279 MOD- MCT- EMUPRT 
509 EETOOLS MEGAMAX4 49 EPROM 1G 10 512K 
369 XELTEK SUPERPRO II 69 EPROM 1G 10 1 MEG 
409 XELTEK SUPERPRO N P 99 EPROM 4G 10 1 MEG 
249 XELTEX SUPERPRO 1 199 EPROM 16G TO 1 MEG 
165 XELTEK ROMMASIER a 89 EPROM 1G TO 8MEG 
479 M00- MCT -EMUPA 129 EPROM 4G TO 8MEG 
739 STAG ORBIT -32 280 EPROM 8G TO 8MEG 

LAe10014e MKJ104Mir9t 71.ERPRO 

General Device Instruments 
9163931655 Fu 916-393.4949 BBS 913-1234 

11ä we.leRenlFlwiN.Ne1 E-Mall IdNiee@bet.ewe 

SURVEILLANCE 
The Latest High Tech 

Professional Electronic Devices 
Our latest catalog offers a HUGE selection 

of surveillance, countersurveillance - 

privacy devices: spy pinhole camera 
$9900, hidden video, "realtime" 

15 -Hour telephone recorder $14900, 
12 hour VOX recorder 

phone call register, bug detectors, 
phone tap detectors, voice disguisers. 

locksmithing tools, wireless video, 
vehicle tracking via the internet 

and much more. Wholesale /retail. 
We will not be undersold. 

Catalog $5.00 or 
www.spyoutlet.com 

SPY OUTLET 
PO Box 337, Buffalo NY 14226 
(716) 691 -3476/(716) 695 -8660 

BEST DEALER PRICING! 

CABLE I] I R ECT 
CONVERTERS FILTERS 

UE5CRAMBLERS 
I11PROlt 1US H 111.1hE. KITH 
VIDEO STABILIZERS 

FREE 
CABLE TV 
CATALOG! 

Now you cal tune -in your favorite 
cable V programming 
and SAVE $100'S - 

EVEN S MOO'S on premium 
CABLE TV EQUIPMENT. 

M[][lER1V 
ELECTRONICS 
1-500-906-6664 

2609 S. 156TH CIRCLE OMAHA. NE 68130 

http : / /www.mode.nelectronics.com 

340Fast f-lst Street 
Dayton. 0há 45402 

Tons of 
Electronics 
Get your FREE catalog today and discover 
some of the best deals in electronics. We 
have thousands of items ranging from 
unique hard -to -find parts to standard 
production components. Call, write or 
fax today to start your subscription to 
one of the most unique catalogs in the 
industry, filled with super values on 
surplus electronic and hobbyist 
type items. ""' 

Checkout our 10,000 item on-line - - J/www.meri.com 

Order toll free 

1- 800 -344 -4465 1- 800 -334 -6324 

CIRCLE 199 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

M O N D O T R O N I C S' 

Your 

*BJJKE* 

*VIUtJE* 

3744J764 
Or write to us: 

4286 Redwood Hwy PMB #226 
San Rafael CA 94903 

Phone 415 -491 -4600 Fax 415-491-4696 
Email info @mondo.com 
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The Source For All Of Your 
9 Electronics Needs 

Prices effective Oct. 13, 1999 
tfrcugh Dec. 30, 1899 

When ordering. please povide this code: SOURCE CODE: POP71 

For over 20 years, MCM has been the leading supplier to the 

electronics service industry. Huge inventory, rapid delivery and . 

competitive prices have made MCM the choice for: 

Hobbyists Service Technicians 

Educators Installers 

Discover the MCM difference. call today tor your free literature. 

4" LCD Color 
Monitor with Audio 

Ideal for automobile multi -media and 
security use TFT type display 
Resolution 383 (H) x 234 (V) Internal 
500mW audio amplifier with speaker 
A/V inputs and outputs for easy daisy 
chaining 'Requires 12VDC 350mA 
Includes AC adaptor and cables 
Regular price $179.00 

Order #28.2200 

9p ,pt,ple 
Amp irower Supply 

Iadispensa'iple accessory for any hobby or 
tech bench. Rotary sw tch selects 3, 4%, 6, 

9 or _2,1 output. Ideal for battery 
operated devices or yo.ar latest project. 
Regular pric* $16.95. 

Order #72-6602 

T irm 
10MHz 
Oscilloscope 
Ideal for the 
student or hobbyist 
Norm, auto, TV, 
sync and external 

triggering Operates on 116 /230VAC, 
50 /60Hz Includes test leads 

Order 
#28 -4851 

88- 108MHz FM Transmitter 
Pre -assembled board accepts line level 
input and transmits audio to any standard 
FM radio. Output frequency can be 
adjusted anywhere in the 88- 108MHz FM 
band. Provides tremendous range with 
just a short wire antenna. Requires 
9 -15VDC supply, 150mA. Board 
dimensions: 2" x 2.5" x 0.75 ". Regular 
price $24.95. 

Order #72-4025 

PMM with 
Logic Function 
3% digi7, LCD display 
meter measures 
ALI/DC voltage to 

600V, AC/DC current to 10A, resistance 
to 2000Mohm, capacitance to 20pF, 
transistor hrr and provides diode and logic 
test. Includes holster and test leads. 
Regular prise $65.95. 

Order #82-3890 

d 
CCD Black and White Camera 
Ultra compact, measures only 1%' square 
W" image device 430 line resolution 
3.6mm lens, 92° viewing angle 'Requires 
only 12VDC, 100mA Standard NTSC 
composite video output 
*Regular price $79.00 

"'FNMA' 
Soldering Station 

Perfect for all types of board level and 
precision work Digital LED display 
shows temperature and setpoint Stand 

Z. has tray for included cleaning sponge 
Regular price $119.00 

Secured ordering at: www.mcmelectronics.com 
Hours: M -F 7 a.m. -9 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m. -6 p.m, EST. 

Same Day 
Shipping! 
In stock orders 

received by 5:00 p.m. 
'YOUR TIME), are 

shipped the same day. 

CIRCLE 161 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

RF Modulator 
Outstanding price on this popular 
audio/video/surveillance accessory. Accepts 
standard A/V signal and places it on 
channel three or four. RCA type inputs, 
°F" type output. Requires 117VAC. 
Regular price $19.95. 

MCM ELECTRONICS® 
650 CONGRESS PARK DR. 
CENTERVIr r E OH 45459 
A PREMIER FARNELL Company 

SOURCE CODE: POP71 
69 
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Building a Micro Robot ? 
MicroCore -11 TM 

tiny 2" x 2" stackable 68HC11 microcontroller module 
plugs into solderless breadboard like a chip 
download programs via you PC serial port 

use assembler or BASIC (both included) 
32K SRAM plus 8K or 32K EEPROM 

RS232, 5V regulator, 8MHz xtal 
8K Starter Package #MC11SP8K US$75.00 

32K Starter Package #MC11SP32K US$89.00 
Motor driver board and accessories available. 

Techciological 
APIS 

26 Scollard Street 
Toronto, Ontario 

Canada M5R 1E9 
Phone: (416) 963 -8996 

Fax: (416) 963 -9179 
www.technologicalarts.com 

etSIrÇ9 
w i r e l e s s k e y b o a r d 

100 feet range 

104 -key functionality 

900MHz Wireless RF Technology 
No Line of Sight Requirement 
Encrypted Data Transmission 
Long Battery Life 

IMtiuAoOCWes,tec 45645 Northport Loop East Fremont. (A 94538 
Ted 510 -6238988 en 101 Fax 510.623-8989 Email: Sales@RFDevices.com GAL: www.RFDevkes.com 

SECRETS! 
Melt Metal! plans, lost secrets, 

forgotten how -to, and 
Machine Shop! strange books! Requesta 

Hydrogen! 
catalog! Melt metall Be a 

machinist, blacksmith, mad 

Homesteading !s'Snstiretwindkmotors. 

Engines! Get hig power from auto alterna- 
torsand generators. Run your car on 

Radio! coal and electricity. Build a working 

Tesla! 
solar cell, shortwave radio, robot, Tesla 

coil, more! Make booze, soda pop, bag- 

Chemistry! nets, chemicals, embalm 
corpses! Homestead! Mold 

Much More! plastic! All bookshighestqual - 
ily! Guaranteed[ Fast service! 

BIG CATALOG! WRITE TODAY! FAX 815/935 -5477 
Send Your Name and Address to 

( Technical Books! 
Box 538- WB8,Bradley IL 60915 

http: / /www.Iindsaybks.com 

CABLE TV BOXES 

(WE'LL BEAT ANY PRICE!) 
30 DAY TRIAL 1YR. WRNTY. -FREE CATALOG 

QTY. DISCOUNTS DEALERS WELCOME! 

1- 800 -785 -1145 
HABLAMOS ESPANOL 

Go.D 

PRIVATE CABLE SYSTEMS 

Wireless Internet & TV 
WIRELESS CABLE - IFTS - PRODS 
ATV - INTERNATIONAL - DIGITAL 
Amplifiers Antennas Books Components 

RF Frequency 2100 -2700 MHz 
SASE For "FREE" Catalog or Send S1 

PHILLIPS -TECH ELECTRONICS 
PO Box 13074 Scottsdale. AZ 85287 -3074 
CATALOG /INFO: 480447 -7788 
ORDER LINE: 800- 880-MMDS 

CHALLENGER SYSTEM FAX LINE: 480447 -7788 at-r," c °minerstets WEBSITE: www. hIlll s- tech.00ln om 
°s V..' o ,,or 01 EMAIL: 

P P 

FREE SHIPPING vu a arc 
Erroduc 0-taseh.corg 

4mEx Owcwry COO's auantlry Pon 

Max '99' 
Used world wide for research' 

* Time 12 inch diameter decks 
*30 lbs payload capacity 
* HCl l microprocessor w/ 32k ram 
*Basic, Forth and 'C' programming lang. 

Zagros Robotics 
PO Box 460342 

St. Louis, MO 63146-7342 
(314)768 -1328 

http: / /www.z sgrosmbotics.com 
info@zagrosrobotics.ccm 

GAL EP -Ill 
Pocket Multiprogrammer 

Programs 8bit and 16-bk 
EPROMs, EEPROMt, Zero 
Power RAMS, Flash, serial 
EEPROMs GAL, PALLE, 
ATF 137m, 89m, 
PICI2 /16 /17Cxx All GIL 
devkes without adaptor Lightning tar 
parolkl data transfer (e.g. 27C512 read /compare 2 sect) Power 
supply Independent due to rechargeable battery Uses PC ponter 
port Hex, 1EDEL, and binary flit formats Hex and Nsemap 
buffer editor Spilt e shu8k for 8 -bit, 16-bin and 32 -bit targets 
Runs under Win3.1, 95, 98 'Remote control' by DDE scripts 
Designed for the future due to flexible do driver technology new 
devkes will be added every month Devke Ikt, demo software and 
lifetime free updates from our website www.conkec.coml 

GALEP -Ill Set with cable, bauery, recharger... $383.00 
PLCC Arkpter for &Ht EPROM1 / I6-bit EPR01M / GAL, .... each SI 49.00 

S__CONITECTelt11111 ió3 -'4ík20 8 feww.<nlw t'ete 

SURVEILLANCE H100EN CAMERAS 
DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER -BEST PRICE IN THE MARKET 

Ulna miniature hidden dangle in dome. smote or motion 
deleolor w/ mit. BM1V or Color. Wide view angle. Low 101 
aenlillnty super sharp Images plus video and audio our- 

pul. lion 1159.00 Also Is. E.s board Cameras emit. 
starts al 319.00 USO Wireless baden camera. start al snit 
3249.00 USD. Plus $395 for SM. WIOII/ eleil Welcome. 

COO, Chub. Money Orderar VÍRSSC. 

BOLIDE INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
PH. 1800) 355 -0895 or 16261 575-8178 

9660 Flair Drive #218. El Monle. CA 91731 
tee wow halide amazlnlJprodt,cls coin: 

PicC C Compiler $59 
for hIcrochlp's PIC microcontrollers 
SuDDOrts PIC16C55x, 18C6x, 16C62x, 18C8x, 18C92x PIC families 

SnXC C Compiler $59 
Supports Simon( sxl8ac and sx2Bac microcontrollerg 
Both compilers based on ANSI C standard. Arrays, unions, 
stnlctures, pointers, strings, function calls, if, for, switch, while, 
interrupt vectors, in -line assembler code, 8 A. 16 bit variables, etc. 
Outputs Intel Hex format and assembly code. Code optimizer 
included. Excellent development tools! 

DebugiDE Debugger $79 
C source level debugger for PicC and SnXC compilers Integrated 
Development Environment. Step, Run, Stop, Reset. Variable 
monitoring and modification. Oscillator /cattle kit ($39) 
732473 -1519 fa: 732- 873 -5582 e: grichrc @aol.com 
Grid' RC Inc 120 Cedar Grove Ln, Ste 340, Somerset NJ USA 08873 

URL: http : /Imembers.aol.comlpiccompile 

The Pocket Programmer 
'?f' ̂ o.w1, .'.V 

x,,,,v_ 
" mom` 

s*mca 

TIE POCKET PROGRAMMER 

Easy to use 
ElElprom, Flash 

281C)(F)/291C))FI/25 
Megabit with 

available for 
Pin X 16 & Serial 

and Eprom 

. 

g 

? 
x 

2 

software that 
& Dallas Ram. 

series from 
a 32 pin socket. 

MCU's 874X, 875X, 
Eprom's, PLCC, 

Emulator to 

$129.95 
The portable 
programmer 
that uses the 

printer port of 
your PC 

instead of a 

internal card. 
programs 

271C)/ 
16K to 8 

Adapters 
Pic, 40- 
5 -Gang 

32K X 8. 

Same Name, Address & Phone a for 
13 Years.... Isn't it Amazing 7 

Intronics, Inc. 
Box 13723 / 612 Newton St. 
Edwardsville, KS 66113 Add $4.75 COO 

Tel. (913) 422 -2094 Add $4.00 Shipping 

Fax (913) 441 -1623 Visa I Master Charge 
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Train At Home 
For Success 

With Foley -Belsaw training, 
you learn to earn 

Train for a new full-time 
career or part-time income 

Once you've got the skills 
people want and need, you'll be in- 
demand and in the money! It's no 
surprise that people with electron- 
ic and computer training earn such 
good money. Many skilled electron- 
ic techs earn $20 to $25 an hour. 
While computer programmers and 
network techs are paid up to $35 
and $45 an hour. And when these 
skilled professionals go into busi- 
ness for themselves, their income is 
even higher - much higher. 

Why are they paid so well? 
Because the electronic and com- 
puter fields have grown so fast, a 
serious shortage of qualified techni- 
cians exists.And government 
statistics project this shortage to 
last well into the 21st century. But 
how do you get these skills? It's 

easy and Foley - 
Belsaw can 

show you. 

Get your high -tech 
skills at home 

Foley - Belsaw, world 
leaders in home training 
since 1926, can show you how to 
succeed in any one of seven high - 
tech fields with proven home train- 

ing. 
Their self -paced courses let you 

train in your spare time. Step-by- 
step instructions take you from the 
basics through the advanced skills 
that qualify you for the top paying 
jobs. It even shows you how to 
make extra cash as you're learning. 
And you don't need any previous 
experience.Yes, you can get the 
high -tech skills you need to suc- 
ceed and Foley - Belsaw will back 
you every step of the way. 

Get the facts! 
Send for a free Lifetime 

Security Kit today 
Get your free Lifetime Security 

Kit today.The full-color materials 
tell you, in detail, about the endless 

opportunities available to you in a 

high tech field. Best of all, it shows 
you how, with training, you can 
make these opportunities work for 
you. It even explains how you can 
start a business of your own. 

Your first step to success starts 
with getting the right information. 
Just pick the money -making field 
that's right for you and mail back 
the coupon below. We'll rush your 
free Lifetime Security Kit immedi- 
ately by first class mail! Don't put 
off what you know can't wait. Send 
for your Kit today! 

Fill in and 
mail coupon below or 

Call Toll -Free 
1 -800- 487 -2100 

Ext. 46 
to receive full 

information and details 
ree by return mail 

DO IT TODAN 

1 VCR Cleaning, Maintenance & 
Repair: Learn troubleshooting 

skills for repairing and servicing VCRs 
and earn up to $50 an hour. 

2 Computer Repair, 
Maintenance & Upgrade: 

Service computers as a highly paid 
technician.The computerization of 
America can mean big money to you. 
All Updated Course! 

3 Computer Programming: 
Skilled computer programmers 

are in demand and technology is the 
wave of the future. Secure your future. 
Learn computer languages and 
programming skills. 

4 TV /Satellite Dish Repair. 
Entertainment is big business. 

Here's your lucky break. Earn top 
dollar as a skilled satellite dish 
technician. 

5 PC Specialist: We'll show you 
how you can master the personal 

computer, at home in your spare time. 
Learn word processing, spreadsheet 
and data base work. 

6 Electrician: The opportunities 
are endless.As a trained commer- 

cial or residential electrician your 
r 

future is sure to be bright. Earn while 
you learn in this fast -growing field. 

7 Networking Specialist 
Fast -paced America depends on 

efficiency. Networking specialist can 
earn great money tying personal com- 
puters together to make efficient 
operating systems. 

L 

( FBLE9 
BELSBUI 

>Foley -Belsaw Institute 
6301 Equitable Road Kansas City, MO 64120 

YES! Rush me a free Lifetime Security Kit 
Please Check Only ONE of the Following: 

VCR Repair 320 PC Specialist 325 
Computer Repair 321 Electrician 326 
Computer Programmer 323 Networking Specialist 324 

TV/Satellite Dish 322 

Name 
Street 
City State Zip 

Or Call Toll-FREE 1- 800 -487 -2100 Ext. 46 J 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

$400 Weekly Assembling electronic circuit 
boards /products from home. For free infor- 
mation send SASE:Home Assembly -PE 
Box 216 New Britain, CT 06050 -0216 
TOO MANY BILLS? Free, Easy Debt 
Consolidation. One monthly payment -reduced 
up to 50 %! Genus Credit Management - 
Nonprofit. 1 -800- 214 -4610 (1265) 
FREE MONEY! NEVER REPAY. GUARAN- 
TEED. BUSINESS START, EXPANSION, 
PERSONAL NEEDS, DEBT CONSOLIDATION. 
FREE PACKAGE 1- 888 -290 -5605. 
Inventions/new products. ISC, America's 
leading invention firm, helps submit to com- 
panies. Patent Services. 1- 888 -439 -IDEA. 
Security Alert! Earn 1000's selling High Tech 
21st Century products from home. For catalog 
call 1- 888 -447 -4260 leave name and address. 
AGT PO Box 3366C Lisle, IL 60532 

CABLE TV 
Cable TV Descramblers. One -piece units. 
Scientific Atlanta, Jerrold. Pioneer, and others. 
Lowest Prices Around. Precision Electronics 
Houston, TX, anytime 1 -888- 691 -4610. 
Descramblers, Converters, Activators, Rlt's, 
Ftg's, Bullet Snoopers, All Options Ex- 
plained, Best Prices, Services, 2yr. Warranty, 
Free Catalog 1-800-854-1674 www.resource 
leadercom/aapc 
WHOLESALE PRICES, SUPERIOR QUALITY, 
INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL ACTIVATORS. 
1ST TIME DISCOUNT. $200.00 MIN, COD 
ONLY. 24/7 MESSAGE SERVICE SALES 
OPEN M -F 8:00 TO 4:30 PM. CALL 
LUNAR INDUSTRIES 1 -800- 289 -9566. 
CABLE DESCRAMBLERS, including acti- 
vators for all Jerrold Dp- 5- CFT22xx's and 
SP'S. Lowest single or lot prices. Also, RFT 
Dams ZENITH, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA, and 
PIONEER. Se habla en espanol. Call 888- 
684 -9277. 
Awesome Cable Descrambling guides for 
all systems (TEST TUBES, STEALTH BOX, 
VHS, UNIVERSAL) and more! $10 Gift 
Certificate included. Call 1- 877 -880 -0197. 
Cable Boxes all makes and models. Call 
1- 877 -539 -9896. Dealers Welcome. www. 
melectronics.com 
DESCRAMBLER BLOWOUT Scientific Manta 
8580. Original one piece. 99 channels. 
Guaranteed. Single $160, -(5) 140, -(10) 
120. NOVICOR ELECTRONICS 412 -833-0773 
CABLE DESCRAMBLER PLANS!!! Plus 
two free bonuses, Radar Jammer Plans and 
Cable Manual $14.00. 1- 888- 367 -9972 
HAVE A BEEPING OR CHIRPING SOUND 
WITH SCRAMBLED VIDEO ON CHANNELS. 
WE CAN HELP. PROFESSIONAL QUALI- 
TY NOTCH FILTERS. $16.00ea. DISCOUNTS 
on 5 or MORE. 100 for $7.00 ea. FAST 
COURTEOUS SERVICE. Visa, Mastercard 
and Discover. Visit our Website at 
www.gofilters.com. CALL 1- 800 -684 -0527. 

CABLE DESCRAMBLING, New secret 
manual. Build your own Descramblers for 
Cable and Subscription TV. Instructions, 
schematics for SSAVI, Gated Sync, Sinewave, 
$12.95, $2 postage CABLETRONICS, Box 
30502PE, Bethesda, MD 20824. 
CABLE BOXES ALL MODELS, ALL 
CHANNELS. Lowest prices in the United 
States. Open seven days a week till midnite, 
Pacific time. Call (877) 789 -7337 Toll -Free. 
CABLE TESTER. Test for opens and shorts. 
Up to 60 conductors. Double 7 segment display. 
For schematic, write to JOHN CONROY PO 
Box 237 Bedford, MA 01730. Include $9.75 
charge for shipping and handling. 
CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS/CONVERT- 
ERS. LOWEST PRICES. 30 DAY MONEY 
BACK GUARANTEE. 1 YEAR WARRANTY. 
1- 800 -785 -1145. 
Cable Hackers Secrets Completely Explained! 
Free Details! Write: Siena Publishing, PMB 
181, 909 E. Yorba Linda Blvd., Suite H, 
Dept. PED, Placentia, CA 92870. 
Descrambie cable with simple circuit 
added to Radio Shack RF modulator and 
using VCR as Tuner, instructions $10.00. 
TELCOM Box 832 P12 Brushly, LA 70719. 
Cable TV boxes. Universal one piece units 
and RFT -DAMS. Best volume pricing 1 -877- 
449 -3737 Toll Free. 

CB- SCANNERS 
CB Radio Modifications! Frequencies, kits, 
high -performance accessories, books, plans, 
repairs, amps, 10 -Meter conversions. The 
best since 1976! Catalog $3.00. CBCI Box 
1898PE, Monterey, CA 93942. www.cbcintl.com 

COMPUTER HARDWARE 
Robot Module. Security Robot Kit Free catalog. 
www.actionrobotics.com. Action Robotics 
Box 138, Boston, NY 14025. 

EDUCATION 
Electronics, Computing and Mathematics 
Software. Complete PC based training courses 
on CD -ROM, containing over 900 fully 
Interactive topics from Ohm's Law to PIC 
microcontrollers. EPT Educational Software. 
www.eptsoft.demon.co.uk 

MISC. ELECTRONICS FOR SALE 
Acquire, Control, Display! Simple, fast, 
and fun systems. www.industrologic.com 
(314) 707 -8818 

PLANS - KITS -SCHEMATICS 
AWESOME KITS: Ion Propulsion Motor, Solar 
Robot, Stepper Driver, Scrolling Clock and more! 
Catalog $1.00. LNS Technologies, PO Box 
67243, Scotts Valley, CA 95067. wwwtechkits.com 
ELECTRONIC PROJECT KITS: $3.00 cat- 
alog. 49 McMichael St. Kingston, ON., K7M 
1 M8. www.qkits.com - QUALITY KITS 

"HEATHKIT COMPANY is selling photocopies 
of most Heathkit manuals. Only authorized 
source for copyright manuals. Phone: 616- 
925 -5899, 8 -4 ET." 
HDTV HACKING, unpacking the data 
stream to decode HDTV, $19.95. CABLE - 
TRONICS Box 30502PE Bethesda, MD 20824. 
ELECTRONIC PLANS: Hobbyists, experi- 
menters, get detailed plans on how to build 
56 circuits in 5 different categories. Send 
$12 to: Electronicplans, Alex Wolenski, 11 
Campbells Brook Rd., Whitehouse Station, 
NJ 08889 www.electronicplans.com 
TUBE GUITAR AMP KITS! Blackface style 
combos and heads from $499. www.igui- 
tar.com /allen, e- mail- tonesavor@fuse.net 
Phone (606) 485 -6423. 

PUBLICATIONS 
Mind Blowing Plans! 196 + Publications, 
Impossible to find underground info! Hacking, 
revenge, moneymaking and lots more. Very 
shocking stuff. Free catalog. TIC PO Box 
876PE Hurst, TX 76053. www.theinforma 
tioncenter.com 

SATELLITE EQUIPMENT 
DSS Test card. Authorizes all channels for 
information, plus free bonus. Call toll free 1- 
888- 416 -7296. 
FREE Satellite TV Buyer's Guide. Best Products 
- Lowest Prices - Fastest Service! Dish 
Network, Direct TV, C /Ku -band, including 
4DTV, Parts- Upgrades -Accessories! SKYVISION 
1- 800 -543 -3025. International 218- 739 -5231. 
www.skyvision.com 
FREE DTV& DISH NETWORK test card 
information. $10 gift certificate included.1- 
877- 856 -0923. www.melectronics.com 
DSS HACKING: How to construct and pro- 
gram smart cards, with pic 16C84, PCB lay- 
out, Complete DSS system schematics, 
$16.95. Software $25. CABLETRONICS 
Box 30502PE Bethesda, MD 20824. 

TELEPHONE 
Slash your long distance bill using an amazing 
new low cost device. FREE information, 24 
Hours, 800- 363 -2319 

ROBOTICS 
Arobot Kit from Arrick Robotics uses the 
BASIC Stamp II. Quality metal construction. 
Easy to assemble and very expandable. 
$235. http: / /www.robotics.com /arobot 

BEST BY MAIL 
Rates: Write National, Box 5, Sarasota, FL 34230 

FINANCIAL 
FREE YOURSELF from money problems 1- 877 -8441866 (toll 
free) www.leadteam.com 
VISA/MASTERCARD... Guaranteed Approval!!! Also receive 
over$10,000 in Credit... Guaranteed! No Security Deposit, Bad 
or No Credit.. FREE Credit Repair Kit... 1- 800-635 -5390 24 
HRS. 

MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNmES 
MOTHER'S DREAM - WORK FROM HOME - (303)337- 
3484, 24 Hours. 
FAXALERTI Wealth Opportunities Now! FOD 1- 703 -904-1818 
document 968. 

$600 WEEKLY POTENTIAL processing government refunds 
at tome 1. 800 -696- 4779 X2831. 

POETRY 
POETRY PUBLISHED. No gimmicks. $500 quarterly award. 
Limit 4. Quill Books, Box 3109 -B, Harlingen, Texas 78551. 
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RETAILERS THAT SELL OUR 
MAGAZINE EVERY MONTH 

Arizona 

Circuit Specialists, Inc. 
220 S. Country Club Dr. 

Bldg 2 
Mesa, AZ 85210 

Elliott Elec. Supply 
1251 S. Tyndell Ave. 
Tucson, AZ 85713 

California 

All Electronics 
14928 Oxnard Street 
Van Nuys, CA 91411 

California Electronics 
221 N. Johnson Ave. 
El Cajon, CA 90202 

Electrpnics Plus, Inc. 
823 4 St. 
San Rafael, CA 94901 

Electronics Warehouse 
2691 Main Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 

Ford Electronics 
8431 Commonwealth Ave 
Buena Park, CA 90621 

HSC Electronics 
6819 S. Redwood Drive 
Cotati, CA 94931 

HSC Electronics 
4837 Amber Lane 
Sacramento, CA 95841 

Halted Specialties Co. 
3500 Ryder Street 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 

Inland Electronic Suppliers 
1012 N. Carpenter Rd. 
Modesto, CA 95351 

JK Electronics 
6395 Westminster Blvd. 
Westminster, CA 92683 

Kandarian Electronics 
1101 19th Street 
Bakersfield, CA 93301 

Metro Electronics 
1831 J Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Minute Man Electronics 
37111 Post St., Suite 1 

Fremont, CA 94536 

Orvac Electronics 
1645 E Orangethorpe Ave. 
Fullerton, CA 92631 

San Mateo Elec. Supply 
16 W. 42nd Ave. 
San Mateo, CA 94403 

Say -On Electronics 
13225 Harbor Blvd. 
Garden Grove, CA 92643 

Whitcomm Electronics 
105 W. Dakota 106 
Clovis, CA 93612 

Colorado 

Centennial Elec. Inc. 
2324 E. Bijon 
Colorado Springs, CO 
80909 

Connecticut 

Cables & Connectors 
2198 Berlin Turnpike 
Newington, CT 06111 

Electronic Service Prod. 
437 Washington Avenue 
North Haven, CT 06473 

Illinois 

BB &W Inc. 
2137 S. Euclid Ave. 
Berwyn, IL 60402 

Tri State Elex 
200 W. Northwest Hwy. 
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056 

Indiana 

Acro Electronics Corp. 
1101 W. Chicago Ave. 
East Chicago, IN 46312 

Hutch & Son, Inc. 
300 N. Main St. 
Evansville, IN 47711 

King of the Road Elec. 
409 E. Center Rd. 
Kokomo, IN 46902 

Maryland 

Mark Elec. Supply Inc. 
11215 Old Baltimore Pike 
Beltsville, MD 20705 

Massachusetts 

Electronic Hook -Up 
104 Main St. 
Milford, MA 01757 

U -Do -It Electronics 
40 Fanklin Street 
Needham, MA 02194 

Michigan 

Purchase Radio Supply 
327 East Hoover Avenue 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

The Elec. Connection 
37387 Ford Road 
Westland, MI 48185 

Minnesota 

Acme Electronics 
224 Washington Avenue N. 
Minneapolis, MN 55401 

Missouri 

Gateway Electronics 
8123 -25 Page Blvd. 
St. Louis, MO 63130 

New Jersey 
Lashen Electronics Inc. 
21 Broadway 
Denville, NJ 07834 

New York 

LNL Distributing Corp. 
235 Robbins Lane 
Syosset, NY 11791 

T &M Elec. Supply, Inc. 
472 East Main Street 
Patchogue, NY 11772 

Unicorn Electronics 
Valley Plaza 
Johnson City, NY 13790 

Ohio 

Philcap Electronic Suppliers 
275 E. Market Street 
Akron, OH 44308 

Oregon 

Norvac Electronics 
7940 SW Nimbus Avenue 
Beaverton, OR 97005 

Texas 

Computers Electronics Etc. 
110 E. Medical Center Blvd. 
Webster, TX 77598 

Electronic Parts Outlet 
3753 B Fondren 
Houston, TX 77063 

Tanner Electronics 
1301 W Beltine 
Carrollton, TX 75006 

If you'd like to sell our magazine in your 
store, please circle 180 on free information card 

or Contact 
Christina Estrada at (516) 293 -3000 ext 223 
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AMAZ /NCB SC /ENGE 
Speech Recognition, Part I 

This column begins a two -part 
exploration of speech recogni- 

tion. We'll build a speech- recognition 
circuit this month. Next month, we will 
interface the circuit to the outside 
world to create speech -controlled 
devices. 

The speech- recognition circuit fea- 
tured is user -programmable, in the 
sense that you choose and program 
the words (or vocal utterances) for the 
circuit to recognize. The circuit allows 
you to experiment with many facets of 
speech- recognition technology. In 
addition, the circuit may be embedded 
into existing products to create 
speech -controlled devices. 

There are a few key points that sep- 
arate this speech- recognition circuit 
from other products on the market that 
may at first appear similar. Primarily, 
this circuit is always listening. 
Whenever it hears a word that it rec- 
ognizes, it activates the appropriate 
output code. Many other speech - 
recognition products require the user 
to first press a button to have the cir- 
cuit recognize a word. Pressing a but- 
ton to activate speech recognition is 
counter -intuitive to the whole idea of 
speech recognition. 

For instance, suppose you built a 
voice -activated VCR using that type of 
speech- recognition circuit. Imagine 
needing to press a button before issu- 
ing each verbal command; why not just 
press the command button, such as 
PLAY, STOP, REWIND, etc. -to begin with. 
That type of "push- the -button -first" 
speech recognition may be useful for 
voice security and identification, but 
not for speech- activated products. 

The circuit that we'll build can rec- 
ognize, in stand -alone mode, up to 
forty words or phases lasting up to 1 

second each. When a word is recog- 
nized, the circuit outputs a BCD (bina- 
ry-coded decimal) number corresponding 
to the word. The output lines associat- 
ed with the BCD number are brought 

74 high. That signal can be used to con- 

trol external devices with a minimum of 
external hardware. 

Before we go further into the fea- 
tures of the speech- recognition circuit, 
let's take a quick overview of speech - 
recognition terms that will help in our 
understanding. 

SPEAKER - 
DEPENDENT /SPEAKER- 
INDEPENDENT 

Speech recognition is classified into 
two processing categories- speaker 
dependent and speaker independent. 
Speaker- dependent speech- recogni- 
tion systems are trained by the person 
who'll be using the system. Such sys- 
tems achieve a high command count 
and better than 95% accuracy for word 
recognition. The drawback to this 
approach is that the system responds 
accurately only to its individual trainer. 
However, the advantage is that the cir- 
cuit can be trained to recognize any 
language. In some cases, language 
itself isn't a necessity -a series of 
grunts and whistles (as long as they 
are accurately repeatable) can be 
used in place of words. That's helpful 
to people who through accident or ill- 
ness have lost the ability to speak. 

On the other hand, speaker -inde- 
pendent systems attempt to recognize 
words regardless of the speaker. To 
do so, the system must respond accu- 
rately to a large variety of speech pat - 
tems, inflections, and to the enunciation 
of every command word. Because of 
the extra processing power and mem- 
ory requirements, the recognition word 
count is lower than that available 
from speaker- dependent systems. 
Industrial applications more often 
require speaker- independent voice - 
recognition systems, such as the sys- 
tems used by AT &T and other 
telephone companies. 

Our speech- recognition circuit is 
speaker -dependent. That's the approach 
used in speech- recognition software 
for personal computers. 

JOHN !OVINE 

LEARNING TO LISTEN, 
THEN TO HEAR 

We take our abilities to hear for 
granted. We realize how much so as 
soon as we try to implement hearing in 
artificial systems. For instance, we can 
listen to one person speaking among 
several ongoing conversations. We 
can tune into that one person's speech 
and tune the others out. Speech - 
recognition systems, on the other 
hand, have not evolved to the point 
where they are capable of separating 
and filtering out what should be con- 
sidered extraneous noise. 

Speech recognition is not speech 
understanding. Because a computer 
can respond to a vocal command does 
not mean it understands it. Future 
voice -recognition system may be 
endowed with the ability to distinguish 
nuances and meaning of words, to "Do 
what I mean, not what I say!" 

RECOGNITION STYLE 
Speech- recognition systems deal 

with another factor in the style of 
speech they can recognize. There are 
three distinct styles of speech recogni- 
tion: isolated, connected, and continu- 
ous. Isolated speech -recognition schemes 
can only handle words that are spoken 
separately. That's the most common 
form of speech recognition available 
today. In such schemes, the user must 
pause between each word spoken 
(much like the vocal computer in the 
movie "War Games "). Ideally the word 
will be "isolated" by a moment of 
silence before and after it is spoken. 

Connected -speech recognition is 
halfway between isolated -word and 
continuous -speech recognition. Conn- 
ected- speech allows the user to speak 
multiple words. The speech- recogni- 
tion circuit that we'll discuss can be 
modified to recognize verbalizations of 
up to 2 seconds long. However, that 
limits the number of word the circuit 
can recognize to twenty. 

Continuous speech is the natural, 
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Fig. 1. The speech -recognition circuit is comprised of six integrated circuits, a pair of 7- segment 

display modules, a homemade 12 -key keypad, and several support components. 

conversational speech we are used to 

in everyday life. It is extremely difficult 
for a recognition system to sift through 
speech, since the words tend to merge 

together. For instance, "Hi, how are 

you doing ?" sounds like "Hi,how -r -u- 

doing?" Continuous- speech -recogni- 
tion systems are on the market and 

are under continual development. 
Regardless of the recognition style, 

there are several major areas for appli- 
cation of voice -recognition technolo- 
gy- speech -controlled appliances, 
games, and toys; speech- assisted 
computer games; and speech -assist- 

ed virtual reality. Speech recognition is 

gaining popularity as chips and system 
prices decrease. At its most basic 
level, speech control allows the user to 

perform parallel tasks, (i.e., hands and 

eyes are busy elsewhere) while work- 

ing with the tool, toy, or appliance. 

CIRCUIT CONSTRUCTION 
The heart of our circuit is the 

HM2007 single -chip speech- recogni- 
tion system. That IC can recognize 40 

words, each word with a maximum 
length of .96 seconds. An optional fea- 

ture that allows you to switch to 2 -sec- 

12 

DISP2 
MAN74 

IC5 
7448 

+5V 

4 

6 

2 

1 

7 

HEADER 

IC1 
7805 

VaN 

C3 
100 T 

+5V 
o SOURCE 

and word length with a 20 word vocab- 
ulary will be discussed next month. 

Some features of our circuit are a 

self- contained, stand -alone, speech - 
recognition circuit, user -programmable 
words, and a 40 -word vocabulary 
(again each 0.96 second in length). It 

is multi -lingual, has a non -volatile 
memory backup, and is easy to inter- 

face to some device, allowing it to con- 

trol external circuits and appliances. 
A schematic diagram of the speech - 

recognition circuit is shown in Fig. 1. 

The components for the system can be 

purchased separately or in a kit with all 75 
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PIN 6 PIN 5 PIN 4 

Fig. 2. The keypad for the speech -recognition 
system was fabricated from 12 individual nor- 
mally -open, pushbutton switches laid out in a 
matrix configuration, as shown here, and con- 
nected to the speech -recognition circuit 
through 3- to 4 -inch lengths of insulated wire. 

the components and a printed- circuit 
board for $100 from the supplier listed 
in the Parts List. If you're not a kit per- 
son (preferring to purchase the com- 
ponents separately), there is nothing 
critical about putting the system 
together -the circuit can be assem- 
bled on a solderless breadboard, perf- 
board, or on protoboard. 

The keypad for the system is com- 
prised of 12 individual momentary- 
contact pushbutton switches wired in a 
matrix configuration, as shown in Fig. 
2. Once the keypad has been assem- 
bled, connect three- to four -inch 
lengths of wires between the keypad 
and the main speech- recognition 
board. 

USING THE SPEECH - 
RECOGNITION CIRCUIT 

The keypad and display are used to 
program and test the speech- recogni- 
tion circuit. When power is applied to 
the circuit, the display comes up show- 
ing "00," and LED1 (READY) lights, as 
the circuit awaits your command. At 
that point, press button "1" on the key- 
pad. That causes the display to 
change from "00" to "01" and LED1 to 
turn off. Next, press the "TRN" button 
to enter training mode; LED1 turns 
back on. Speak the target word into 
the microphone. If the word is accept- 
ed by the circuit, LED1 will flash off 
momentarily. The word you just trained 
(entered) is now identified as the "01" 
word. If the LED did not flash, repeat 

76 the word louder or start over by press- 

ing the "1" key and then the "TRN" key. 
You can continue training new 

words into the circuit in the same man- 
ner, incrementing the word number as 
you continue. Press "2" then "TRN" to 
train the second word, and so on. The 
circuit will accept and recognize up to 
forty words (numbers 1-40). 

It is not necessary to use all forty 
word spaces. If you only require five or 
ten target words, then that's all the 
training the circuit needs. It is also not 
necessary to train words in any 
sequence. You can train four words 
with the numbers 7, 2, 13, and 29, for 
instance, without any problem. 

TESTING 
Speak a trained word into the 

microphone. The corresponding num- 
ber of the word will be shown on the 
display. For instance, if the word 
"directory" was trained as word num- 
ber 25, saying the word "directory" into 
the microphone will cause the number 
25 to be shown on the display. 

The speech- recognition chip also 
provides the following error codes: If 
the display shows "55," it means that 
word is too long; 66 means the word is 
too short; and 77 means the word has 
no match stored in memory 

To erase a word, press the word 
number and then press "CLR ". To 
erase all the words at once, press "99" 
then "CLR." The numbers will quickly 
scroll by on the display as the memory 
is erased. Retraining and changing 
words is no more difficult that erasing 
them. The circuit allows you to retrain 
and change individual words without 
affecting the status of any other word 
held in memory. To retrain or change, 
press the word number, then press 
"TRN." Say the word into the micro- 
phone, and the word is changed (or 
retrained). 

NON -VOLATILE MEMORY 
BACK-UP 

Whether you build the circuit from 
scratch or assemble it from the kit 
offered in the Parts List, provisions 
have been made in the circuit for a 
back -up power for the memory. If you 
are building the circuit from scratch, 
the memory back -up supply connects 
to the anodes of D1 and D2. If, on the 
other hand, you're building it from kit, 
the board has two solder holes where- 
by you can add the secondary 3 -volt 
power supply. 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
SPEECH -RECOGNITION 

SYSTEM 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
IC1 -7805 5 -volt, 1 -amp, fixed -volt- 

age regulator, integrated circuit 
IC2- HM2007 speech -recognition 

system, integrated circuit 
IC3, IC5 -7448 BCD-to- seven -seg- 

ment decoder /driver, integrated 
circuit 

IC4- 74LS373 octal TRI -state trans- 
parent D -type latch, integrated 
circuit 

IC6-8K x 8 (80ns) static RAM, 
integrated circuit 

D1, D2- 1N4001 1 -amp, 50 -Ply, 
rectifier diode 

DISP1, DISP2 -MAN74 seven - 
segment LED display 

LED1- Light -emitting diode 

RESISTORS 
(All resistor are Ys-watt, 5% units, 

unless otherwise noted.) 
R1- 100,000 -ohm, 1/8 -watt, 5% 
R2 -6800 -ohm 
R3-22,000-ohm 
R4, R5- 220 -ohm x 7 DIP resistor 

CAPACITORS 
C1- 0.0047 -µF, ceramic -disc 
C2- 0.1 -1F, ceramic -disc 
C3- 100 -1..LF, 16 -WVDC, electrolytic 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS 
XTAL1- 3.57 -MHz crystal 
Keypad -12 PC- mounted momen- 

tary contact switches 
MIC1- Microphone 
Printed -circuit or perfboard materials, 

header, battery and battery clip, 
wire, solder, hardware, etc. 

Note: A kit of parts, containing all of 
the components listed above 
(except D1 and D2), is available 
from Images Company (PO Box 
140742, Staten Island, NY 10314; 
Tel. 718- 698 -8305) for $100. IC2 
(HM2007 speech- recognition sys- 
tem) only is available separately 
for $25. The printed- circuit board 
with keypad is available for $30. 

With the back -up supply in place, the 
word patterns in IC6 (the static RAM) are 
retained when the circuit is turned off. 
That alleviates having to retrain the circuit 
whenever it is turned off. The 3 -volt sup - 
ply-a pair of "AA" batteries connected in 
series -makes the static RAM non- 
volatile. The current drain on the batteries 
is so low, that the lifetime of the batteries 
will approach their shelf life. 

(Continued on page 79) 
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Roborics WoRks ho 
Building a Line -Tracing Robot 

I is easy to make your robot navi- 

gate through space. No, not the 

"outer- space" kind of space, but the 

space between two chairs in your liv- 

ing room or the space between your 

bedroom, the hall bathroom, and the 

closet. Or the space outside your yard 

by the pool. 
Robots suddenly become useful 

once they can master their surround- 
ings, and endowing them with the abil- 

ity to wend their way through their 

surroundings is the first step towards 
that mastery. The techniques used to 

provide navigational abilities are var- 

ied, and covering them all would 
require several large volumes. So, for 

this month's column, we'll examine just 

one fairly low -tech approach that will 

get you started experimenting with 

robotic self- navigation systems. Intro- 

ducing the "Line- Tracing" robot -an 
automaton that uses IR emitters and 

detectors to navigate. 

CREATING THE LINE - 
TRACING ROBOT 

In some industries, robots are used 

as a direct replacement for human 
workers. Most of those robots are 

secured to the ground and are able to 

perform perfect single- function opera- 
tions, such as spot -welding various 
points on car doors. The other robots, 

which aren't secured to the ground, 

are given "errand" type work, such as 

delivering mail or sweeping or waxing 

the floor. 
Mobile robots that work in factories 

or deliver mail in large buildings use 

tracks to keep them on course. (Think 
of it as guiding a dog on a leash.) The 

track can be a groove in the floor, a 

strip of reflective tape stretched out on 

the concrete, or a wire buried in the 

carpet. The reflective tape method is 

preferred because the track can easily 

be removed or the path altered without 
ripping up the floor. 

You can easily incorporate a tape - 
track navigation system in your robot. 

GORDON McCOMB 

LEFT 
LED -PHOTOTRANSISTOR 

WHITE OR REFLECTIVE 
STRIP ON GROUND 

RIGHT 
LED -PHOTOTRANSISTOR 

Fig. I. The line - tracer robot uses two powered wheels for locomotion (two casters or rollers are 

added to the front of the robot for balance). For line detection, emitter /detector pairs (IR LED and 

phototransistor) are located on the underside of the robot. 

The so- called line- tracing feature can 

be the robot's only means of semi - 

intelligent action, or it can be just a part 

of a more sophisticated machine. You 

could, for example, use the tape to 

help guide a robot back to its battery- 
charger nest. For the purposes of this 

column, however, we'll look at just the 

basic line- tracing function and leave 

the more automated features for 
another time. 

For best results, the floor used with 

a line- tracing robot should be hard- 
wood, concrete, or linoleum -not car- 

peted. One or more emitter /detector 
pairs -comprised of an IR LED and a 

phototransistor -are placed on the 

robot. In operation, the IR LED emits 
radiation, which is then reflected back 
to the robot by the tape. When infrared 

radiation emitted by the IR LED and 

reflected by the tracking (art) tape is 

detected by the phototransistor, it turns 

on. Obviously, the darker the floor the 

better, because against a dark back- 
ground the white tape provides a bet- 

ter contrast. 
When building the line- tracing 

robot, the LEDs and phototransistors 
must be mounted to the bottom of the 

robot, as shown in Fig. 1, in emitter/ 

detector pairs. In Fig. 1, the two emit- 

ter /detector pairs are placed a little fur- 

ther apart than the width of the tape. I 

used 1/4 -inch art tape in the prototype 
and placed the sensors ' inch from 

one another. A cone of black electrical 
tape can be wrapped around each 

LED /phototransistor pair to prevent 
stray light from activating the photo - 

transistor. Be sure that the tape does 

not fold back over either the LED or 

the phototransistor, or else the line - 

tracing function may be impaired. 
Figure 2 shows the emitter /detector 

pair incorporated into a comparator cir- 

cuit that forms the basis for the line - 

tracing system. Potentiometer R2 (a 

10,000 -ohm unit) is used to set sensi- 

Fig. 2. The line- tracer robot uses an LM339 

quad comparator as a form of digital on -off 

switch, based on the amount of IR radiation from 

the LED that strikes the photodetector. 77 
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+5V 

R 

2702 
1 

Of 
+5V 

R4 
270f2 

Ql 
LED2 

R5 
10K 

R6 
10K 

+5V 

14 

IC2 -a 
ì/4 7488 

Fig. 3. Shown here is the heart of the robot's tracking- control system. Follow this schematic dia- 
gram when assembling the line- tracing robot. The outputs of the 7403 (IC1 -a and IC1 -b) are rout- 
ed to the relay configuration shown in Fig. 4. 

tivity of the transistor, thus determining 
the minimum reflected IR intensity to 
which the robot's navigation system 
responds. 

HOW IT WORKS 
The robot is placed so that the tape 

track is centered between the robot's 
two emitter /detector pairs. When the 
robot is set in motion, as long as no 
light is reflected off the tape, the tran- 
sistor remains in the cutoff state. 
Under that condition, the voltage 
applied to the inverting input of the 

+5V. 

FROM 
DETECTOR 1 

FROM 
DETECTOR 2 RY2 

Fig. 4. This simple switching arrangement 
allows two small relays to be used to control 
motor direction. 

comparator (IC1 -a, '/4 of an LM339) at 
pin 4 is equal to or greater than the 
threshold (or set point) voltage (as 
determined by the setting of R3) 
applied to pin 5 (the non -inverting 
input of IC1 -a). That causes the output 
of IC1 -a to remain unchanged. And so, 
the robot continues on its merry way, 
making no course corrections. 

On the other hand, when the robot 
veers off- course, IR radiation from one 
or the other IR LED strikes the tape 
and is reflected back to its companion 
detector, causing the transistor to go 
into saturation (switch full on). If R3 
(the sensitivity control) has been 
adjusted properly, the voltage at the 
pin 4 (inverting) input of IC1 -a drops 
below the threshold (reference) volt- 
age, causing its output to toggle high, 
triggering the motor relay. A double - 
pole, double -throw (DPDT) relay is 
connected so that when actuated, the 
motor turns in the reverse direction. 

The schematic diagrams shown in 
Figs. 3 and 4 constitute a complete 
line- tracing system, suitable for use 
with most any small two -wheeled 
robot. Figure 3 is an expanded version 
of the circuit in Fig. 2, in which the pre- 
vious circuit is duplicated twice. In that 
configuration, the outputs of the two 
comparators (IC1 -a and IC1 -b) are fed 
to separate NAND gates (IC3 -a and 
IC3 -b, respectively). At the same time, 
taps on the comparator outputs route a 
portion of the two signals to a single 
XOR gate (IC2 -a). The job of IC2 -a is to 
prevent both motors from reversing at 
the same time, thereby preventing the 

robot from simply backing up when it 
veers off course. 

Let's see how that works. Assume 
that Q1 has detected no reflected IR 
radiation, so the output of IC1 -a 
remains low, and that IR radiation 
detected by Q2 has caused the output 
of IC1 -b to go high. The low output of 
IC1 -a is fed to pin 5 of IC3 -a, while the 
high output of IC1 -b is fed to pin 5 of 
IC3 -b. At the same time, a portion of 
the two comparator output signals is 
fed to IC2 -a at pins 1 and 2. Recall that 
an XOR gate produces a high output 
only when one input is high and the 
other is low; all other input combina- 
tions produce a low output. With pin 2 
of IC2 -a high and its other input low 
(no reflected signal detected), the out- 
put of IC2 -a goes high. That high sig- 
nal divides along two paths, feeding a 
high to pins 2 and 4 of IC3 -a and IC3 - 
b, respectively. Because the output of 
IC1 -a is low and the output of IC2 -a is 
high, the output of IC3 -a remains high 
(recall that the output of a NAND gate 
goes low only when both inputs are 
high). At the same time, because both 
inputs to IC3 -b are high, its output 
goes low. 

The outputs of the two halves of the 
Fig. 3 circuit are fed to the motor con- 
trol relays shown in Fig. 4. Because 
the input to RY1 in Fig. 4 is high, its 
connected motor (MOT1) continues to 
rotate in the forward direction. But 
since the input to RY2 is low, the relay 
toggles, causing MOT2 to reverse 
direction and seek a spot where 
reflected IR radiation is no longer 
detected. Obviously, the line- tracer 
robot is designed so that when both 
phototransistors "see" the background, 
the wheels roll straight ahead. If the 
robot strays off to the left, the right 
sensor sees the tape, so the right 
motor reverses to place the robot back 
on course. 

Before using the robot, block the 
phototransistors so that they don't 
receive any light. Adjust R3 and R6 
until their respective relays kick in, 
then back off again. You may have to 
experiment with the settings of R3 and 
R6 as you try out the system. De- 
pending on the motors you use, and 
the switching speed of the relays, you 
may find your robot waddling its way 
down the track, over -correcting for its 
errors every time. You can help mini- 
mize that tendency by using faster act- 
ing relays (which usually means 
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Fig. 5. The electronics circuitry for the guidefence robot shown here differs only slightly from that 

of the line -tracking unit illustrated in Fig. 3. Use this circuit configuration in conjunction with the 

motor- control relay arrangement shown in Fig. 4 when assembling the guidefence robot. 

smaller units). The so- called "over- 
shoot" effect can be minimized by 

carefully adjusting potentiometers R3 

and R6. Another approach to correct- 
ing erratic behavior is to vary the gap 

between the two sensors. By making 
the gap wide, the robot won't be turn- 
ing back and forth as much to correct 
for small errors. 

You can also build a line- tracing 
robot to detect a black line on a large 
piece of white paper. Simply switch the 
two input connections to IC1 -a and 

IC1 -b, and the system will work in 

reverse. You can also cause the same 
change by reversing the connections 
on the relays. And, try reversing the 
connections to just one of the com- 
parators and placing the sensors so 

that one works normally when it sees 
the line, and the other works normally 
when it doesn't see the line. When R3 

and R6 have been set up correctly, the 
robot will turn in a circle when it loses 
the line, but straighten out when the 
line is picked up again. That setup has 

the effect of picking up a lost line after 
a few spins around the floor. With the 
previous method, the robot just goes 
on its way after it loses the guide path. 

STAYING BETWEEN THE 
LINES 

The line- tracing robot is one 
approach to optical navigation. Another 
approach is the "guidefence" robot, 

using the slightly modified comparator 
circuit shown in Fig. 5. Here, two white 

the meantime, if you have any ques- 

tions or comments pertaining to the 

material presented here or the robotic 

hobby in general, please feel free to 

send them to Robotics Workshop 
Popular Electronics, 500 Bi- County 

Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735. 

strips are placed any distance apart. 
You could, for example, construct a 

six- or seven -inch wide "roadway" for 
your robot. When one of the lines is 

struck, the robot counters by moving in 

the opposite direction. You can also 

use this system to keep your robot 
from entering a protected area. 

Take note: You'll hardly ever see a 

railroad track that has a turn tighter 
than about eight degrees. There is 

good reason for that. If the turn is 

made tighter, the train cars can't stay 

on the track, and the whole thing 
derails. There is a similar limitation in 

line- tracing robots. The lines cannot be 

tighter than about 10 to 15 degrees, 
depending on the turning radius of the 
robot, or the thing can't act fast 
enough when it crosses over the line. 

The robot will skip the line and go off 

course. 
If your robot has a brain, whether it 

be a computer or central microproces- 
sor, you can use it instead of the direct 
connection to the relays for motor con- 

trol. The output of the comparators, 
when used with a +5 volt supply, is 

compatible with computer and micro- 

processor circuitry. The emitter /detec- 
tor pairs require only two bits of an 

eight -bit port. 
Sadly, that's about all the time and 

space allotted to us for this month. Be 

sure to join us again next time around, 
when we'll discuss more robotic cir- 

cuitry and hardware. Until then, try out 

the circuits that we present so far. In 

AMAZING SCIENCE 
(continued from page 76) 

THINKING ABOUT 
APPLICATIONS? 

Next month, we will build an inter- 

face to control devices with our 

speech- recognition circuit. I'm sure 

many people are already planning 
their own speech -controlled applica- 

tion. My advice is to consider applica- 
tions carefully; there have been a few 

commercial blunders. For instance, 

one company blundered by requiring a 

user to visually confirm an oral corn - 

mand. They quickly found, as did the 

consumer, that mixing oral and visual 

information did not work -it reduced 

efficiency. Products that can recognize 
commands when given in an unstruc- 
tured format will better survive the 

market place. 
Till next month. 

Great consumer information is a 

shoe -in with our free Catalog. 
Call toll -free 1 (888) 8- PUEBLO or 
go to www.pueblo.gsa.gov. 

a:fllz,f2;ITFL; 
MULTIMEDIA 
on the PC! 

What is Multimedia? What can 

it do for you? It can do lots 
of nice things! This 184 -page 
book helps you create your own 
multimedia presentation. Mul- 

timedia applications by people like you can 
revolutionize educational and business applications as 

well bring more FUN, FUN, FUN into your leisure 
computer activities. 

rMail coupon to: 1 
Electronics Technology Today, Inc. 

P.O. Box 240 
Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240 
Please send me my copy of Multimedia on the PC 

(PCP120). I enclose a check or money order for $18.45 to 

cover the book's cost and shipping- and -handling ex- 

penses. NY state residents must add local sales tax. 

Name 

Address 

City State ZIP 

All orders must be paid in U.S. funds only. Sorry, no 

orders accepted outside of USA and Canada. Please allow 

L6-8 weeks for delivery. ma02 ' 
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CIRCUiT CIRCUS 
A Potpourri of Designs 

Welcome back, Circuiteers, for 
another installment of the 

Circus. Get ready for a little circuit 
diversity this time around, as we stir up 
the old electro -pot and see what floats 
to the surface. 

So often it seems that when we 
start to design a circuit to perform a 
particular function, the end result 
doesn't always live up to expectations. 
In some cases, we miss the mark com- 
pletely and have to start over, while, on 
rare occasions, we end up producing a 
circuit that really shines. What I'm try- 
ing to say is don't be too quick to abort 
a good circuit just because it isn't 
exactly what you originally had in 
mind. Such circuit designs should be 
filed away, for that discarded circuit 
may turn out to be ideally suited to 
some future project. That's pretty 
much what this month's column is all 
about -circuits that on the surface 
seem to offer little to your present pro- 
ject, but may come in handy in the 
future. 

ELECTRONIC TOUCH 
SWITCH 

Our first offering this month is an 
Electronic Touch Switch that came 
about in response to the request of a 
friend who needed a simple bridging 
touch circuit that would produce a posi- 
tive -going output pulse that could be 
used to turn on an LED. The outcome of 
that request -a circuit that performed as 
required -is shown in Fig. 1. 

That simple circuit is built around a 
pair of transistors: one a high -gain 

TOUCH 
CONTACTS 

Fig. 1. The Electronic Touch Switch is a simple 
circuit built around a pair of transistors and a 

80 few support components. 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
ELECTRONIC TOUCH SWITCH 

(FIG. 1) 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
Q1- 2N5089 high -gain NPN silicon 

transistor (Digi -Key) 
Q2- 2N3906 general -purpose PNP 

silicon transistor 
LED1- Light -emitting diode (any 

color) 

RESISTORS 
(All resistors are 1/4-watt, 5% units.) 
R1- 1000 -ohm 
R2- 3300 -ohm 
R3 -4700 -ohm 
R4- 10,000 -ohm 
R5- 22- megohm 

Ql 
2N3904 

02 
2N3904 

Fig. 2. The input sensitivity of the Fig. 1 circuit 
can he greatly enhanced by substituting a 
Darlington pair, comprised of two general -pur- 
pose 2N3904 transistors, for Ql. 

2N5089 NPN unit,Q1 (which has an 
hFE gain figure of 450 and is used as 
the sensing device); and the very pop- 
ular 2N3906 general -purpose transis- 
tor, which has a gain figure of 100. The 
operation of the touch circuit is very 
simple. When power is applied to the 
circuit but the touch contact remains 
unbridged, no bias current is applied to 
the base of Q1. That keeps Q1 at cut- 
off, forcing its collector voltage to rise 
to near the supply rail ( +9 volts). That 
voltage is applied to the base of Q2, 
causing it to remain in the cutoff state. 
With Q2 at cutoff, the output of the cir- 
cuit (at the collector of Q2) is low (near 
zero potential). 

However, when the touch contacts 
are bridged, a bias current is fed 
through R2 to the base of Q1, causing 
it to turn on. That, in turn, pulls the 
base terminal of Q2 to ground poten- 
tial; thereby, forward biasing Q2, caus- 

CHARLES D. RAKES 

TOUCH 
CONTACTS 

Fig. 3. The basic touch- switch circuit outlined 
in Fig. 1 can he easily bans %ormeel into a latch 
and hold touch switch with the addition of only 
three components -DI. R5, and SI. 

PARTS LIST FOR THE LATCHING 
TOUCH SWITCH (FIG. 3) 

SEMICONDUCTOR 
Q1- 2N5089 high -gain NPN silicon 

transistor 
Q2- 2N3906 general -purpose NPN 

silicon transistor 
D1 -1N914 general -purpose, small - 

signal, silicon switching diode 
LED1- Light- emitting diode (any 

color) 

RESISTORS 
(All resistors are 1/4 -watt, 5% units.) 
R1-1000-ohm 
R2- 3300 -ohm 
R3 -4700 -ohm 
R4, R5- 10,000 -ohm 
R6- 22- megohm 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS 
S1- Normally closed switch 

ing it to conduct and to produce a pos- 
itive pulse at its output. 

The circuit's input sensitivity can be 
greatly enhanced by connecting two 
2N3904 NPN transistors (see Fig. 2) in 
a Darlington configuration and substi- 
tuting them for Q1. The hFE gain for 
the Darlington pair is near 10,000. 
That would be a good modification to 
make to the circuit if the bridging resis- 
tance source is extremely high. 

The design process of the 
Electronic Touch Switch also led to a 
pair of expanded touch circuits that fall 
into the orphan category. 
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LATCHING TOUCH 
SWITCH 

Figure 3 shows the first derivative 
of the basic touch -switch circuit out- 
lined in Fig. 1. By incorporating only 
three additional components -D1, R5, 

and S1 -the Fig. 1 circuit becomes a 

latch- and -hold touch switch. The oper- 

ation of this circuit is essentially the 
same as the Fig. 1 circuit, except for 
the extra function provided by the 
three additional components. As 

before, when the touch contacts are 

bridged, Q1 turns on, pulling the base 

of Q2 to ground potential. That causes 
Q2 to turn on, producing a positive out- 
put voltage at its collector. 

That voltage is fed through S1, R5, 

and D1 to the base of Q1, latching it in 

the saturated (fully on) condition. Once 
the circuit is in the hold or latched con- 

dition, the touch input has no effect on 

the circuit's operation or output condi- 
tion. The circuit remains latched until 

S1 is opened or power is completely 
removed from the circuit. 

The latching circuit could be used in 

a manufacturing process to set a pro- 
duction line in motion and maintain 
operation until a reset signal is given. 
There are probably dozens of applica- 
tions to which such a circuit might be 

well suited. But, since it is classified as 

an orphan circuit, I'll let you decide its 

fate. 

LATCH /UNLATCH TOUCH 
SWITCH 

Incorporating three additional com- 
ponents into the latching touch switch 
in Fig. 3 transforms that circuit into the 

Latch /Unlatch Touch Switch illustrated 

Fig. 4. This latch/unlatch touch switch is anoth- 
er derivative of the Fig. I touch switch. In this 

case, the addition of three additional compo- 

nents-Q3, R3, and R8 -gives the circuit 
unlatching function. 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
LATCH /UNLATCH TOUCH 

SWITCH (FIG. 4) 

Q1, 03- 2N5089 NPN high gain 

transistor 
Q2- 2N3906 general -purpose PNP 

silicon transistor 
D1 -1N914 general -purpose small - 

signal silicon switching diode 

LED1- Light -emitting diode (any 
color) 

RESISTORS 
(All resistors are 11, -watt, 5% units.) 

R1-1000-ohm 
R2, R3- 3300 -ohm 
R4-4700-ohm 
R5, R6- 10,000 -ohm 
R7, R8- 22- megohm 

in Fig_ 4. Components Q3, R3, and R8 

make up the unlatching circuitry for the 

present incarnation of the touch 
switch. 

Once the circuit is latched on, bridg- 
ing the unlatch contacts turns Q3 on, 

pulling its collector to ground potential. 
That removes the bias from Q1's base 

117V 
AC 

ó-oy 
S1 F1 

'SEE TEXT 

r 

terminal, releasing the latch. If both 

inputs are bridged at the same time, 

the output function is determined by 

whichever touch contacts are the last 

to be released (unbridged). If the latch 

input is last to be released, the circuit 

remains latched on; and if the unlatch 
input is the last to be unbridged, the 

circuit's output unlatches. 

FULL -WAVE 
DUAL -POLARITY 
POWER SUPPLY 

Our next candidate, a quick and 

cheap Dual- Polarity Power Supply, is 

shown in Fig. 5. That circuit, com- 

prised of a switch, a fuse, a trans- 
former, a couple of capacitors, and 

four diodes that form a full -wave bridge 

rectifier, can be built for a few bucks. It 

does an excellent job of powering 
most op -amp circuits that do not 

require a regulated source. Just about 
any 12 -volt transformer with a center 
tap will work. 

To ensure a clean, relatively rip- 
ple -free output voltage, the filter 
capacitors (C1 and C2) should be 

5000 -µF or larger electrolytic units. 
If you have difficulty finding 5000 -1.LF 

T1' 

CT 

Cl 
5000 

IN 
D1 

1N4002 

12.6V 1A 

N 
D2 

1N4002 

04 
1N4002 

N 

N 
D3 

1N4002 

O +9V 

C2 
5000 + 

0 9V 

Fig. 5. There is nothing unconventional about this Dual- Polarity Power Supply, which is comprised 

of a switch, a fuse, a transformer, a couple of capacitors, and four diodes that form a full -wave 

bridge rectifier 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
FULL -WAVE DUAL -POLARITY 

POWER SUPPLY (FIG. 5) 

Dl D4- 1N4002 or similar 1 -amp, 
100 -PIV, silicon rectifier diode 

C1, C2- 5000 -1,F, 15 -WVDC elec- 
trolytic capacitor 

T1- 12.6 -volt CT, 1 -amp, step -down, 
power transformer (see text) 

S1- Single -pole, single- throw, tog- 
gle switch 

F1 -114-amp fuse 

units, several 1000 -µF or greater 
capacitors can be connected in par- 
allel to produce the equivalent 
capacitance. For example, if three 
1500 -µF and one 500 -µF capacitors 
(or any other combination that adds 
up to 5000 µF) are connected in par- 
allel, they form a 5000 -p.F equiva- 
lent unit. 

Because the current requirement in 

most op-amp applications is usually 
very low, just about any 1 -amp silicon 
diode with a peak- inverse (or reverse) 
voltage (PIV or PRV) rating of 50 volts 

or more will do. 81 
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Fig. 6. The Half -Wave Dual-Polarity Power Supply -which is really two half wave circuits, one 
negative output and the other positive -has a considerably higher ripple content than the full -wave 
circuit shown in Fig. 5. 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
HALF -WAVE DUAL -POLARITY 

POWER SUPPLY (FIG. 6) 

D1, D2- 1N4002 1 -amp, 100 -PIV 
general- purpose silicon rectifier 
diode 

C1 C4 -1000 to 5000 -µF, 15- 
WVDC electrolytic capacitor 

T1-6.3 -volt, 1 -amp, step -down, 
power transformer (see text) 

S1- Single -pole, single -throw toggle 
switch 

F1 -'/4 -amp fuse 

HALF -WAVE 
DUAL -POLARITY 
POWER SUPPLY 

If you are building the circuit from 
junkbox parts and the only thing avail- 
able is a 6 -volt transformer, you might 
consider building the dual -polarity 
power supply shown in Fig. 6. This 
dual -polarity power supply, unlike the 

Fig. 7. At the heart of this unlatching circuit is 
an IR interrupter module, a device whose 
design is similar to that of conventional 
optoisolator /couplers. The module produces 
an output when the IR beam linking its two 
active internal components is interrupted. 

PARTS LIST FOR THE IR 
LATCHING CIRCUIT (FIG. 7) 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
IC1- H21A1QT -ND (Digi -Key) or 

similar IR interrupter module 
Q1- 2N3904 general -purpose NPN 

silicon transistor 
LED1- Light- emitting diode (any 

color) 

ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS 
R1- 1000 -ohm, t/. -watt, 5% resistor 
R2, R3- 10,000 -ohm, '14 -watt, 5% 

resistor 
S1- Normally open pushbutton 

switch 

previous circuit, is actually comprised 
of two half -wave circuits; one providing 
a negative output and the other provid- 
ing a positive output voltage. Because 
the output of that type of circuit has a 
considerably higher ripple content, it 
requires additional filtering. 

The values of R1 and R2 are deter- 
mined by the power supply's load cur- 
rent. A 47 -ohm, '/4 -watt resistor can be 
used for load currents of 0.025 amps 
or less; for currents of no greater than 
0.1 amp, a 10 -ohm, 1/4 -watt resistor will 
do. The circuit is not suited to applica- 
tions requiring currents much higher 
than 0.1 amp because the ripple factor 
increases rapidly as the current 
demand goes up. 

Both circuits can be converted to 
dual regulated 5 -volt supplies by 
adding a 7805 regulator at the positive 
output and a 7905 regulator at the 
negative output. A 0.1 -p.F, 50 -WVDC 
capacitor should be included across 
the outputs of both the IC regulators. 

Our next circuit is an orphan simply 
because it was assembled just for the 
fun of it and not to serve in some spe- 
cific application. 

IR LATCHING CIRCUIT 
An IR interrupter module is the 

heart of the unlatching circuit shown in 
Fig. 7. This type of IR module is 
designed to detect the presence of an 
opaque vane or object that comes 
between its IR emitter and photodetec- 
tor. The module produces an output 
when the IR beam is interrupted. 
When power is first applied to the cir- 
cuit in Fig. 7, no current flows any- 
where in the circuitry. The cathode end 
of the module's IR emitter diode is con- 
nected to the collector of Q1, which is 
turned off. The module's photodetector 
is not picking up any IR light so it 
remains off as well. Momentarily clos- 
ing S1 allows current to flow through 
the module's IR emitter diode, which 
sends a strong IR signal to the pho- 
todetector. The photodetector closes 
like a switch turning on Q1, latching 
the circuit in the on state. 

As long as the power continues to 
flow through ICI's emitter diode, the IR 
light source between the IR emitter 
and detector remain unbroken, caus- 
ing the circuit to remain in the latched 
state. Interrupting the IR source turns 
the photodetector and Q1 off, allowing 
the circuit to unlatch. 

An Introduction 
to Light in Electronics 

Taken for granted by 
An Introduction to us all perhaps, yet this 

Light in book could not be read 
Electronics without it, light plays 

such an impressive role 
in daily life that we may 
be tempted to consider 
just how much we 
understand it. This book 
makes a good start into 
this fascinating and 
enlightening subject. It 

has been written with 
the general electronics 
enthusiast in mind. 

To order Book #BP359 send $6.99 plus $3.00 for 
shipping in the U.S. and Canada only to Electronics Technology 
Today Inc., P.O. Box 240. Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240. 
Payment in U.S. funds by U.S. bank check or International 
Money Order. Please allow 6 -8 weeks for delivery. 

ET08 

Get your copy of the 
CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK 

Go back to antiquity and build the 
radios that your grandfather built. 
Build the "Quaker Oats' type rig. 
wind coils that work and make it 
look like the 1920's! Only $10.95 
plus $4.00 for shipping and han- 
dling. Claggk Inc., P.O. Box 4099, 
Farmingdale, NY 11735. USA 
Funds ONLY! USA and Canada- - 
no foreign orders. Allow 6-8 weeks 
for delivery. MA01 
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COMM LINI(5 
Some EMI/TVI Fixes 

Everywhere you look today, elec- 
tromagnetic interference (EMI) 

is proliferating for one simple reason: 

electromagnetic devices and products 
sensitive to electromagnetic interfer- 
ence are proliferating. Let's look at 

some fixes for this problem. 
The EMI emissions that play havoc 

with communications can originate 
from a variety of sources. There are 
both natural and man -made sources of 

noise, so much so that one might won- 

der how cell phones, two -way radios, 

broadcast receivers, or ham radios 

work at all! One clinical engineer in a 

hospital told me that solving EMI prob- 

lems is a major portion of his work. 

The hospital uses a wide range of 

electronic devices, many of which 
cause or are susceptible to noise. 

If you enter a hospital building, 
you'll see signs demanding that you 

not simply refrain from using your ana- 
log or PCS cellular telephone, but turn 

it off completely! The reason is the 
phone might interfere with radio 
telemetry (which is used in coronary 
care units (CCUs)) and wireless local 

area networks (W -LAN) used all over 
the hospital. I witnessed a security 
guard confiscating a cellular telephone 
from one guy who refused to heed the 

admonition of an emergency room 

nurse to turn off his phone. 

HARMONIC ELIMINATION 
There is no such thing as a perfect- 

ly linear amplifier (although some 
types work better than others). Nor is 

there any such thing as a perfectly 
pure oscillator. In all such circuits, the 

supposedly pure sinewave actually 
contains at least some distortion. The 

result is that harmonics are generated 
at frequencies that are integer multi- 

ples of the fundamental frequency. For 

example, if f is the frequency, the har- 

monics are 2f, 3f, 4f, 5f, and so forth. 

Of those, the most common offenders 
are the second and third harmonics 
because they are the largest. 

The Federal Communications 
Commission in the US (and corre- 

OPEN 
CIRCUIT 

ANTENNA 
RADIATOR 
ELEMENT 

JOSEPH J. CARR 

SHORT 
CIRCUIT 

TO 
TRANSMITTER 

GROUND OR GROUND 
PLANE SYSTEM 

Fig. I. Here is a method of harmonic suppression that :s based on the properties of a quarter -wave- 

length stub. This method, widely used for VHF /UHF transmitters, is well suited to suppressing third - 

harmonic radiation and can be implemented with only a little bit of coaxial transmission line. 

sponding agencies in other countries) 
requires that harmonics and other spu- 

rious emissions be suppressed by a 

specified amount. Depending on the 

service the transmitter is licensed for, 

the second and higher harmonics must 

be suppressed -40 dBc (decibels 
below carrier), -50 dBc, or -60 dBc. 

In some instances, a higher standard 
may be required, especially at 

repeater sites where multiple high - 

powered transmitters and sensitive 
receivers share the space. A suppres- 
sion specification that protects receivers 

500 feet away may be totally insuffi- 
cient when the receiver shares an 

antenna mast with the transmitter, and 

the pair are located a few feet apart. 

The classic method for eliminating 
harmonics is to place a filter at the out- 

put of the transmitter. Ham -radio oper- 

ators using the high- frequency (HF) 

shortwave bands place a low -pass fil- 

ter (LPF) between the antenna output 
of the transmitter and the antenna. 

Those filters have a -3 dB cut -off fre- 

quency between 30 and 40 MHz, and 

so provide a huge amount of loss at 

54 -60 MHz (Channel 2) and higher. 

The idea is to permit operation at fre- 

quencies as high as the 10 -meter 
band without putting out too much 

energy in the lowest VHF television 
channel. 

The problem for other users is a bit 

different. If the transmitter and receiver 
operate in the VHF /UHF bands 
(including both commercial and ama- 

teur radio), then the problem is that a 

simple LPF or high -pass filter (HPF) 

may not adequately protect the other 

users. That's because the other sys- 

tems may be above or below your 

operating frequency. It would be easy 83 
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Fig. 2. Suppression methods used to prevent transmitters from spewing interference are also effec- 
tive in combating its reception. Here is how the stubs are placed for this purpose. 

if all other users were either above or 
below, but that's not usually the case. 

One solution is to place a relatively 
narrow, bandpass filter (BPF) at the 
output of the transmitter. Such filters 
severely attenuate frequencies above 
and below certain cut -off limits, pass- 
ing only those signal frequencies right 
around the transmitter's carrier. 

TUNED -STUB SOLUTION 
Figure 1 shows a method of har- 

monic suppression that is widely used 
for VHF /UHF transmitters that can be 
implemented with only a little bit of 
coaxial cable transmission line. That 
approach, which is based on the prop- 
erties of a quarter -wavelength stub, is 
well suited to suppressing third -har- 
monic radiation, and is used in appli- 
cations where one particular harmonic 
is the problem. 

In this approach, two quarter -wave- 
length stubs are connected at the base 
of the antenna. Both stubs are tuned to 
the third -harmonic of the transmitter fre- 
quency (or whichever harmonic is caus- 
ing offense). A shorted stub is placed in 
series with the transmission line going to 
the transmitter. That shorted line pre - 

84 Bents a high impedance to the offending 

harmonic, and so (because it is in series 
with the transmission line) suppresses 
the harmonic. 

The second quarter -wavelength 
stub is the open- circuited stub con- 
nected between the antenna feed 
point and ground (or the ground plane 
in the case of some antenna designs). 
Whichever is the case, it is across the 
feed point of the antenna. The open - 
circuited stub presents a low imped- 
ance to the resonant frequency, so it 
provides additional suppression of the 
offending harmonic. 

The combined effect of the two har- 
monic suppression stubs is that they 
act like a voltage divider with a 
high /low ratio at the resonant frequen- 
cy of the stubs, and a low /high ratio at 
other frequencies. As a result, the third 
harmonic is seriously suppressed. 

STUB PHYSICAL SIZE 
The quarter -wavelength stub is not 

a physical quarter -wavelength long 
because of the velocity factor (V) of 
the transmission line. The velocity fac- 
tor is the percent (expressed as a dec- 
imal) of the speed of light at which the 
signal propagates in the line. Different 
types of coaxial cable offer different 

velocity factors. For example, trans- 
mission lines with polyethylene as the 
dielectric have a velocity factor of 0.66; 
polyfoam- dialectic cables have a 
velocity factor of 0.80, and Teflon 
dielectrics have a 0.70 velocity factor. 

For the physical quarter wave- 
length, we would find length by: '-INCHES 
= 2952 /fMHZ. But with the velocity fac- 
tor considered the proper expression 
is: 

LINCHES = 2952V /fMHZ (1) 

where L,s is the length of the stub in 
inches, fMHZ is the frequency in mega- 
hertz, and V is the velocity factor of the 
transmission line. For example, suppose 
a transmitter is operating at 146.91 MHz 
and must not interfere with a receiver 
operating near its third harmonic of 
146.91 MHz x 3 = 440.73 MHz. Find the 
physical length of a quarter wavelength 
stub at the third harmonic frequency if 
polyfoam coaxial cable is used. 

LINCHES = 2952V /fMHz 

LINCHES = (2952)(0.80)/440.73MHz = 
2361.6/440.73MHz = 5.36 inches 

(Continued on page 86) 
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SCANNER SCENE 
A Miscellany of "Point "ers 

Uniden's new BC248CLT desk- 
top scanner takes a novel 

approach. This unit combines a 10 -band, 

50- channel scanner (with the channels 
arranged in five memory banks) with 

an alarm clock, emergency weather 

alert, and an AM /FM radio that allows 
for 20 presets. Here's a scanner 
designed for both general household 
news and entertainment purposes, for 

staying ahead of weather emergen- 
cies, and for scanning a number of 

area two -way communications. 
Among the features are police, 

fire /EMS, aeronautic, maritime, and 

weather -service search capabilities. 
The BC248CLT also has channel lock- 

outs and delays. It can scan the mem- 

ory channels in ascending or descending 

order. Those channels may also be 

stepped through manually. 
At the time this was written, no 

price information or additional specs 
were available. You can see the new 

BC248CLT at any Uniden dealer. 

MAILING LIST UPDATE 
A few months ago we mentioned 

online scanner -related mailing lists, 

and we have received requests for 

additional information. These are free 

services available to all who own corn - 

puters capable of accessing the Web. 

Numerous lists currently exist, each 

dedicated to a specific monitoring 
interest or geographic area. When you 

subscribe to a list, you are able to 

send /receive daily e-mail postings that 
could include frequencies and other 
useful information specific to that list's 

subscribers. Many mailing lists require 

the list's owner to approve each new 

applicant seeking a subscription. All 

these lists will require potential sub- 

scribers to provide a little relevant 
information, such as name, e-mail 

address, etc.; and most of them 
reserve the right to kick out members 
who become disruptive. 

One of the largest online hosts of all 

types of mailing lists is Onelist.com. 
Go to URL: www.onelist.com and 

search through their scanner -related 
lists. You'll find more than 50, including 

MARC SAXON 

The Uniden BC248LCT takes a novel approach to scanning, by combining a 50- channel scanner 

with an alarm clock, an emergency weather alert. and an AM /FM radio. 

those for specific cities, states, and 

provinces; for trunking buffs; for those 

seeking technical reviews of equip- 
ment: and so on. Another excellent list 

host can be found at URL: 

www.qth.net, which offers scanner lists. 

Those interested in a list providing 
general scanner news will probably 
like SCAN -L. Request subscription 
information by e- mailing the person 

who runs SCAN -L at: owner -scan- 
I©uafsysb.uark.edu. Lastly, a service 
called The Scanner WebRing has 

direct links to nearly 250 great scan- 

ner- related Web sites such as clubs, 

dealers, etc. It's a wonderful resource. 
The URL is: www.webring.org/cgi- 
bin /webring ?ring= radioscanner &list. 

However, here are a few cautionary 
words about online mailing lists. Some 

of them will provide you with dozens of 

e -mails daily. Unless you want to 

speed a lot of time reading the mail, 

you'll want to restrict your subscrip- 
tions to no more than two or three at a 

time You can always unsubscribe to a 

list that turns out to be of no value to 

you, and add a new one in its place. 

SHIP -TO -SHORE 
Cellular phones have become so 

popular aboard small boats that 

they've gone a long way towards virtu- 

ally replacing the old 160 -MHz VHF 

marine operators. The 160 -MHz 
marine operator service usually offers 

only one active channel per area, limit- 

ing the number of calls that can be 

handled at a time. Not only that, but 

waiting for the live operator to get 

around to responding and processing 
a call often results in a lot of wasted 
time. Still, in the pre -cell phone era, 

boaters relied upon this system. But 

even convenient cell phones, with no 

waiting for a clear channel or alert 

operator, never offered the ability to 

communicate from as far offshore as 

the 160 -MHz radios, 
Looks as though the 160 -MHz ser- 

vice is getting a new lease on life. A 

company called MariTEL has contract- 

ed the Harris Corp. to join them in 

establishing a new $55- million national 

maritime communications network 
known as MariTEL. Offering 100 -mile 

communications range from each of 

300 coastal stations, it will process 
calls to /from the public phone network 

automatically, and without the need for 

operators. The service will be available 
along navigable inland waterways and 

all coastal areas. MariTEL will handle 
phone calls, faxes, and e- mails. 85 
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At least nine shore /ship channel 
pairs will be available from each shore 
station: 161.80/157.20, 161.825/157.225, 
161.85/157.25, 161.875/157.275, 161. 
90/157.30, 161.925/157.325, 161.95/ 
157.35, 161.975/157.375, and 162.00/ 
157.40 MHz. 

POINT OF ORDER 
Many times when speaking with 

scanner enthusiasts, I have noticed 
the tendency to state frequencies (for 
example, 154.37 MHz) as one five four 
DOT three seven. Far be it from me to 
stifle free expression, but that's incor- 
rect. A dot is something in a computer 
address or maybe in the design of your 
Aunt Clara's scarf. The popularity of 
computers has caused some newer 
scanner owners to misidentify the 
symbol used in frequencies. When it 
comes to frequencies we deal with 
decimal points, not dots. 

A typical scanner frequency, therefore, 
would properly be said aloud as one five 
four POINT three seven, or alternately, one 
five four DECIMAL three seven. 

In a related topic, there has always 
been some user confusion relating to 
programming a specific type of VHF 
high -band frequency into the memory of 
certain scanner models (especially hand - 
helds). No problem if you program fre- 
quencies such as 155.67 MHz or even 
154.385 MHz. But there might be a prob- 
lem trying to force feed in something with 
four digits beyond the decimal point, such 
as 165.2875 MHz. Even if those digits 
show up on the LCD as you press the 
programming keypad, when you hit 
<ENTER>, you may be dismayed to learn 
the scanner simply will not accept that 
exact frequency. You might end up with 
165.285 or 165.29 MHz on the scanner 
display. You didn't want either of those 
frequencies! Some scanner owners 
panic because they're afraid they won't 
be able to monitor certain desired fre- 
quencies. Not to worry. 

Some scanners are simply not 
designed to accept VHF high band 
federal (162 -174 MHz) frequencies 
with 12.5 -kHz spacing. A frequency 
such as 165.2875 MHz indicates one 
of those channels. Your attempt to pro- 
gram in one of these frequencies 
causes some scanners to automatical- 
ly round off your choice to the nearest 
point based upon the regular VHF high 
band's (152 -162 MHz) 15 -kHz chan- 
nel spacing. But that's a mere 2.5 kHz 

86 away from the exact frequency you 

specified, and nothing to cause you to 
lose any sleep. Standard NFM trans- 
missions and scanners are broad 
enough to permit monitoring any trans- 
missions on your desired channel, 
regardless of it being tuned 2.5 kHz off 
center. You'll never notice any differ- 
ence from being tuned in exactly. 

Be aware that the new FCC chan- 
nel setup going into effect on the 
152 -162 MHz VHF high band has 
channels spaced at 7.5 -kHz intervals. 
When stations become active on chan- 
nels that closely spaced, current scan- 
ners will not be capable of adequately 
tuning in the desired frequencies, nor 
of blocking interference from stations 
using adjacent frequencies. The same 
problem will be noted with forthcoming 
UHF assignments when those stations 
become spaced at 6.25 -kHz intervals 
instead of the present 12.5 kHz. 

COMM LINKS 
(continued from page 84) 

RECEIVER APPLICATIONS 
Quarter -wavelength stub system 

can be used to eliminate incoming sig- 
nals that are causing interference. 
Figure 2 shows a receiver application 
based on that premise. The stub sys- 
tem can be placed at the antenna. In 
Fig. 2, however, it is placed as close as 
possible to the receiver in order to 
eliminate any radiated interference 
that is picked up on the line. The 
lengths for the stubs in Fig. 2 are cal- 
culated to remove the frequency that is 
causing the interference. It might be 
the third -harmonic of a nearby trans- 
mitter or a completely different frequency. 

One of the major problems associ- 
ated with a multi- system site is inter - 
modulation distortion (IMD) interference. 
When two or more signals are present 
at the input of the receiver, there's 
always a good chance of generating 
additional frequencies (especially if at 
least one of them is a strong signal). 
The frequencies generated are: 

fNEw = mfi ± nf2 (2) 

where fNEw is a new frequency gener- 
ated by the nonlinear combination of f 
and f2. The order of the product is 
given by the sum of the integer coeffi- 
cients to f1 and f2 (i.e., m + n). Given 
input signal frequencies of f1 and f2, 
the main IPs are: 

Second -Order f, ±f2 

2f 

2f2 

Third -Order 2 f, ±f2 

2f2 ±f 
3f, 

3f2 

Fifth -Order 3f, ± 2 f2 

3f2 ±2f 
5f 

5f2 

Whenever an amplifier or receiver 
is overdriven, the second -order con- 
tent of the output signal increases as 
the square of the input signal level, 
while the third order responses 
increase as the cube of the input signal 
level . . . which can cause serious 
problems. As a result, when trou- 
bleshooting a problem with interfer- 
ence, you must sometimes look for 
completely unrelated frequencies that 
will satisfy equation 2 and, thereby, 
land on your frequency. When trou- 
bleshooting that type of problem, it is 
necessary to place the notch on the 
frequency of one of the two offenders, 
preferably the strongest. 

The IMD problem occurs because 
the combined strength of the two sig- 
nals drives the receiver's RF amplifier 
or first mixer into a deeper region of 
non -linear operation. If the applied RF- 
signal levels are low enough, then no 
problems occur. Of course, all mixers 
operate non -linearly, so we look to the 
third -order intercept point (called either 
TOIP or IP3). The TOIP is usually 
specified in terms of dBm (decibels 
above one milliwatt). 

When evaluating receivers, a TOIP 
of +5 to +20 dBm usually represents 
excellent performance, while up to 
+27 dBm is relatively easily achiev- 
able, and +35 dBm is been achieved 
with good design; anything greater 
than +50 dBm is close to miraculous 
(but, if manufacturer ads are believed, 
at least attainable). Receivers are still 
regarded as good performers in the 0 
to +5 dBm range and middling per- 
formers in the -10 to 0 dBm range. 
Anything below -10 dBm is not usual- 
ly acceptable. 
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NEw PROdUCTS 
SINE -WAVE AND CLOCK 
GENERATOR 
Combining a direct -digital- synthesis 
(DDS) circuit with a multi -stage ampli- 
fier, the PCI -305 Sinewave and Clock 
Generator provides a convenient and 

low -cost method to generate 25 -MHz 

sine waves and 50 -MHz TTL clock sig- 

nals in a PC -based test system. The 

PCI -305 also performs smooth ampli- 
tude, offset, and frequency changes. 
The sine -wave output supports wave- 

form summing and is protected against 
reverse -power situations. 

It is designed for test engineers to 

use in ATE systems, impedance ana- 
lyzers, loop- stability analysis, and in 

communications systems. Unlike box 

function generators, the PCI -305 
doesn't need an IEEE -488 interface 
card and interface cable. The half -slot 

ISA card fits into PCs and comes com- 

plete with BenchCom and BenchTop 
Lite software packages for Windows 
NT, 98/95, 3.X, and DOS applications. 

The PCI -305 Sinewave and Clock 
Generator costs $995. For more infor- 

mation, contact PC Instruments Inc., 

526 S. Main Street, Akron, OH 44311; 

Tel. 330 -762 -8500; Web: www.pcin 
struments. corn. 

CIRCLE 80 ON FREE 
INFORMATION CARD 

MULTIBAND TRANSCEIVER 
A small, handheld, four -band radio, the 

IC -T81A features clear wide -band 
reception, 124 memory channels, and 

simplicity of design. Function keys can 

be confusing, so the IC -T81A doesn't 
use any. Instead, the radio offers a 

five -position "joystick" for easy control 

of operating band, scanning, and 

more, as well as an alphanumeric dis- 

play for memory- channel naming. 
This powerful radio covers the six - 

meter, two- meter, and 440 -MHz bands 

at 5 watts output power and the 1.2- 

GHz band at 1 -watt output. With the 

IC -T81A, listeners can go beyond the 

ham bands to monitor wide -band 

FMNHF band communications -hear- 

ICC?;v 
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ing everything from a ball game on the 

radio or TV audio broadcast to air traf- 
fic control, or even to scan for police 

activity. Slim, compact, and durable, 

the transceiver measures 2.3 by 4.2 by 

1.1 inches, weighs 9.9 ounces, and 

boasts water- resistant construction. 
The IC -T81A costs $479. For more 

information, contact Icom America, 
Inc., 2380 116th Avenue, NE, Bellevue, 

WA 98004; Tel. 425 -454 -8155; Web: 

www. icomamerica. corn. 
CIRCLE 81 ON FREE 
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LINEAR POWER SUPPLY 
Designed for use on the lab bench or 

for a systems application, the HWD 

Series of Constant Voltage /Current 
Linear Power Supplies are single -out- 

put, 200 -watt, full- range, adjustable 
instruments. All the units feature 

remote sensing terminals and remote 

programming. The availability of RS- 

485 and RS -232 programming options 

makes them versatile systems -test 

instruments. 

Their digital voltmeters and amme- 

ters provide full- rated, accurate volt- 

age or current readings without the 

need of external DVMs. Measuring 

only 4.5 by 8 by 14 inches, the models 

include maximum voltages of 6 -, 10 -, 

20 -, 40 -, 60 -, 100 -, 200 -, and 400 -volts 

DC. The voltage and current levels are 

fully adjustable by means of 10 -turn 

controls. 
The HWD Series of Constant 

Voltage /Current Linear Power Supplies 

has a range in price from $950 to 

$1200. For more information, contact 
Mid -Eastern Industries, 100 School 

St., Bergenfield, NJ 07621; Tel. 201- 

385 -0500; Web: www.mideastind.com. 
CIRCLE 82 ON FREE 
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CALIBRATION SOFTWARE 
MET /CAL Plus Calibration Software 

extends workload coverage to include 

RF and microwave instruments like sig- 

nal generators. This software also 
meets new international standards for 

calculating and reporting measurement 

uncertainties, and it adds synchroniza- 

tion and Web -server options. Version 6 

supports RF power meters, counters, 

signal generators, modulation analyz- 

ers, measurement receivers, and dis- 

tortion and spectrum analyzers from 

Hewlett- Packard, Marconi, and Rhode 

& Schwarz -more than 82 instruments 

are directly supported. 
At the heart of the system is 

MET /BASE, a powerful industry-stan- 
dard SQL server that provides secure, 87 
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dependable storage for calibration 
information. The system is scaleable 
and can be installed on anything from 
a laptop to a multi -mode, multi -site net- 
work. More than 2000 procedures for 
more than 600 makes and models of 
test and measurement instruments are 
shipped with the software. 

The MET /CAL Plus Calibration 
Software has a list price of $3800. For 
more information, contact Fluke Corp., 
P.O. Box 9090, Everett, WA 98206; Tel. 
888 -492 -7554; Web: www.fluke.com. 

CIRCLE 83 ON FREE 
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PC MONITOR CONVERTER 
The VGA -801 PC Monitor Converter 
provides an easy, low -cost way of dis- 
playing B/W or standard NTSC /PAL 
color video directly on any existing 
VGA/SVGA computer monitor. With 
24 -bit, 16 -7 million true -colors pro- 
cessing, it triples the resolution of a 
standard TV in B/W and doubles the 
resolution in color mode. The built -in 
audio amplifier has a true frequency 
response from 100 Hz to 31.5 kHz and 
provides for headphone use. 

This standalone device, with overall 
dimensions of 4% by 2% by 3/< inches, 

88 plugs directly into any VGA/SVGA 

monitor. The VGA -801 uses a three - 
way switch that allows the monitor to 
be used with a computer, a standard 
video source (such as a security cam- 
era), or a special Sony S -Video input. 
A wall -mount regulated power supply 
is included. 

The VGA -801 PC Monitor Converter 
starts at $69. For more information, 
contact MATCO, Inc., 830 East Higgins 
Road, Suite 111 -P, Schaumberg, IL 
60173; Tel. 800 -719 -9605; Web: www. 
mat -co. corn. 
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WIRELESS WEATHER STATION 
The full- featured model WS2010 
Wireless Weather Station includes 
readings of wind speed and direction, 
a rain gauge, and indoor /outdoor tem- 
perature and humidity. It provides min- 
imums and maximums of all readings 
with time and date recorded, a 24 -hour 
pressure history bar graph, weather 
forecast, and pressure trend indicator 
with storm alarm. 

Outdoor sensors are solar powered 
with back -up Lithium batteries, and the 
display unit uses 4 AA batteries. 
Measuring 8% by 11/8 by 6 inches, the 
WS2010 comes with mounting brack- 
ets for all sensors; and the display can 
be desk- or wall- mounted. 

The WS2010 Wireless Weather 
Station has a suggested retail price of 
$499. For more information, contact 
Speedtech Instruments, 10413 Deerfoot 
Drive, Great Falls, VA 22066; Tel. 800- 
760 -0004; Web: www.speedtech.com. 
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RTD/THERMOCOUPLE 
THERMOMETER 
With this heavy -duty precision RTD/ 
Thermocouple Thermometer, Model 
407917, users can measure tempera- 

ture with the platinum RTD or select 
from five thermocouple types. Measure- 
ments are displayed on a 4% -digit 
(19999 count) LCD with Data Hold and 
Max /Min /Relative readings. Basic 
accuracy is ±-0.1% full scale. 

A front -panel pushbutton allows the 
user to select the input sensor type. 
Other features include selectable 
°C / °F temperature units, the choice of 
1° resolution or 0.1° resolution, and an 
RS -232 PC interface. The thermome- 
ter, which measures 7.1 by 8 by 1.3 
inches and weights only 10 ounces, 
comes complete with a rubber holster 
and a 9 -volt battery. 

G t 

The RTD /Thermocouple Thermo- 
meter, Model 407917 costs $219. For 
more information, contact Extech 
Instruments Corp., 335 Bear Hill Road, 
Waltham, MA 02451; Tel. 781 -890- 
7440; Web: www.extech.com. 
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CHEST HARNESS 
Ideal for emergency radio operators 
and hams on the move, the rugged 
Ham Gear Tactical Chest Harness 
holds a handheld radio or cellular 
phone snugly to the chest for hands - 
free and worry-free operation. Made of 
durable, heavy -duty twill burlap that's 
water- resistant, the chest harness 
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photos, and other images can become 

a full -time job. Many scanners come 

with software suites or document man- 

ager for this purpose. There are also 

many of these applications on the mar- 

ket, some better known than others. 

the two that I have the most experi- 

ence with both come from ScanSoft, a 

division of Xerox. 
PaperPort, which was originally 

produced by scanner vendor Vision - 

eer, was purchased by ScanSoft a bit 

over a year ago. ScanSoft has its own 

product, called Pagis, and continues to 

sell both. Different scanner vendors, 

including Visioneer, Canon, Epson, and 

others often include versions of Paper - 

Port or Pagis with their scanners. 
PaperPort was one of the first scan- 

ning utilities to incorporate a desktop 

metaphor. A thumbnail -sized represen- 

tation of the document, when scanned, 

appears on the application's "desktop" 
panel. From there, you simply drag the 

thumbnail over to the application in 

which you want to use it. You can store 

the document in a folder by dragging it 

over to an image of a file cabinet, or 

automatically launch OCR software by 

dropping the document icon on that of 

a word processor. 
Pagis Pro 3.0 Scanning Suite is 

very similar in appearance and func- 

tion. There's a quick action toolbar, for 

when you want to make a color copy 

(scan a document and send the image 

to a color printer), or scan and fax. 

There's also a desktop, where the 

thumbnail of the scanned document 

can be maneuvered as discussed 
above. Pagis calls this the Pagis Inbox. 

The latest version of Pagis Pro is a ter- 

rific utility and can be purchased at 

most computer stores for about $120. 

It incorporates the next -to- the -latest 

version of ScanSoft's TextBridge Pro 

OCR software and a copy of Adobe's 
PhotoDeluxe Business Edition image - 

editing and project software. The OCR 

has a utility that coverts scanned doc- 

uments into forms that can be elec- 

tronically filled -in, and you can even 

search your document database of 

scanned pages for text strings and 

keywords. 
Next time, we'll put Pagis Pro 3.0 to 

use on a couple of projects -see you 

then. In the meantime, as always, I 

value your comments and input. You 

can reach me at tneedleman @aol.com. 
And a Happy Holiday season to you 

and yours. 89 

cushions the radio from scrapes and 

blows. It holds the radio vertically to 

improve reception, and it has twin 

elastic antenna holders for short and 

long HT antennas. 
The shoulder straps and elastic belt 

are fully adjustable to fit any size radio 

and any size person comfortably. In 

addition, there's a 5 -inch by 7 -inch 

cargo pocket to hold another radio, 

maps, or tools; as well as a pen pouch. 

The Ham Gear Tactical Chest 
Harness (MFJ -18) costs $29.95. For 

more information, contact MFJ 

Enterprises, Inc., P.O. Box 494, 

Mississippi State, MS 39762; Tel. 800- 

647 -1800 or 601 -323 -5869; Web: 

www. mfjenterprises. corn. 
CIRCLE 87 ON FREE 
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TROUBLESHOOTING TOOL 
Designed to work with any oscilloscope 

that can be operated in an X/Y mode, 

the Tracker 200 is a quick and effective 

tool for power -off, component -level 

troubleshooting of printed circuit 

boards. The oscilloscope displays the 

current -voltage "analog signature" gen- 

erated by the Tracker 200 of a device 

under test. With the combined 
scope/Tracker capabilities, engineers 
and technicians are able to go from 

basic circuit analysis to comprehensive 
component -level diagnosis. 

Instruments, 15720 Mill Creek Blvd., Ste. 

100, Mill Creek, WA 98012; Tel. 800 -426 - 

9265; Web: www.huntron. corn. 
CIRCLE 88 ON FREE 
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This unit features four test ranges, 
plus an additional low- voltage (3 -volt) 

range for low -power surface -mounted 
devices. Three of the test frequencies 
allow for the testing of capacitors and 

inductors, while a variable DC level 

tests gate -fired devices. For quick 
diagnostic troubleshooting, the instru- 

ment can be operated in a two -chan- 

nel comparison mode where it can be 

switched between a "known- good" sig- 

nal and the signal being tested. 
The Tracker 200 sells for $995. For 

more information, contact Huntron 

NET WATCH 
(continued from page 6) 

Now, for those of you looking to hit a 

more traditional department store, 

check out JCPenney. Although we 

don't recommend buying gifts of 

clothes online (you're almost guaran- 

teed to have to do a few mail returns), 

some people on your list might have 

set -in -stone sizes (such as a dress 

shirt or socks) that you're pretty safe 

relying on. For these and other pur- 

chases such as jewelry or accessories, 
you'll find JCPenney to be a handy site 

to visit. In fact, of all the sites so far 

mentioned, this one probably has the 

most items available in each category. 

Don't let the seemingly small menu on 

the first page fool you. Each of those 

offerings, such as Men's or Women's, 

opens up to about a dozen subdivi- 

sions with many products in each. 

There are even a couple of categories 

of "perfect gift ideas," should you be in 

a real rush. If you've been to the real - 

world version of Penney's or have 

seen its catalog, you know just how 

much the chain carries. And most of it 

seems to be online now -nice. 
Finally, music to every shopper's 

ears around this time of year is the 

concept of saving money. If you'd like 

to get free online coupons for most of 

the sites we've looked at, as well as 

several others, be sure to visit 
Coolsavings.com. You'll have to fill out 

some demographic info, but it will be 

well worth the money you'll save. 
Until next time, happy shopping. 

Here's hoping that you use those 
hours or days you save to actually 
enjoy the holidays! 

As always, you can contact me via 

snail -mail at Net Watch, Popular 
Electronics, 500 Bi- County Blvd., 
Farmingdale, NY 11735, or e-mail at 

netwatch @gernsback.com. 

COMPUTER BITS 
(continued from page 13) 

quickly come to realize that keeping 

track of your scanned documents, 
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CTD1047 
10.4 -inch color TFT 

CTD5741 
5.7 -inch color STN 
Model ,n photograph enclosed In case. (CTD5741 

CTD5741 is 100% conpatible with uTD4141. 

5.7 -inch monochrome 

I New Features 

Development Support Too 
For Windows 98/95 

$150 

Personalized Color Pallets 
You can personalize the tone of the built -in 16 -color 
pallet by setting RGB (brightness) level. 

Copyin 
Areas of the screen can be selected and copied onto 
other screens. 

I Expanded Flash Memory 
Ima e Mani ulation 

Images imported from digital cameras or other 
sources can be easily bitmapped and registered on 

screens or keycaps. (The demonstration fish was 
created with the Development Support Tool.) 

Screen -to- Screen Group Move 
Screen data can be selected, grouped and moved to 

other screens. 

i 

--- Model 
Specification 

uTD4141 CTD5741 CTD1047 
10.7 -inch, color TFT 

sMaximum 

LCD 5.7 -inch, monochrome 5.7 -inch, color STN 

Resolution 320 X 240 320 X 240 640 X 480 

digits 40 columns X 30 lines 40 columns X 30 lines 80 columns X 60 lines 

Effective display area (mm) 116 X 87 116 X 87 211 X 158 

Key matrix input 10 X 6 10 X 6 13 X 10 (640 X 480) 

Key size (mm) 12 X 14 12 x 14 15 X 15 

;Power supply 5V DC 0.8A 5V DC 1A 5V DC 1.2A 

Dimensions (mm) W189 X D112 X H32 W189 X D112 x H32 W272 X D205 X H43 

Standard price $555 $740 $1225 

x Escutcheons and cases available for all models. 

Via RS -232C communications, simple commands let you easily display 

characters, draw graphics or collect key -input information. 

The built -in display memory can hold 4 full screens, making paging and 

other screen operations more convenient. (Up to 54 screens can be added 

with the Expanded Flash Memory.) 

Expansion features can be easily used with the Development Support Tool 

optional software. 

A wide array of characters can be displayed including kanji, kana, alphabet, 

numerals and special patterns. 

Key -input can be selected between polling and interrupt. 

Equipped with buzzer ON /OFF and backlight ON /OFF commands. 

Characters can be displayed as large as 64 x 64 dot. 

Easy backlight replacement (for color LCD models). 

Portrait monitor and RS485 model are available as special specification. 

E-mail = inh@orange.ocn.ne.jp 
International Hanbai Co., Ltd 
22 -30 Kanda -cho, Onomichi, Hiroshima, 722-0016, Japan 
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The worlds most popular 
simulator just got better. 

MULTISIM SCHEMATIC CAPTURE AND SIMULATION 

Flexible Symbol Editor 4123) 
To add or modify symbols for any component. 

Power Meter 
Works just like with a real Wattmeter. 

1000 New Components 
New families include Electromechanical, Connector, 
Wideband Opamp, and Tiny Logic. 

Editable Footprint Field CZO 
Add or change default footprint values directly 
from the schematic. 

New Analyses 
AC sensitivity and DC sensitivity help determine 
the stability of your design. 

Multiple Instruments 40) 
Now you can have more than one copy of an 
instrument on the screen at once. 

Enhanced Wiring 
Improved connections to pins and more intelligent 
autowiring. 

Analysis Wizards 
Guide you through an analysis, making it easier 
than ever to take advantage of these powerful 
functions. 

o. y.. boom 

.lD . 
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Virtual Instruments 
Includes oscilloscope, function generator, 
multimeter, bode plotter, word generator, and 
logic analyzer. 

9 Powerful Analyses 
To analyze circuits in ways just not possible with real 
instruments. Includes DC,& AC operating point, 
transient, Fourier, noise, DC sweep and Ac & DC 
sensitivity. 

5,000 Components 
Wide selection of commonly used components, all 
complete with simulation, symbol and footprint 
information. 

Full- Featured Schematic Capture 
Industry's easiest -to -use design entry is ideal for 

generating high -quality schematics. 

Changes on the Fly 
The worlds only simulator that lets you tweak your 
circuit during simulation for instant feedback. 

Analog and Digital SPICE Simulation 
Fast, accurate SPICE simulation with no limit on 
circuit size. 

Custom Model Support 
Edit existing models to create new parts, or import 
components as SPICE models from vendors. 

UltiBOARD$399 

NE 
VERS/0/1/ 

multisinn$399 
Call for upgrade pricing 

ULT1BOARD POWERFUL PCB LAYOUT 

Fast Auto routing Multi -layer autorouter with configurable options for 
customized performance. 
Real -Time DRC Automatic Design Rule Check prevents costly errors by 
monitoring the size and clearance of pads, vias and traces. 

Ideal for all Boards Built -in board editor to create any shape board up to 
50" X 50" in size, with as many as 32 layers. 

Multiple Output Formats Outputs to the formats you need including 
Gerber, DXF, plotters, printers, and more. 

Tight Integration with Multisim Supports forward and back annotation 
with Multisim, so that the programs share important design information. 

Flexible Editing Full support of power and ground planes, with or without 
thermal relief 'Reroute while move' to move copper without losing connectivity. 

For a FREE demo visit www.eleCtrolnicsworkbench.com 

Call 1- 800 -263 -5552 
Save $100 when you order the Personal Design Solution 
(Includes Multisim and Ultiboard ). 

Electronics 
WORKBENL 

DESIGN SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY DESKTOP 
CIRCLE 26 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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